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First Campus Building To irome Museum

Wrather Hall Contract Awarded

WHITNELL MEMORIAL — Mrs. Harmon Whitnell, second from right,
presents a S669 check from the Murray Civitan Club to Keith Hays, chairman of the Murray-Calloway County Mental Health-Mental Retardat
ion
Center, in memory of her husband, Harmon Whitnell. Also shown
are
Wayne Williams, left, Civitan member, and Miss Frances Whitnell,
second
from left, Whitnell's sister. Friends of Whitnell, who died in April,
contributed to a memorial fur _I and the local Civitans added money to
the
fund to purchase a film projector, sewing machine and electric typewriter
for the center. A club spokesman noted that Whitnell was the epitome
of
the club slogan, "Civitans Help People." Hays said, "I knew 'Mr. Harmon
'
practically all of my life and that makes this needed equipment mean more
to me than the purpose it will serve at the center."
• -,,

City School Board Report
Shows 6 Percent Increase
On Food, Non-Food Items
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The overall price increase on food
and non-food items let for bids by the
Murray Independent School System's
food services department amounted to
6 percent over the last bidding period
according to the report given to board
members at Tuesday night's meeting.
Flair -to the board's acceptance of
bids for the four-month period of
November through February, Glinda
Jeffrey, food services director, told
members that the price of all items
excluding frozen foods and canned
vegetables had increased. Frozen foods
decreased by 4 percent, while canned
vegetables showed no increase.
Items and their percentage of increase since the August-October bidding period were cereal, 3 percent;
spices, 6 percent; condiments, 9 percent; fruits, 8 percent; paper products,
8 percent; cleaning products, 1 percent; and dry products, 5 percent.
The meeting, held at Carter
Elementary School, followed a twohour forum with approximately 35
teachers from both Carter and
Robertson Elementary Schools.
Mrs. Jeffrey reported that the
system's application for a grant to fund
a nutrition education program was one
of only seven awarded in the state.

Applications were received from
colleges and universities, local school
districts, state and local government
agencies and non-profit organizations.
The $5,000 grant, funded through the
Child Nutrition Act, will finance a
project, "Nutrition Is A Life-Saver."
The goal of the project, which will include training for teachers and
cafeteria personnel in basic nutritional
information, is to reach as many
students as possible through nutrition
education.
Youth advisory committees and a
parent participation program to
provide training for parents who are
willing to serve as aides or resource
persons are also a part of the program.
Materials such as films, books and
games will be purchased.
In other business, the board added
Michael Wahlig and Marilyn Dill to the
substitute teacher list. Wahlig is a high
school English, speech and theatre
teacher, while Mrs. Dill is certified to
teach kindergarten through eighth
grade.
Dee Ann Thornton, a Murray State
University student, was approved to
assist Mrs. Sharon Downing as a
Murray High School cheerleader
sponsor.
The board also voted to change its
regular meeting time from 7:30 p.m. to
7 p.m. during the winter months.

By DWAIN McINTOSH
A $1,021,235 contract has been
awarded to Quality Construction Co. of
Benton for restoration and renovation
of Wrather_ Hall at Murray State
University, according to the Kentucky
Executive Department for Finance and
Administration.
Work on the building, which will
house an area museum, is expected to
begin within 10 days and take about a
year to complete.
The contract figure for general
construction brings the total scope cost
of the project to $1,281,683, more than
8190,000 higher than the original
estimate of 81,088,850 made in 1978 and
approved by the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education.
In addition to general construction
costs, total scope figures include architect's fees, funding for equipment
and furnishings, and other costs.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray
State president, said the decision was
made to accept the low bid on the
project, even though it is higher than
the original estimate, because
university officials believe the prospect
of getting a lower bid is rernote.
He said the total scope overrun on the
project will be made up from three
sources — $75,000 from unexpended
contingency monies from the heating
and cooling plant project, $50,000 from
the fire and tornado fund, and about
965,000 from funding originally
designated for equipment and furnishings. Curris expressed serious
regrets about taking funds designated
for furniture and equipment to pay for
construction costs.
"We are only postponing a decision as
to how to furnish the museum," he said.
He explained that 8100,000 was the
original estimate for equipment and
furnishings, but that amount has been
reduced to about $35,000 to offset part of
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clear and cool
Tonight clear and cool with a
general frost. Low 30 to 36.
Thursday sunny. High 55 to 60.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday: Dry
through the period with a warming trend for the weekend.
Highs in the 60s Friday and
Saturday and in the 70s on Sunday

Energy Department Says Time
Needed For Gas Rationing Plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite
predictions from congressmen that
gasoline rationing could be needed at
any time, an Energy Department
analyst says it could take a couple of
years to whip a workable plan into
shape.
Under a compromise given final
congressional approval Tuesday, the
president can order rationing any time
there is a -shortage of 20 percent in

gasoline or diesel fuel supplies in the
United States.
The House and Senate will get a crack
at rejecting whatever detailed
rationing plan the Carter achr
ministration concocts before the
standby plan goes "on the shelf' for
possible future use.
Moreover, either house would have
the option of blocking actual implementation of rationing at
time

Arson Suspected In
Tuesday Night Fires
According to a Calloway County
Sheriff's official, several area fires
occurring late Tuesday night are
suspected to be the result of arson.
A spokesman for the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad said an
abandoned house, owned by Starkey
.Thomas and located on Butterworth
Road, was completely destroyed. He
added no one was injured.
Two other abandoned houses also
were destroyed by fire, the spokesman
981B."A1iouse owned by Holland Jones,
located in the Taylor Store area south of
Lynn Grove was totalled. Another
house la Lynn Grove, located three
miles west of Charlie Thurman Road,
was destroyed. The spokesman added
the name of the owner is not yet rinown.
A hay barn on Williams Chapel Road,

three miles south of Highway 94 West,
was destroyed by fire along with its
contents — 100 sticks of air-cured
tobacco, a four-row cultivator and 600
bales of hay, according to the
spokesman. He added the fire started
around the hay loft.
Nelson Murdoch was the owner of the
barn.
A house, owned by Clayton Prichard,
located two miles north of Lynn Grove
on Kentucky 893 was destroyed. The
spokesman said that three surrounding
barns Whitt saved.
The sheriff's official added investigations will continue.
The squad. is.o responded to a hay
wagon fire on Highway 94, west of Lynn
Grove. The hay and the wagon were
destroyed, the spokesman said. Owner
of the wagon is not known. ,0

the president tried to put it into effect.
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., a
principal author of the compromise bil:
approved 301-112 by the House Tuesday.
said conditions requiring gasoline
rationing "could occur at any time.
And Sen. Henry M. Jackson, DWash., chairtnan of the Senate Energy
Committee, said the fragile US. oil
supply line from the Middle East could
be cut off at any time. "Without contingency planning, the country would
be brought to its knees," Jackson said.
It is thatcontingency planning which
Energy Department analyst Andy
Fang says will take time.
There is no standby plan at the
moment because the Energy Department could not prepare one until
Congress spelled out what it would
insist on having in it. And Fang said
could be two years or more before a
rationing plan is ready for practical
operation.
"Gasoline rationing is not here
tomorrow," he said in an interview.
Fang,a program analyst in the Office
of Regulations and Energy Planning.
said it may take several weeks to draft
a plan, which then would be opened up
for public comment.
at process could mean it will be
- n',s before a final. plan is sent toCongress for what ciitnr be—a
consuming review.
Fang said planners believe that.
practically speaking, it would take 18 to
24 months from the time a plan gets the
congressional go-ahead to have it ready
to work:

1

c.,st kAerrun.
ki'd point out, however, that
thc r•-•fti.,a1 of the State to provide the
rer..1u.!sig $65,000 left the University in
the poAtion of losing the entire
ref .at,on project or just a portion of
-pmerit and furniture.
Wrather Hall, completed in 1924, was
the fast budding constructed on the
can,pus Funding for the project was
providPu from $117,000 contributed by
the
Calloway County in the
succe,,sful effort to have Murray
designated as the site for a new state
normal school in West Kentucky.
An eff-Tt was organized in December, 1973, to renovate the structure and
to convert it into a museum to serve the
people of the area. Walter Apperson,
publisher of the Murray Ledger and

Times,. and A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
executive vice-president of the Bank of
Murray, were named co-chairmen of a
Wrather Hall Museum Committee.
People from each of the eight counties
in the Jackson Purchase were appointed to the committee.
The building, named in honor of the
late Dr. M. 0. Wrather, executive vicepresident of the university at the time
of his death in 1970, was listed in the
National Register of Historic Places by
the U. S. Department of Interior in
July, 1975.
As the proposal gained support in the
area from many individuals and a
number of organizations, Gov. Julian
M. Carroll pledged state support. The
Paducah firm of Gresham-KeelingJones Associates was hired as the

architect for the project.
When the original total scope
estimate of $1,088,850 was determined,
the breakdown of funding to finance the
project was worked out as follows:
sMte support, 9838,000; university
share, $225,000; and community contribution, $25,000.
The effort to raise the community
contribution of $25,000 was given a
significant assist by Kentucky author
and poet Jesse Stuart, who permitted
collector's autographed copies of his
boo& entitled "My World" to be
presented as gifts to charter patrons
who donated $100 or more.
Names of those charter donors will
also be inscribed on a charter plaque to
hang in the museum.

FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY — Newly elected officers of the Friends of the Calloway County Public Library are,front
roiv, left to right, Doris Cella, director; Joanna Sykes, secretary; Lucille Potts,
vice president; back row, left to right,
Andrew Sakelson, director; Dr. lames Bym, president; Dr. Ray Moore, director; and Dr. Stan Hendrickson,treasurer.
November was named as membership month by the organization. A committee
was also appointed at the October meeting to organize a premiere showing of several original paintings donated to the library to support a
project oi its choosing. Mrs. Ruth Howard, volunteerlrench teacher in the "Children's Cultural
Adventures in French," presented some of the participating children and gave a summary of the program.
Photo By Nita Baugh

Shelter Needs Volunteer Help
Felix the cat rules the MurrayCalloway County Animal Shelter with
an iron paw, but Julia Harris, shelter
manager, says she could use a little
volunteer help with the day-to-day
operation of the facility.
Ms. Harris, who operates the shelter
40 hours a week as a county employee
under the CETA program, said it is
hard to get all the work done and that
weekends cause a particular problem.
Even with the help of Felix, the shelter
mascot.
The county-owned, humane societyoperated facility houses a average of
150 dogs and 50 cats per month.
"One person cannot do the manual
work involved, feeding the animals and
cleaning the cages, and the paper
work," said Ms. Harris. "Right now I
have two volunteers who put in a few
hours a week, and it's a great help. But
I need some more help."
People who might be interested in
helping care for the animals in the
shelter would not have to donate yery
much time to be of real use, she said.
"We could use a person for two hours
one weekend a month," she said, "and
that would make a big difference. If
someone is interested in putting in
more time, that would be great."
There are benefits to helping with the
shelter operation, said Ms. Harris, if
one is an animal lover. "You get to visit
with all the animals, which usually
include some puppies and kittens. But
you'll have to do some work, too." Although the job might be considered
fun, said Ms. Harris, there is some
physical labor involved, and volunteer
applicants should keep that in mind."If
a person wanted to learn office
procedures, and there is quite a bit of
paper work, I'd be glad to teach them
that," she said.
The shelter handles a number of dogs
and cats each month and manages to
adopt out an average of 45 dogs and 20
cats during a 30-day period.
"This place is a madhouse," said Ms.
Harris. "Just when you get back in the
kennel area to begin cleaning and
feeding, someone arrives to leave an
animal, or adopt an animal, or just to
look around. There's alww something
going on.
,

VOLUNTEER HELP? — Julia Harris, who is manager of the county-owned
humane society-operated Calloway County Animal Shelter, talks -with
some of her "volunteers," including Fritz the cat, right, who serves as
shelter mascot. The Murray-Calloway County Humane Society is looking
for volunteers to help Ms. Harris a few hours each week People interested
in the volunteer program may call lean Blankenship at 753-4395.
Calloway County Photo

Humane Society, said people interested
in volunteering should plan to attend
the next Humane Society board
meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 30 in
the Calloway County Public Library.
"We have little doubt that if several
people are interested in helping with

this worthwhile endeavor," said Mrs.
Blankenship, "we'll sponsor a
workshop. We have great hopes for this
as a continuing thing."
People interested in discussing the
volunteer positions first may call Mrs.
Blankenship at 753-4395.

Bioethics To Be Discussed

Bioethics, the questions associated
with pioneering medical technology,
will be the focus of a two-day conference at Murray State University
Oct. 25-26.
Appearing in three separate
programs will be two recognized
r1)•
- -711 authorities in the field of bioethics —
Dr. • Betty Rutter, professor of
On East Sycamore extended, off
biophysics at The Evergreen State
Highway 121 South, the shelter was
College, Olyolaia, Wash., and Dr.
built in 1977 and is a design approved by
LeRoy Walters, director of the Center
the National Humane Society.
Jean Blankenship, who serves as far Bioethics at the Kennedy Institute,
Georgetown Uthersity.
liaison between the shelter and the
-4/1111F.—

All programs scheduled during the
conference will be in Mason Hall
(Nursing Building) at 14th and Payne
on the campus.
A workshop on Bioethics is scheduled
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct.
25, with Dr. Kutter and Dr. Walters
leading a program designed to enable
stttlents, practicing professionals; and
faculty to develop decision-making
skills. A fee of $10 will be charged
professionals. University students will
affiitted at mq.charge.
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Community Calendar Events

SAVE

Wednesday,Oct. 24
Pablo Cruise Band will
present a homecoming concert at 8 p.m. in the Murray
State University Fieldhouse.
--Acia44sa‘uu-is64.50.iaadvauce
and $5.50 day of the show for
students. General admission
is $6.50 in advance and $7.50
day of the show.

At

SCOANACIN
.- 0
.10

Teens Encounter Christ
meeting will be at 9 p.m. in
rectory. of St. Leo's Catholic
Church': For information call
767-6111.

2000t.
Reg.

Now

fro,

T Y
REACH
TOOTHBRUSH
Reg. 99`

/11

6

C

HANKSCRAFT
COOL VAPOR
I HUMIDIFIER
Reg. $12.95$

49

DURA FLAME II
FIREPLACE LOGS

Thursday,Oct.25
Senior Citizens Groups •
meet as follows: Hazel
Hazel Community Center at
a.m. with lunch at 11:45 p.11.
Memo, at-Ellis-Genie? feral
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with lunch
noon; Nutrition Program t.
the Elderly at Douglas Cenic!
at 12 iition.

Friday,Oct.26
West Kentucky Association
of Educational Secretaries
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Any person enmed in office
work in the field ofeducation
is invited and call 753-3033 for
information.
Murray State Homecoming
Tennis Tournament for
alumni, their guests, faculty,
staff and friends of the
university will begin at 8 a.m.
on the University Courts. Call
762-3737 for information.

Two day bio-ethics cci
ference focusing on ethiJ
in
issues
reproductr
technology and genetic
engineering will be held tod.i
and Friday in Mason Hal:
of
meeting
board
General
Murray State University. For
Annual Murray State
the Christian . Women's
Homecoming Golf TourFellowship will be at 7:30 p.m. information call 753-3531.
nament will begin at 9 a.m.
at the First Christian Church
Program on nutrition durr4 This is open to men .and
library.
pregnancy followed by a women and for reservations
call 762-2798.
Campus-wide election of the session on labor and deliver
1979 Homecoming Queen at will be offered at 2 p.m. iii
The Murray State ROTC
Murray State University will }'loom 206, Mason Hall NurHomecoming
be held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in sing Building. Murray State graduates'
the Student Center. The University. For informatiiii banquet will be held at 6:30
p.m. in Room 226, Stewart
election is sponsored by the call I.inda Clark,762-2193.
Stadium.
Student Activities Board and
Friday,Oct. 26
the Student GOvernMent
BFA Painting Exhibition La
, First .in a series of five
Association-.
Laura Poriunier Of Louis-Ville
Wildlife Films will
Audubon
•
will be at Clara M. Eagle
be shown free of charge at 7
Talent Show highlighting
State
Murray
Gallery,
p.m: in the Student Center
Black Heritage will be held at
University,through Nov. 7.
Auditorium, Murray State
8 p.m. in the Student Center
University. The film will be
Auditorium, Murray State
Moscow Pops, members of
"Song of the Northern
University. There is no adNekrasov Russian Folk
charge.
Prairie."
mission
Volsruo
of
- Orchestra and stars
Opera. will, be presented in
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Thursday. Oct. 25
concert by the Murray Civiv
at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
meet
Knights of Columbus Ladies
Music Association at 8:15 p.m.
Community Center.
Night will be held at 6:30 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium, Murray
at Gleason Hall. This is open State University. Admii.s
. ion
to all adults of St. Leo's Parish will be by membership card 'Shopping for Murray Senior
for
dish
a
bring
Citizens will be held and call
with each to
only or by MSU identification
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
the potluck and the K. of.C. to
card.
shopping and by 11:30 a.m.for
furnish meat and bread at $1
afternoon shopping.
per person.
Elementary
North Calloway
School Fall Festival will start
• Wilderness Weekend _
Murray Business and -at 6 p.m. at the school.
featuring LBL and the
Profestbnal, Women's • Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
National Association of American Mountain Men will
-Triangle -- Restaurant with Retired Federal Employees he held on Land Between the Melissa McKinney asspeaker. will meet at 11:30 a.m. at the. Lakes With preregistering for
Colonial House Smorgasbord persons over 18 with a limit of
Kramer and Company with Max B. Hurt as speaker. 30 persons.
Magic Show will present a 12
noon "teaser" and an 8 p.m.
Ruth Gf
principle performance in the
Student Center Auditorium,
Murray State University. For
information call 762-6951.
The Ruth Wilson Circle of mittees were given.
the
of
report
The
Magazine Club will meet at
the First United Methodist
2 p.m. *at the Holiday Inn with
Church Women met at the nominating committee was as
Mrs. E. B. Howton as hostess. home of Mrs. John Irvan on follows: Mrs. Harold Douglas,
Mrs. - Jack
Members note change from
Oct. 11 at 7:30. p.m: Mrs. chairman,
chairman',
vice
Andersen,
time previously announced.
co-hostess.
Haron West was
Eighteen members and three Mrs. John Trotter, secretary,
World Friendship Club will guests — Mrs. Walter and Mrs. Z. C. Enix,
meet at the home of Thelma
Mrs.
Norma treasurer.
Mischke,
The devotion was given by
Warford at6:30 p.m.
Childress, and Mrs Anthony
W. P. Russell from the
Mrs.
Cassity were present.
"Grace in the Wilderbook
Workshop in Writing and
Mrs. Otis Erwin, chairman,
Songwriting will be conducted opened the meeting with ness." The program was
by David Steiling, writer-in- prayer. Reports of the corn- presented by Mrs. Maurice
Ryan entitled "So many
residence,, at the Calloway
Hungry People" by Florence
Public Library at 7 p.m. This
Little.
is open to all interested per-,
Refreshments were served
sons at no charge.
EAKER Gan
the hostesses.
by
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Eaker
Southwest 'Calloway of Murray are the parents of a
Elementary School Parent- baby girl, Tiffany Leigh,
Teacher Club will hold an open weighing seven pounds.1334
house.from 7 to 8 p.m. with a ounces, measuring 20,-4 inPADUCAH PATIENT
brief PTC meeting scheduled ches, born on Saturday, Oct.
'fruition Jackson of Murray
at8 p.m.
13, at 6:03 p.m at the Murray- has been dismissed from
Calloway County Hospital. •
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Zeta Department, Murray
The mother is the former
at
meet
Woman's Club, will
Tina Steele.
7:30 p.m. at Thurman FurGrandparents are Mrs.
the
for
Company
niture
Romona Eaker and Mr. and
program by James Lawrence Mrs. Barry 1.. Steele, all of
REDDEN BOY
and Mrs. R.T. Hewitt.
Murray.
boy, Bradley Ray,
baby
A
Great grandparents are Mr.
pounds, was
eight
weighing
For Information
and Mrs. Guy Hill, Madison
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
born
Rogarding
Heights, Mich., Mr. and Mrs.
Redden, 307 Cedar Street,
Richard A. Steele, Jensen
Tenn., On Friday, Oct.
Beach, Fla.. Mrs. Dortha Paris,
the Murray-Calloway
at
19,
Eaker and Mrs. Hazel
County Hospital.
Galloway, both of Murray.
mother is the former
(Permanent
ireat great - grandmotheis— • The
Ray. Grandmothers are
Jaine
are Mrs. I aVeta Budite,
Removal of Hair
Milton Ray and Mrs.
Miami Beach, Fla., and Mrs. Mrs.
Goforth.
Irene
Call
Lillie Moody, Mayfield.

'Mon
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PRICES GOOD THROUGH
OCTOBER 30th

We Want To Be Your Drug Store

Tenn., Johnson Dance Studio,
Dancers and instructors
Professorial dancers, all on Paducah, Continental Studio.
from the Thurman School of staff at the school, par- •
Richmond, Va., and Thur.
Dance, Murray. attended the ticipating in the competition
map's, Murray.
Mid-South Invitational Dance were Pam Mavity, Beverly
Judges for the competition
Festival held Sept. 28 to 30 at Barnett, Mike Blankenship,
Vernon Bred and Linda
were
the Holiday Inn-Rivermont, • Morris
Baucum, Judy
of Ifouston, Tenn,
Dean
Baucum, Craig Thurman,
Memphis,Tenn.
current reigning United States
26
school
entered
Thejocal
Charles Thurman, and Elsie
International Latin Champrofessional and amateur Thurman.
who- are undefeated for
pions,
dances- and placed in all 26‘of
Dance Studios participting six years. They also endances winning 17 first
were Society Dance _Center, tertained with a special dance
places, seven second places,.
Little Rock, Ark., Embassy for five minutes on Saturday
and two third places.
Fred Astaire, Memphis, evening at the dance festival.
Various dances such. as
disco, chacha, waltz, rumba,
foxtrot,
tango,
swing,
merengue,samba,belero, and
mambo were entered by the
school in the various pro-am,
Now's the time to have your family poramateur,, and professional
traits made for Christmas giving.
divisions.
Professional results for the
"The Perfect Christmas Gift"
local school were as follows:
Act now and take advantage of the beautiful
Novice division—three
fall colors.
couples entered --John
McConnell and Tammie
*One Day Film Processing
Welder, Memphis, - Tenn.,
'Portraits *Weddings *Frames
third place; Donnie Johnson
and partner from Paducah,
•Mike
place;
second
Blankenship and Pam Mavity,
Murray,first place.
Rising Star division—six
couples entered—Morris and
118 So. 12th
753-0035
Judy Baucum, Murray, third
place; Charles Thurman and
Beverly Barnett, Murray,
second place; Craig Thurman
and Elsie Thurman, Murray,
first place.
p arr. pleased to an Full professional division:miuner that SUSIIII Estes,
five couples entered—Craig
hruir•elect of.Wark
Thurman and Beverly Bar1,14alliock ha,, elected
and
nett,. third Place; Charles
their pottem. .tainl.'ss
Elsie Thurman, Murray,
and mita( from our
second place; Rehdy- Barnett
c,ompletr bri.Iut regiorN .
and Donna, Memphis, Tenn.,
.Susan and Wark will
first place.
be married 1, Iam her
dancers
Amateur
22, I cI7,1
representing Thurman School
of Dance were as follows:
Jerry and Joyce Bowden,
Henry, Tenn., Jewell Montgomery, Paris, Tenn., Cathy
Young, Euva Mitchell, Mark
Vinson, Joe Cowin,- Debby
Gadberey, and Jo Williams,
allof Murray--- - -

tonight!

RAINCHECKS ON ALL ITEMS

TT
SCO
DRUGS

Murray Dance School Group
Takes Honors At Festival

753-8856

WE EXTEND
BEST WISHES
TO

MSU RACER
PLAYERS
AND COACHES

STAFF MEMBERS and dancers from the Thurman School of Dance attended the MidSouth Invitational Deuce Festival held at Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 28-30. Shown here are, left
to right, Craig Thurman, Elsie Thurman,and Charles Thurman.

ir

• A temptingly
tasteful
comedy...

Chestnut — 753-2547
0

THE WELCOME WAGON CLUB entertained the residents
of Fern Terrace Lodge on Thursday afternoon,Oct. 11. A film
on "Chemical Facts of Life" was shown followed by
refreshments being served. Dorothy Overbey was program
chairman. Shown here are several of the residents at the
refreshments table.

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

•
•
**
STEM SALE
•

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY SPECIAL

CHICKEN FRIED
•
•
• STEAK PLATTER
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

••
••
$2.49
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Reg.$3.28

All You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
•'Chicken Fried Steak with Country Gravy
• Baked Potato or French Fries
• A thick slab of Stockade Toast

•
•

• SIRLOIN STOCKADE

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality that keeps you comin'back. •
•
Bel Air Center

al•
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Chapter Meet Held
At Southside Manor

Rainev'3

The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
h
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held its regular meeting
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Southside Manor Apartments
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High
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.Look.
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Have
you ever curling iron or hot rollers.
Vicki Overby, Rene Bolen,
•-A, Chris Loftis, Judy- English, ney. Last week-end Patsy and thought about it - Murray a
all uptight at work, exchange (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Stay
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of, that tease at
Sue (Mrs. Don) Overby won women definitely have their Then you have another group
pleasantries with others and
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work. Don't let relationship Pam Durham, Brenda Jones, the Tennis Center's fall "look." For
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one thing, Murray without sitting
Liz Hill,. Nancy Herndon,
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with rollers on wet hair.
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Bob
women.
Hogancamp
England, Linda Hunt, and
I almost forgot - Murray
Don't complain if your on the job.
and his officers had a very
The first thing you have to
MR. AND MRS. STEPHEN DALE KEMP were married
Patsy Higgins.
women do great things with
budget doesn't fit in with your
recently in a double ring ceremony at 11 a.m. at the Sidney
YOU BORN TODAY have
scarves - little or big. Most of
need for good times. Invite the ability to commer
United Methodist Church, Sidney, N. Y., with the Rev.
cialize
the shoes you see around town
someone over for a quiet and your artistic talents
Dwight Giles, Sr., officiating and Mrs. Sarah Pressler proand can
have very high heels- so much
inexpensive evening.
succeed as a painter, sculptor,
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for comfort. These high heels
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The bride is the former Pamela Ann Mertz, daughter of
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worn
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Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Mertz of Sidney, N. Y. The groom is the
are
Angry words could be ambitious for
but not just plain jeans - son of
success.
Mr.and Mrs. Charles D.Kemp of Murray, who attendspoken out of jealousy. Show Somewhat scholarly,
Murray women love designer ed the
you can
wedding.
others that you care. Don't teach and write, especia
blue jeans - you know the
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Given in marriage by her father,the bride chose her sister,
withdraw from contact.with a history, philosophy,
name on the back pocket.
and
Miss Chris Mertz of Sidney as her maid of honor, and Mrs.
meinber,
science.. You do not like to take
For a small town - The
Paula Mertzi,+dney, her sister-in-law, and Miss Jane
LIBRA'
orders, but at times can be
Murray women come off
Ramsey, Afton, N. Y., as bridesmaids. Miss Amber Mertz,
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
vacilating. Watch a tendency
looking "Big City."
niece of the bride, was the flower girl.
Don't be possessive. Share to be self-rqghteous or
to exChuck Kemp of Murray, brothel' of the groom, was
with friends. A -shopping trip pect others to live up
to your
bestmark. Groom.smen were Tim Mertz, Sidney, brother of
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St.
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'
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of perthe bride,and Mark Roy,West Virginia.
something for the house,
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converted by Henry VIII from
A reception waiheld after the ceremony at the Union Hall
a leper hospital.
in Sidney,N.Y.
• Frans Drake
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WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB met on Wedne
sday morning,Oct. D.at the home of Monica
Walston for a social. The club will meet
Thursday, Oct. 25, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of
Thelma Warlord. Pictured, left to right, are,
back row, Edith Noffsinger, Murray, Meme
Garrastazu, Cuba, Daisy Mathew, India,
Espie Von Ameringea, Philippines, Monica
Walston, Germany, Evelyn Wallis, Murray,
front row, Than Olson, Gerinan, Nancy Wu,
Taiwan,Gracie Erwin,Kirksey,and Holly
Walston.

Market
MARKET 414's

4/4

Electrolux
Sales &
Service
Tony
Montgomery
753-6760

Many

Downtown Stores

.0/be open late

Friday Night,
October 26th

!
Xi

for

• t.

Homecoming Shopping
.•••.•

:
/
II

,

hintiture

GHOST OF A SALE!
THROUGH HALLOWEEN NIGHT

WE INVITE YOU TO OUR HALLOWEEN PARTY TUESDAY NIGHT BEFORE
HALLOWEEN IN OUR STORE 7:30 TIL 10 P.M. FREE PRIZES!
$100 IN FREE MERCHANDISE OF YOUR CHOICE FOR THE
MOST UNUSUAL
COSTUME WORN TO OUR STORE TUESDAY NIGHT FOR OUR GAL
A HALLOWEEN
PARTY — MAN, WOMAN or CHILD — ENTERTAINMENT — PRI
ZES
*DUNKING FOR APPLES *FORTUNE TELLING *SPOOK HOU
SES *FISH POND
*GOBLINS *POP THE BALLOONS

s 00°°
filEgt
PRICES
SPOOKY

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON MANY ITEMS(WE
WILL NOT MAKE
PUBLIC) ONLY AT MARKET 414 FURNITURE DO YO
U FIND
SUCH OUTSTANDING DISCOUNTS!

At'-'

$10000

FREE
SPOOK'
4(1

PR/CES
WEEK

OVER 40 NEW SOFAS RECEIVED IN THE LAST
10 DAYS!

Come in
Ask For Spook
No I 'TERRY'

We must let the witches broom sweep all old
prices into the
winds --- you won't believe the spooky prices --- hig
h prices
have died at our store this week and the ghosts of
olden
days prices are now in effect Seeing is believing
.

•Free Delivery
•Ban). Financing
*C•m‘enient Laltiwav
VISA

Atarket 414 hriature

114 North Market Street

Paris, Tenn

Geraldine and Terry Sykes, Managers

Come in
Ask For Spook
No?
GERALDINE

"The Store
With 7'he
Lou. Orerheml-

Plume 612-6996

0".
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

10 l'ears. Ago
The Murray City Council last night
turned down a proposed dog law for the
ctty el Murray, discussed a one-way
street pattern for the downtown area,
and approved the calling of $100,000 in
Natural Gas System bonds.
Larry D. Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles B. Wilson, Hazel, has been
awarded a two year ROTC scholarship
at Murray State University by the
Department of the Army.
Raymond E. Paschall,scr of Mr. and
Mrs. Winfred Paschall of Route 3,
Puryear, Tenn., has been promoted to
Specialist Four while serving with the
226th Military Police Detachment as
AWOL Clerk at Fort Irwin, Calif.
Deaths reported include Luther
Andrew Morris, 90,
Gail For has been named chairman
of the Bear Creek Scout Council in
Murray.
Keith Lovett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Lovett, was honored at a party on
his fifth birthday on Oct. 4 at his home.

Trip With Team
Very Impressive
By WALT APPERSON
Publiyher
It was my privilege to accompany the
Murray State Racer football team to
the Indiana Central game at
Indianapolis, Ind. last week-end. Coach
Mike Gottfried said he thought it might
be interesting to go along with the team
and follow the schedule to see what a
road trip is like in 1979. It has been 25
years since I traveled with a football
team and it brought back many
memories of the college football days
long past.
Everyone has a specific job with the
team and the schedule is followed to the
letter. We departed via two busses from
the MSU Stewart Stadium at 8:15 a.m.
last Friday
and
arrived in
Elizabethtown for, lunch. The
waitresses at the stopping place
remarked at the manner in which the
team members conducted themselves.
Gottfried's coaching staff are all men of
the highest caliber and respect for them
is evident from the team members. Not
fear, just respect for what they have to
do and who they are playing for in the
games. Another word to describe this
would be pride for the Racers have
that.
The various teams work together and
they have cultivated through their team
leadership and coaching a "family"
spirit with one another. They moved out
on the practice field Shortly- after our
arrival for a light workout. Every
member of the team knew the game
was nearing and tension began to build.
_The coaches were constantly
reminding the Racers that Indiana
Central was not in Murray's division
rating and to beware of them. They are
playing up and this will be one of their
better games, Gottfried kept telling his
coaches. As the time of the game grew
closer, Gottfried was like a nervous lion
in a cage.
One can feel the group getting more
intense and concentrating. They are
urging the team to do the same. With
Murray State's program, it's total
dedication and we can see the fruits of
reward.
Coach Gottfried's staff includes:
Coach Zook, Coach Reamer, Coach
Walker, Coach Behling, Coach Bonds,
Coach Liggins, Coach Dickens, Coach
13aldridge and Coach Mahoney. The
trainer is Tom Simmons and Doug
Vance handles publicity for the Athletic
Department.
Saturday morning the team meets for
a church service at 9:10 a.m. This is
done at both home and away games. It
is most impressive. They sing together,
pray together, read scripture and listen
to a message from one of the coaches.
The theme was "Momentum" on

Consumer Comment

Saturday. It centered on the story of
Joshua and his victory in battles over
the Arnorites. "Love lifted Me" was
the closing song. It was still being sung
by some riding the bus home after the
victory.
The pre-game meal was eaten in
almost total silence. The business of
winning a football game was all that the
team and coaches had in mind. The
Racers were ready to play but it
seemed like they had something else on
their minds. It wasn't planned this way
but those things just happen.
They played a bad first half and the
score was 0-0 but take nothing away
from Indiana Central. They were
playing good football. The second half,
the Racers came out and put three
scores on the board in a matter of
minutes and the game was in hand. One
lapse of the defense and Indiana
Central scored. They have not failed to
score in nine years and a shutout just
wasn't to be on Saturday.
The team put the game away and
Heartitne iP a service for senior
immediately started asking about the
cttizene. Its purpoee is to answer
Eastern-Western score. They all
questions and solve problems — fart. If
wanted Eastern to win and the coaches
you have a question or a problem not
knew both had to win to get television
answered in these Minim?, write
coverage and better ratings this week.
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., Wert
That's the way it turned out.
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
The Big "M" Club members were
receive a prompt reply, bat you met
there in force and the following of MSU
liaelude a stamped, self-addreeeed
fans was very good. The support is truly
envelope. The most useful replier will
appreciated by the team and staff and
be printed in this column.
they said so.
HEARTLINE: I have *been on
The ride home was long but not
Medicare for a little over a year now,
nearly so long as it would have been had
and I have submitted quite a numberof
MSU lost. The diels cast and 'now the
claims to Medicare. I am very connumber one division I-AA team fused. I thought that Medicare would
Eastern will meet MSU, rated number
pay 80 percent of my medical bills. Why
eight. The OVC. post season,
is the amount paid on my claim almost
homecoming and national television
always less than the fee charged by my
coverage for the first time in a football
doctor? I have not once had 80 percent
game at Murray State are all on the
of my doctor bill paid. It usually
line.
amounts to between 50 and 60 percent.
The coaches relish this and the team
— I.M.
will-be ready. The players are a great
Medicare does not pay a flat 80
group of young gentlemen and their
percent of your doctor bills. It pays 80
staff of coaches and trainers are no
percent of the reasonable charges.
less. There is a new day coming for
Since economic conditions vary in
football in this community and these
different localities, each Medicare
men, get the credit. They deserve it.
administrator is responsible for
Being with this team was a pleasure
determining reasonable charges within
and
long remember being a part of
guidelines issued by HEW. These
this win for it set the stage for the most
reasonable charges are reviewed and
important game of football Murray
updated annually around July 1 of each
State has played in the last decade.
year. They are based on the lower of
Mike Gottfried and his staff will have
either the physician's customary fee or
them ready and they will win over
the prevailing fee charged by other
Eastern on Saturday. If you miss this
physicians practicing the same
game - it will be your loss, not theirs.
specialty in the same locality. This
By playing on ABC television this
means that bills for services submitted
Saturday Murray State and Eastern
after July 1 of each year will receive
will receive approximately $75,000
payment based on fees charged by
each. Every other OVC school will get
physicians during the prior year.
approximately $33,000. MSU football is
HEARTL1NE: My husband is retired
"moving up."
from the railroad and drawing his
By Robert F.Stephens
retirement annuity. I am drawing a
Attorney General
spouse's annuity. Just out of curiosity, I
would like to know how the spouse

20 Years .-Ago

hEARTliNV

Shopping By Mail

eCfRAFV1111

annuity is calculated. — G.F.
school in the middle of the term, but I
Railroad retirement annuities are received two additional checks. I plan
composed of two tiers. The first tier is to re-enter training in the near future.
based on the employee's combined Must I repay the additional funds I
railroad retirement and Social Security received or can I just apply them to
credits and computed in generally the future education? —
same way as a Social Security benefit;
The checks you received are conthe second tier is an additional amount sidered overpayments. You must repay
based exclusively on railroad this money at the earliest possible date.
retirement credits.
Yce will not receive lidditional
In general, a spouse annuity is one- „assistance until you have repaid the
half of the employee's tier I plus half of overpayments.
the tier 11 amount, subject to the
. '• •
current maximum of $413.93. However,
ABOCT THISTAGE
a railroad spouse annuity is subject to
Editorials. Cotunins and other
reduction if the spouse is entitled to
opinionated
articles on this page are
Social Security benefits or a public
presented for the purpose of
pension.
The average spouse annuity awarded , pros iding a forum for the fret'
exi•hange of differing opinions
in early 1979 was about $244 per month.
We at The Murray Ledge! &
HEARTL1NE: I am disabled and my
Times strongly believe that to liniit
Social Security disability has been
onimonated articles to On Is' those
approved. It will begin in November
which parallel the editorial
1979. I am also collecting workmen's
philosophy of this newspaper would
compensation. Will this affect my
be
a disservice to our readers.
Social Security disability,? — A.M.
Thtl'efore, we encourage readers
A person eligible for benefits from
who do not agree with an editorial
both workmen's compensation and
stand or the ideas presented by an
Social Security disability can receive
individual writer in a column or
benefits from both. However, the total
other arto•le, to respond with their
monthly payments to you and your
feelings
on the particular issues
family (including mother's and
being discussed with a letter to the
children's benefits) cannot exceed 80
editor
percent of your average monthly
Bs the saint' token, if an issue has
earnings before you became disabled.
not been discussed on this page and
If combined benefits would be over this
a reader feels that the issue merits
amount, your Social Security disability
the attention of the ieneral public,
would be reduced.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
HEARTLINE: Last semester I was
.an authored article on whatever that
attending school on the GI Bill
topic might be.
education assistance. I dropped out of
•-••-4+4-44-104444-1-04-14-•4-4-4-4-4-4-4-•••••-•
•
••-•+++++++++++++++
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Shopping by mail can be very convenient. However, when your order
arrives six months late or doesn't
arrive at all, it can be very inconvenient.
Many Kentucky consumers have had
problems with mail order companies
and the Consumer Protection Division
has received more complaints concerning mail order problems than
almost any other subject.
If you shop by mail, you should be

Bible Thought
Thou shalt not delay to offer the first
of they ripe fruits. — Exodus 22:29.
Some people withhold their contributions to the Lord's work because
they do not care for their particular
minister or they do not go along with
the stands of their particular
denomination. Yet such curtailment of
support hurts most of all the giver and
then work of the Kingdom of God.
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aware of your rights as a mail order
consumer.
When you order merchandise through
the mail, you have the right to know
when you can expect your merchandise
to be delivered. If a mail order company's advertisement or brochure
states you will receive your order
within a certain period, you must be
sent the merchandise within that
period. If no period is specified, the
merchandise must be shipped to you
within 30 days.
If a seller does not ship your merchandise within the proper period, you
have the right to cancel your order. Tlite
seller must then return your money
within seven days after you cancel your
purchase. When a sale is made on
credit,the seller has one billing cycle to
adjust your account.
There are exceptions to your rights o.
cancellation. The cancellation rule does
not apply to serviee like photofinishing, magazine subscriptions,
seeds and plants, or negative option
plans (shipments which come
automatically with club memberships).
When ordering products by mail,
smart consumers take precautions. It is
always a good idea to read the product
description several times. Don't ever
rely on pictures only. Make note of the
delivery time given and allow plenty of
time before holidays or birthdays so
you won't be disappointed by late
delivery. Find out what the company's
return policy is before you order.
Consumers should keep good records
of mail order sales just as they should
for other-sales. You should keep a copy
of any order blank you fill out and save
cancelled checks and charge account
records.
If you have questions or complaints
concerning mail order buying, or any
other consumer problem, write the
Office of the Attorney General, Consumer Protection Division, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601, or call the toll-free consumer
hotline 'at 1-800-372-2960. Contact:
Jeanie Owen Miller (502) 5644807.

fbisric
iAt4s
Give,
us
A
MAY06
WRITETO POLITIC lAti liglia'N
As a service to our readers, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building W-ashington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort wheh the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
adtresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
toute 7
lifid
ayfield,411y. 42066
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First tragedies of war became realities with the deaths at Camp
Shelby of Sgt. Robert Rowlett, son of Peter Rowlett and nephew
of J. D. Rowlett. His body had been shipped to XVincliester,
Ky., to be laid beside that of his parents. They had left Murray.
several years previously, however Sgt. Rowlett maintained service
tenure with Company L. Lexie Fitts, son of Scott Fitts, also died
at Camp Shelby and his body was returned to Old Salem Cemetery
for burial. Elbert Craig was another came death victim and his
body was returned to Hazel for interment. Robert Schroader died
at Camp Funston, Kansas, where he was attached to the Medical
Corps. His body was returned to Murray and was buried in the
City Cemetery.
Compulsory military service was instituted at the outset of the
war in April with Calloway County sending its first contingent of
50 men to Camp Zachary Taylor, Louisville. Folks at home were
advised against sending "dumdum" letters of discouragement to
servicemen away from home, but the request was generally ignored
for the tragic realities of war were being harnessed into the everyday lives of our people. War conditions prompted potential servicemen to make hasty marriage arrangements but were halted when a
rumor that marriage licenses would not be issued after April 10.
Fortunately, the rumor was false and the rush for matrimony set a
fast pace Once again, obviously looking for a shelter from active war
service in most instances.
Incidentally, during the war year of 1917 the "Tomb of the
Unknown Calloway County Soldier" was revealed when 4 year old
Samuel Harding Hendricks, son ot J. B. Hendricks, located the abandoned grave of a Civil War soldier one-half mile east 'of North
Pleasant Grove Church. According to legend the grave marks the
site where a Civil War soldier enroute home for furlough was
halted by a band of guerrillas, tied to his horse, and shot to death.
The lad refreshed a mound over the grave and planted flowers in
commemoration. According to Glyco Wells and Hugh Waldrop the
site is still known and they have assured the writers they will take
them to the grave site. ,Per,haps, it would be appropriate site to
set aside the grave in commemoration as our own "Unknown Soldier" for it has never been identified with either side of the conflict.
In December of 1917, Tennessee River froze. over for the first
time since 1875. The weather was quite severe with a 12 inch snow
falling, heaviest since 1910 when 10 inchrs fell but far short of the
30 inch snow that fell in 18803..
To Be Crtinued

Prof. Donald Hunter presented the
program on "Formative Years of the
United Nations 1949-50" at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Miss Lottye Suiter, critic teacher at
Murray Training 'School, presided at
the Kentucky convention of the
Association of Childhood Education
held Oct.. 16 and i7 at Paducah.
S. V. Foy, Barletta A. Wrather, Glen
Sims, and C. 0. Bondurant will attend
the statewide County Agricultural
Extension Workers Conference at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington,
Oct. 27 to 30.
The Rev. Bill Webb is serving as
pastor of the Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
Donothy Henry presented the,
program at the meeting of the Hazel
High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America. Judy White
is chapter president.
Douglas High School homecoming is
being held today and tonight.
30 Years

Ago

The State, City, and Railrbad have all
joined forces and began paving
Railroad Avenue today. Paul Gholson,
executive secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, said the east
side from Main to Concord Road and
the west side from Main to Poplar will
be paved.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sadie
E. Moris, 67, and James Oirtla Smith,
33.
The Murray Girl Scout Association
was host to 25 women who are leaders,
assistant leaders, and national officers
in Girl 'Scouting on Oct. 21 at the
Murray Woman's Club House. Mrs.
011ie Barnett, commissioner of the
Murray Girl Scout Association, acted
as hostess.
Peola Skinner, president, presided at
the meeting of the Douglas High School
Parent-Teacher Association. Twentyfive members were present.
"The West Kentucky Symphony
Orchestra hopes to raise $500 in
Murray. Same quota is set up in
Mayfield and Paducah. Just pays the
expenses. No salaries," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.

Fr,
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 24, the
297th day of 1979. There are 68 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, the Soviet Union
became the 29th nation to ratify the
United Nations Charter, and the world
organization went into business.
On this date:
In 1603, James! was proclaimed King
of England, Scotland, France and
Ireland.
In 1648, the Thirty Years War ended
with the Peace of Westphalia.
In 1861, the first telegrams were sent
across the United States.
In 1952, General Dwight Eisenhower
made one of the most famous campaign
promises: if elected, he'd go to Korea to
end the war.
In 1962, the American blockade Of
Cuba worked: several Soviet ships
bound for the missile-fortified island
turned away without confrontation.
In 1973, the United States rejected
Egyptian President Sadat's suggestion
that American troops join Soviet forces
in supervising a cease-fire in the
Mideast war.
Ten years ago: West Germany revalued its Mark upward, ending almost
a years' worth of speculation that had
threatened the international monetary
system.
Five years ago: French President
Valery Giscard d'Estaing told reporters the world was in the grip of a
general economic crisis that was
leading to "catastrophe."
One year ago: President Carter, in a
nationally-broadcast speech, announced his 7 percent wage guideline as
part of. an anti-inflation package.
Today's birthday: retired football
star Y.A. Tittle is 53.
Thought for today: No ,man IS
justified in doing evil on the ground of
expediency. — Theodore Roosevdt
(1856-1919).
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Bush

Great
Northern - e)
or
Pinto
Beans $100

sot

11

cans

-

Maxwell
House

Bathroom
Tissue

wcollirINELL

Coffee

4 Roll Pkg.
79c

Marshmallows

$279

With $10.00 Order or More

Save 16'

3 $100

Save 58'

1 Lb. Bag

15 oz.

Kraft

Kraft Jet Puffed

Hyde
Park

Save
29'

for

Campbell's

Save
20'

Tomato

Cheese
Singles $11 29

Save
25'

Soup

To

io0,. 5

12 oz.

$1 00
Cams

Pride of Ill.

Corn

Golden Cream Style Only

3

1 00
$
Save
cans
29'

303 Can

Hyde Park
Salad

89.

Dressing

Hyde Park

Del-Monte

Spinach

Save
16'

Pancake
Syrup

32 oz.

Soup
Starter
99c

Merit
Saltine
Crackers

79c ,

1 lb.

Dessert
Topping

59c

Save
12e
6 oz.

Yicks

Pepsi Dr. Pepper
Cola Mt. Dew
7-Up

Kraut
1.0.
Save
8
'
cans

00

F

Bush

Dream Whip

$1

Boxes

Swift

Ben-Gay Formula
44
Pain Relieving
Ointment
1.25 oz.
Reg. 1.59
Save 40c

$100

$
1 19

3 oz.
Reg.62.20
Save 51*

$1

69

Worthmore Sliced

tva

Bacon

Field's

sal 19 Boneless

Field's Sliced

Wieners

Bologna

U.S.
Choice Beef

lb

Round Boneless

Chuck
,Roast °°"h
Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices

Cough Syrup

Prices Good
Thur. Oct. 25 thru
Wed. Oct. 31

Shoulder
Sausage $1"
I Roast
Field's Country

lb.

Lean Boneless

Boneless

49 Stew
Meat

Chuck
Roast
"If You

,b
$1 49

lb,

atc

Picnics
$119

ur ua i y... 'ou tint :eat Sur 'rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government

Food Stomps

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-SO'.
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Secretary SpeaksTo Louisville Audience
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Andrus Sees Cloud On Coal Mining Horizon

4 o.

1DelotA611.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Straitlaces
Gay Spouses
DEAR ABBY: Alter reading your column on gay spouses.
I just had to write.
It is a shock and a heartache when a wife finds out that
her husband has had an affair with another woman, but I
cannot comprehend how any woman could accept a MAN as
her competition. She would have to be "meshugga- terazyland with children in the house yet!
How can any normal woman let a man who has been with
-another man touch her? To me. it is unthinkable. - -A YIDDISHE MAMA IN EL TORO.CALIF.
DEAR MAMA: To you it is -unthinkable.- But to those
who have studied bisexuality. and realize that one's sexual
preference is rarely a matter of choice, it is understandable.
This is not an endorsement of infidelity of any kind, but
rather an attempt to shed some light on one of the most
misunderstood of all sexual behaviors.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I recenty joined a tennis
club. On our first day at the club. I was terribly embarrassed
when my husband, who was wearing.dark-colored street
Clothes instead of the usual white shorts or pants and white
shirt, was refused admittance on the courts!
A big argument ensued, with my husband loudly proclaim
ing his right to wear whatever he chose.
My husband finally won and was allowed to play tennis in
his street clothes.
Abby, can you tor anyone else' explain the reason for
wearing white on tennis courts? And - Was my husband
wrong to insist on playing in his street clothes'? ,t
NAMELESS.PLEASE
•
DEAR NAMELESS: On joining a club, members should
be familiar with the club rules. If regulation tennis attire is
required, then your husband was out of line. I have no idea
why white is traditionally worn for tennis, but it certainly
looks better. And it's cooler.
DEAR ABBY: I have a very dear younger sister who Ire
quently infuriates me by revealing my qtge! She does this
subtly by telling HER age. then adding that I amThine years
older than she is.
I have asked her not to do this. but 'either she forgets or
just doesn't respect my right to privacy.
She says she is "proud- of her age and I shouldn't care
who knows mine What can I do about-it? •
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
DEAR CHICKEN: Nothing, so don't get your tailfesthers•
up.
DEAR ABBY: I have attended dinner partieS and noticed
that some people turn their winglasses upside down to in
&ate that they do not wish to be served any wine.
Is this considered proper etiquette?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: No. A word to the waiter is sufficient.

---

_

de
Captain D's
Buy One, Get One For 99°
;;A k
714
ta••-,
7 "7
4
•

•

$318
Value
now only

pIg C•ptain Os)

Good At Murray Only
Offr Good Mon -Thurs Good Thru Nov. 16, 1t79

Coming To
Big K
& most
KING OF VALUES I The biggest
exciting
Halloween Party her
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

SERVICE STORES

READY...SET...WINTER!

Infant Survives
Plunge From Bridge
In Mother's Arms

MINNEAPOLIS AP,- An
8-month-old infant, cradled in
his mother's arms as she
plunged from a Mississippi
River bridge, survived the 80foot fall that killed the 24-yearold woman, police said.
Jean Krauser of Minteacher, vocational counselor
neapolis
died Tuesday soon
the
both
at
professor
and
secondary and college level. after reaching Hennepin
He has served as the executive County Medical Center. Her
director for the Committee on son, Ryan, was in satisfactory
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse condition late Tuesday,
for Greater New Orleans for hospital officials said.
Two employees of the
the past 17 years.
Brisolara is currently a Minnesota Department of
member of the faculty at Transportation who were
Tulane Medical School and a working on bridge repairs said
visiting professor at the they saw a woman holding a
University of Southern baby climb the bridge railing
Mississippi, as well as serving and jump over the side.
"She put her left foot onto
as the director of the Deep
the
(lower, railing, and then
and
Alcohol
of
School
South
her right foot over the top, and
Drug Studies.
In addition to his teaching then over she went" said Mike
responsibilities, Brisolara is a Friel, one of the workers.
The woman landed about 30
consultant to numerous
feet
from the water's edge.
alcoholism and drug abuse
programs throughout the Ryan was found about four
United States and has feet away, face down and
authored numerous articles crying, authorities said.
Mary Anne Frank, nursing
and books on the subject of
at Hennepin
supervisor
alcoholism.
County Medical Center, said
Ryan was being held for observation, "but so far he is
doing fine."

A"

"To tell the truth to consumers - that all of us who
use coal-based energy are
going to have to pay a little
more for it in order to protect
our environment."
At one point, Ford remarked
that the key to the success of
future energy programs in
this country is the threemember Energy Mobilization
Board created by Congress to
cut through red tape that is
delaying or obstructing
domestic energy projects.
"Coal is our best hope and
most logical choice to keep
this, the greatest nation in the
world, from losing control of
the ability to shape its
destiny," Ford continued.
He mentioned the billions of
dollars bein-g spent to import
oil and declared:" If we can't
control our energy problems,
we can't control our destiny."

GOODkriEAR

Mix C:ft
Don't Get Stuck...
Match With Goodyears1

Ashton Brisolara To Be
Featured Speaker At
Alcoholism Meeting
Ashton Brisolara, executive
director of the Committee on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Mr Greater New Orleans, will
be the featured speaker at a
public meeting Scheduled for
7:30 p.m. Thursday, October
25, at the Paducah Community
Center, 505 South 8th St.,
Paducah.
The program, sponsored by
Western
Kentucky
the
Regional Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Board,
Inc., will seek to explore
questions of how the family is
involved when a member of
the unit has an alcohol
problem and how such a
problem is best approached by
the family.
Brisolara brings to the field
of alcoholism and drug abuse
education more than 20 years
of educational experience as a

burned in an environmentally

made famous in Stuart'('
books,—
Andrus said the administration is providing
incentives for utilities and
industry to convert from oil to
coal and by 1983, the utilities
will be using 24 percent-more
coal.
He called attention to
President Carter's proposals
before Congress for oil price
decontrol and said this,
together with a windfall
profits tax, would expedite
production of synthetic fuels
from coal.
Andrus said Carter is
serious about coal, serious
enough "to tell all sides the
hard truth:
"To tell environmentalists
that, like it or not, we are
going to mine and burn more
coal;
"To tell the mining industry
and the utilities that coal is
going to have to be mined and

funded under an act which
The governor said the Thneral Resources Institute.
The research covers- such also-provides scholarships to
'EOftGEW,-HACK Kn. demand for-coat has- been
as exploration, mining undergraduate and graduate
Associated Press Writer
declining, partly because of •
LOUISVILIE, Ky. 1API - rising transportation costs ail(' mineral technology, students.
Andrus said he has comAlthough he forsees a bright which make it "difficult for us reclamation and minerals
mitted $267,500 from his
outlook for the industry in the to compete with foreign coal. • ,-earch.
He said the University of contingency reserve to help
1980s, Interior Secretary Cecil What g00% does it do to
Andrus says there is "still a produce coal if we can't move Kentucky's Mineral Institute Kentucky acquire 900 acres of
has been awarded a $110,000 Jesse Stuart's home site, Wdark cloud on the coal mining it?" Carroll asked.
horizon."
At a news conference later, :rant to continue its research Hollow, located 10 miles
Andrus was referring to Andrus announced that his activities for a second year. northwest of Ashland.
Andrus said the site will be
legislation in Congress to department is providing rhe money will be used to
make changes in the federal $380,699 for six research purchase equipment and for preserved to provide the
public with an opportunity to
Surface Mining Act.
projects at the University of atinunistrative costs.
He noted that the program is see the Appalachian area'
The secretary told the Coal Kentucky's Mining and
Conference and Expo V
meeting Tuesday that such
legislation "could produce a
great deal more conflict than
we want and considerably less
coal than we need."'
Andrus' statement was
challenged later by Sen.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky., who
charged that the U.S. Office of
Surface Mining 1OSM ) has
been overregulating coal
operators.
"I can spy without fear of
contradiction that the hundreds of regulations which this
agency has issued since its
creation go far beyond the
Ford
intent,"
original
declared in his speech.
Ford said an amendment;
passed by the Senate and sent
to the House. would return the
.3
primacy for administering the
COURT — The 1979 Calloway County High School Homecoming Court is
CCHS
mining act to the states,
shown here prior to last Friday's Laker homecoming game. The homecoming court
"which was what we intended
includes(from left, first row)Cindy Carson, Jana Henson, Queen Amanda Dunn, Teresa
in the first place."
Tucker, Sheri Miller and Mary Elkins. Escorts were (back row) Mike Shipwash, Mark
the
however,
Ford said,
` Roberts, Brad Bryan, Steve Barnett, Larry Sanders and Terry Sledd.
amendment's future is uncertain because if it clears
will
Congress, Andrus
recommend that President
'Carter veto it.
" WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.
Gov. Julian Carroll also
attacked OSM, claiming that
AUTO SERVICE CENTER
since 1977 the agency has been.
"writing regulations that win
the battles they lost in
s
• III
Congress.
-g
"Some of these OSM employees, who don't agree with
Congress, spend all their time
drafting the laws they want,"
Carroll asserted.
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Vocational Center
To Offer Course In
Income Tax Reporting
The
Area
Murray
Vocational Education Center
will offer a 20-hour class in
Tax
Reporting
Income
beginning Monday, October 29
at 6:30 p.m. Class sessions will
be held on Monday and
Thursday evenings from 6:30
p.m. until 9:30 p.m. for 31
2
/
weeks.
Changes in tax laws and
current information will be
made available to farmers,
small business people, and
individuals. All materials
such as forms, tables, etc. will
be furnished. There will' be a
$1 registration fee due and
payable at the first class
meeting.
Bobby Martin, CPA with
Shackelford, Goode, and
Thurman, -kill -.be the instructor for the class.
To register, visit the school
at 18th at Sycamore, or Call
753-1870 between the hours of
8:00 a.m.and 3;34%;p4n.
Most
frozen
foods,
especially meat, should be
thawed before cooking.
Cooking frozen food., takes
longer and uses more energy.

$10°° TRADE IN!

SUPERIOR

As Low As

SUPERSTAR I

Maintariance Free'

\,

Just Say
1
'Charge It
ezziam, ,,,„),

(
te

0" 83195
3

Power Gard 40 The
Battery That Never

150

Needs Water
•Mairitertancetree means
water is not &tided under
normal operating coed
toles

Trade- In applies 10 all
g ypup saes sample Boy
ss6 00 221. reit Price
sto 00 Minus Trade

OFFEN ENDS
NOV. 30.1971

ISES

year
Revolvinn

Super for vans. fly's pickups
Rugged interconnected steel
spokes, durable painted white
finish, custom red and blue stripes

11

ever

churge kc„nt

•
Use any of these 7 other
ways to
buy Oar ,Own
Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • limo
• American
ElpreSs Card • Carte
Blanche •
timers Chrb • C,ash

Asseit wheel serwe atso a.ailable
AlignmentBalanc ing
Mounting

$4600

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES...WHERE QUALITYAND CONFIDENCE COST NO MORE
PROLONG TIRE LIFE

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

BOOST

Lube & 011 Change

Front End Alignment

$588

$1588

Includes up to five quarts
major brand 10/30 oil
needed.
Oil filter extra if

lubrication and oil change
• Includes light trucks •Please call for
appointment

• Chassis

Murray,
Ky.

INSURE (WICK STARTS

MPG

Engine Tune-Up

and FREE tiro rotation

• Inspect and rotate all
four Wes • Set caster,
camber, ancl - tde to
proper alignment • In-

Parts and additional
services extra if needed.
Front wheel drive and
Chevettes extra

sped t suspension and
steering systems • Most
US cars, some imports

STORE MANAGER MEAT B. RUDOLPH,JR.

Alga
4958
4 cyl $
tic•I
• Electronic engine, charging,
and starting systems analysis •

4688
Includes listed
Parts and labor —
no Wta charge
for sir conditioned
Cars 54 lets for
electronic ignition

Install new.points. plugs. condenser, rotor • Set dwell and

timing • Adiust carburetor • Includes Dats}in, Toyota, VW, and
light trucks

_

Goodyear Service Store.
Store Nears: 7 SM,WO 6 m. Noc-Sat.

753-0595
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r-A-ING OF VALU-E—S1

6tie SOU
14.

Large

Reg. 44( Now

r-

......
......

25c

Bar Lamp

Nestle

Souptime
Instant 10 Second
Soup

11" High
Novelty Lamp

Super Twin Pak
Super Rest

Bed Pillows

4 flavors to choose
from, makes 4,
6 oz. servings

$900

$200
Reg.$3.98

Tampax Tampons

2 Per Package

IN

1 Lb.
Reg.$3.17

Electric

.......

• ........

Plumrose

Danish
Ham

tinle

Cream°
chicken
flavor
SOUP

Ice Tea Glasses
Clear or Amber

PRICES GOOD THRU FRI.

Big K...
The Discount Department Store
Of Murray

and
eep
the
I of
its

s of
)ort
an't

WEEK SALE

MID

G

B

ally
-

K) , LEI,E.11

NIL Rh 1.

$488

40 Ct.
Regular & Super

1

Per package

$1.77$
Reg.

Reg.660

Large Selection
of

4.

25

Plastic Coated

Playing
Cards

•

Wicker

Decorative Backs
Reg. 37e

Your Choice

$800
Only

.'
•

Big K has the largest selection of
Halloween goodies in town. Shop while
selections am best
The Biggest& MostExciting

5 Piece

Rose Milk
Skin Care Cream
8&z.Size

Halloween Party

Juice Set
fra'
(1‘• 'N

Reg.$3.97

Handyman Polyethlene

Plastic Sheeting

$100
er

Clairol
Herbal Essence

Shampoo
8 oz. Reg.$1.53

NONICL/Wit I

12 oz. Reg.$1.97

Piutter 4

250 Sq. Ft., 10'z25'
Clear or Black, Perfect
For Outdoor Winter Covers or
Will Hold Every Leaf In Your
Yard. Reg.$4.97

Reg.$1.0

Say.

EverIs Coming
To Big K!
It's Coming Oct. 30th
Watch For Details
Later In The
Murray Ledger & Times

4 Glasses, I Chiller with Cap

$200

lit

-.X:sses

16 oz. Reg.$2.44

.....,

^IP
)
4
1 ,
446 -,61

$388
or Delta

Paper Towels

Special

Reg 570 each

3/100

oo
950
$200

POTS & PLANTERS

2

FOR 500

VALUES TO 2.97
Wide selection of planters for your Fall
planting needs. Variety of styles and
sizes.
ASSORTED POTS
& PLANTERS .....

Limit 3

.1.17

SAVE UP
TO 12 44

CLASSIC

ALL WEATHER

COATS

250o

••—•0

SAVE UP
TO 3.11

Wrap yourself in these
lovely coats of 85135
poly/cotton poplin in
the latest styles and
colors. Missy and Jr
sizes.

Walnut Finished
Hardwood

PRO CHAMPS®
SUEDE LEATHER &
NYLON JOGGER

88

VALUES'
1 TO 14.99
Selected suede leather and strong
nylon uppers; side stripe trim. Padded collar; soft tricot lining, cushioned
arch and insole. Flared sandwich bottom; good traction nub and tread pattern sole. Sizes 2/
1
24,81
/
2-12.

A
r a•CI

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
I6 Sunday

3-Gun

•

MENS & BOYS

master ctbarge.

1jettii
ra.'.7-11";

SAVE
2.99

Large Assortment
Of

PULL-ON
BOOT

Limit Rights Reserved

151/2-0Z. VIETTI

REG. 10.99
100% waterproof construction
with steel shank and thick nonskid rubber sole. Sizes 7 to 12.

Gun Racks
Reg $4.97

CHILI

00

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Acres of Free Parking

SAVE
28%

MENS

KNEE-HI

WITH BEANS

5

REG. 73'
For a fast and nutritional meal.
try Viotti chili with beans.

Phone 753-8777
Murrt..7t Ky.

Equal Opportunity Employer

VISA'

$300

-
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Sto

Storey's
IFCX:113
GIANT

lices Good
lot. 24th
Oct.10th

Bel Air Center
*Limit Rights Reserved

Storey's Meats...A Super Way To Save
CALLOWAY HOMECOMING FLOATS — The junior class float, "Sink Rockets," upper left, took first prize in the
Homecoming float contest at Calloway County High School on Friday. Other class entries were the sophomore
float, upper right, the senior float, lower left, and the freshman float, lower right.

Kidney disease
Lawrence E Lamb,M.D.
One of the reasons that all
self-addressed envelope for it.
kidney.Nephrons are the little
Send your request to me, in of us don't have a lot more
filtering units that make up
care of this newspaper. P.O. swelling normally is • because
the kidneys. Hence the term
Box 1551. Radio'City Stqtion, of proteins inside the bloodnephritis.
•
• 'stream. These. pafrticularly
am sending you The. New York. NY 10019'
The little "nephron in the albumin, literally suck the fluHealth Letter number 12-12.
kidney that's inflamed allows id back out of the tissue spacYour Kidneys And How They
es into the bloodstream. When
Work. It will give you a dia- a lot of the albumin protein in you
lose' too moth albumin,'
gram of the architecture of -the -blOod to' leak out inib The this
doesn't occur and so when
urine. This massive loss :of
the kidneys and what a
fluid leaves the little capillarnephron is. Other.readers who albumin Ultimately is the
ies
to bathe the cells in the
cause
for
the
swelling
that
issue
can
send
75
want this
tissues,
it's not drawn back
your
husband
is
experiencing.
cents with a long, stamped,
into the circulation. Sometimes the swelling in a
nephrotic patient is enormous._
Water retention is also
affected by sodium salt retention. That's why many of
these patients are put on a low
salt diet. There are medicines
that are helpful. Sometimes
steroid hormones are used at
least for a short period of
time. In the course Of time the
neptrotic stage disappears
and at that time the degree of
remaining kidney damage can.
be better evaluated
DEAR DR. LAMB — I have
poor circulation in my legs
and feet. My feet feel numb.
My doctor says I have a good
pulse beat to my legs. I also
have a numb feeling in my
lips and when it gets cold my
fingers turn white because I
have .Raynaud's disease. I do
smoke but I take plenty of
vitamins. I would appreciate
your help.
DEAR READER — Please
stop smoking immediately..
You may have spasm in your
arteries which decreases your
blood flow to your legs at
times or you may not have
enough good circulation in the
small arteries despite fairly
good pulses in the large arteries that your doctor feels.
If you continue to have
Field country sausage freshness is sealed in a special Field way to capture
numbness in your legs, you
at its peak
might want to see a neurologist because sometimes the
Field -Whole Hog • Country Pork Sausage is a loving blend of hams
numb feeling is related to
shoulders, loins, and tender iuicy tenderloins chopped together
nerve problems rather than
Kentuckian Smoked Country Rope Style Sausage is a hearty. deep smoked
circulatory problems These.
mix of lean, tender pork...a delicacy in itsrown right
in turn, can be related to" basic
Both are seasoned -lust so with pure natural spices, then Field sealed to
back problems such as a
capture the flavor at the peak of freshness degenerating disc. I notice
Save three nickels on the priceless taste of Field country sausage Clip this
that you are a dentist and
many times dentists who have
coupon_ Go on down to your store Try either_ They re both the freshest
to stand long periods of time
tasting country sausage made,
are more prone to such disorders.
The Raynaud's disease, as
-you undoubtedly know, is
associated with severe
ws.4cot-E l'4°13
spasms-of- the arteries. Cold
weather can trigger these and
CeggitTY 5- 4119"e
this can cause numbness of
the lips and face. Sometimes
Field"Whole Hog"
Raynaud's disease is caused
Country-Pork Sausage
by underlying disorders but
Sroir your fork vo lt1,e bestest
one factor which can contribtenderest freshest country peri.
ute to it is smoking cigarettes.
sausage made Go whole hog

DEAR DR. LAMB 2- My
husband just found out that he
has nephritis. The doctor diagnosed his illness as nephrotic
syndrome. He took a kidney
biopsy and the report.proved
this to be true. He has had a
lot of swelling Can you tell us
Something about this kidney
disease?
- DEAR. READER — The
disease really means inflammation of the nephrons in the

1.5 Off
onthe
freshesttaste
incountry
sausaget.,,

Steak
Steak
Roast
Meat

Lb

Field Kentuckian
Smoked Country Sausage
k.'p" !Or
(Or .
De°pie who Are
smoked country sausage and
want the freshest made' Great
Vied outdoors' Heat and serve

LoToort 009SE

Field Whole Hog Country
Pork Sausage Or New Field
l&
Kentuckian Smoked
Country Rope Style Sausage
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Miller Reads Paper
Mike Miller. of the Department of English at Murray
State University read aiiiper
in the section on "Strategies in
Teaching" at the Third
Annual Workshop on the
Teaching of Technical Writing
held Oct. 12-13 at Southern
Illinois University in Carbondale,111. •
Miller teaches courses in
technical writing for students
in science, and for students 41
the engineering technology
programs at MSU. His
background includes the
doctorate in English from the
University of Kentucky and
three yeats of practical.experience as a research
physicist at the Monsanto
.fte_sgarch COrporation.in
Miamisburg,Ohio.
The title . of his paper is
"Content ileYobd Techniques:
Tech Writing and Humanistic
Values."

s249 Cutlets
999 Ham
Ham
1" Bacon

lb

4b

Mrs Weaver

lb

S1 59

Save 31° Lb.
USDA Choice
Boneless

Sausage
Bologna
Spread
99' Picnic

I lb

F'

Si 49

S6:2ID Sliced Family Pack

USDA Choice Boneless Stew

t

Metzger Riverside

Center-Cut Slices

USDA Choice Center Cut Chuck

F'

S159

But, Portion

USDA Choice Rib Eye

Field Smoke_, .

Save 81 CLb.
USDA Choice

CHUCK
ROAST

SIRLOIN
STEAK

$168

$198
VALUE.FULL

•

3 Lb. Bag
Jonathan
Red Delicious
Golden

got

the Field Whole Hog way I and
2 pound foils Hot or MOO

Tennessee

Fresh Pork

USDA Choice T -Bone

emons
Grapes
Bartlett Pears
Tomato Basket
Carrots
Green Onions
Celery

99'

Red or White

8/99'
99`
49'
79'
4/s100
4/s1'
39'
lb

Idaho Russett

POTATOES
15 Pound Bog
White

each qt
„ blab

"ch

!

COUPON
Limit One
Assorted

Hamburger
Helper

2/$1"
• -,c3eLlblvALSimitils
Exp. 10-30

COUPON
COUPON

Limit One

Unlit 1 Per Customer
Imperial Squired*

Mazola

Margarine
79
4
Storey's
Good Nth al
Exp. 10-30

Margarine
I lb. qtrs.
2/$1 49
Good Only At *ifs
Exp. 10-30

COUPON
Limit One
Gold Medal

Flour
.5 lb. bag

68'
filtdrUe MS'
Exp. 10-30

COUPON oilseed
Limit I Per Family

Wheaties
Cereal
tam

99'

hod Oily Atihrel
Exp.

10-13
.
0

OPP
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's Food Giant.

A Super Way To Save
•Iwab

CHARMIN
Bathroom Tissue
ood
th

Home Owned
& Operated

Cliff Higginson, manager of Storey's Food
Giant, presents Libert Canino a check for
$1,000. Mr. Canino won the money
playing Cash King.

Save Your
Register Tapes
Each Week!

4 Roll

Pia( lip Your
Gift Catalog
& Details At
Our Store

Limit One
With $10.00 Additional
Order Excluding Tobacco & Dairy
Products

Store Hours 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Everyday
ye
Food Giant
Whole

Kraft

er%
1 lb pkg

Campbell's

Miracle Whip

lb

99'

Hyde Pork

Singles

Folgers Flaked

Ice Cream

Juice

13 oz

Bounty Jumbo Roll

89'

Detergent

2

gal

G H

16'

Paper Towels

49 oz

/ 2 oz

Kroft Orange

Coffee

gal

14 oz

lb

23'

TomatosSoup

qt

Kroft WroppeC1 Amer/can

Sugar

5 lb

FRISKIES
Dog Food
Dinners or Cubes

ae2,fev.
is

We Accept U.S. Gov'tFood Stamps

DM•

Super Inflation Fighters

Plate Lunch
I Meat
2 Veg
Choice of Bread

ett

ES

BBO Sandwich
Bologna
Fruit Turnovers

lb oz. 894

594

$199

Was 76'

Was $2.42

32

oz. 905
Was $1.16

Carnation

Bush's

Hot Cocoa
Mix

Great Northern

Bush's

Beans

Kidney Beans

12 ct.

$119
g

Was $1.36

Was Si 46

89'

Jumbo Roll

3 mil

$ 19

Doz

Heinz
Catsup

Paper Towels

Glad

4 Ct.1

In Store Baked

3 cn.

Was S1.16

Lawn Bag

In Store

Kleenex

Lipton
Instant Tea

Cake Mix

Was $1.69

Cherry or Apple

Apple Pies
Cookies

Pillsbury
Angel Food

Puritan
Oil
$159
31oz.
I

Was4/$1

303 Sizes

36'

303 size 4/$1
Was 36'

NIIIIEFrozen & Dairy Specials—
Flavo R,ch All Natural
Rich arni Creamy

IN Mee.
Family

rties
psi

I Shrsy's

r 0-3.
0

PRINIPallabP wok

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One
Betty Crocker

Limit One

Limit One

Post

Potato Buds

Wisk

40% Bran
Flakes

Liquid Detergent

COUPON 095664

lasted Petatees
16/
1
2el.

796

Al snys
Exp. 10-30

794

16 ot.
Geed Osly Al Slaty's.
Exp 10-30

Ice Cream

I gal

$2.29

ql

$1.39

Breyer%

Ice Cream
Banquet TV

Dinners

69'

Weight Watchers
1211m. $
4
99

God Osly At Stint's
ticji:111=35"
"
1

Margarine

lb

69'

Kroft Phflodelphia Cream

Cheese

3 0,

3 51.00

Last Week's
Name

CASH POT
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Leadership, Enhancement, Achievement, and
THE MURRAY STATE UNIVERS11N
Development workshop brought sixty high school students from the area together for
the two-day program Oct. 7-8. Shown in a group discussion debating the topic of
leadership characteristics are:(from left to right) Gina Sullivan of Carlisle; Kelly Ray of
Dawson Springs; Tim Feltner of Murray; and Sandi Girten of Stanley.
(A4SU Photo Is Barn Johnson)

VO5

ci

TYLENOL

ALBERTO

ACETAMINOPHEN TABLETS

100's

110 5

HAIR SPRAY

15 oz

7 oz

8
THE MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY — Leadership, Enhancement, Achieement, and
Development workshop brought sixty high school students from the area together for
the two-day program Oct. 7-8. Shown in a group discussion debating the.topic of
leadership characteristics are: (left to right) Paige Green of Fort Campbell, Tenn.;
Richard Piper of White Plains; Martha Pitman of Murray; Liz Fourqurean of Cadiz Judy
Outland of Murray; and Aileen Aquanno of Fort Campbell, Tenn.

REGULAR, DRY OR OILY

Six students from Murray
State University represented
the school at the Kentucky fall
conference of the Association
for Childhood Education
International (ACED at the
University of Louisville
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 1920.
Assisting in conference
activities from the Murray
State chapter of ACEI were:
Angie
Jones,
Cadiz,
president; Teresa Hastings,
Elizabethtown, Ill.; Kim
Spencer, Mt. Carmel, Ill.;
Sherry Darnall, Cadiz;
Andrea Marsh, Benton; and
Donna Desilets, Louisville.
Dr. James B. Carlin,
professor in the Departments

Declarer had some critical needles for West after
seeing his opening lead.
Unfortunate. Had hp
thought less (or more) about
the lead and more about his
play. he might have found
the way to make his slam.
"A trump )ead? How nice
of you." needled South.
"Don't you know that a
trump lead is usually the
worst lead for the defense
against a slam in a suit7- And with that pronounce-

1.!

PEPTO-BISMOL

NORTH
10-24-A
•7
•A 53
•K 1043
•K Q 7 4 2

ant declarer proceeded to

hlow his slam. He won
KEST
EAST
dummy's trump ace, led a •KJ10 6 4
+1.19
72
spade to his ace and ruffed a •l0tl86
41 .1 9 6 2
spade in dummy. Next came •Q 7
+103
a diamond - to the ace and
SO!. TH
declarer tried to ruff anoth•A 8 5 3 2
er spade in. dummy. East
•K QJ 4
overruffed, exited with the
•A 5
jack of clubs and now the
4.A Ii
was
out
of
reach.
slam
Vulnerable
Both Dealer
"An overruff?" mimicked
POWER AT PENN
North. The bidding
Don't
West.
•
"How
strange.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
you know that when I lead
course,"Women and Power," trumps against a slam.
North East
South 'West
at the University of Penn- there must be' some
1•
Pass
I•
Pass
2 ty
Pass
.2•
Pass
sylvania's College of General reason?"
Pass,
3•
2 NT
['ass
at
Studies, is aimed
. The needling aside. .3'
6•
Pass
An
discovering "how much power declarer should have found
pass
women have been deprived of the way to make the slam
and how they can regain it,"'- But he needs to count his
Opening lead Ten of hearts
according to Iva Deutschman, tricks before he can find the
....
----directbroftheeourse,
..

The Kentucky Civil Rights act requires
that every person receive full and
equal service in business establishments - ucitbout discrimination becau.se
or race, color, religion or national origin.
-.-.-.-.-.-.

We Intend to
Accommodate All
Orderly Persons
in an Equal Manner.

ROLLER
SKATING OF
MURRAY

ACU-TEST

3

$888

1 KIT

SUMMER'S EYE

$1 96

NASAL SMUT
1 Oz.

I

1 CHAP STICK

DISPOSABLE DOUCHE
TWIN PAX
RHEA

88

tell'COA BUTTER $1 28•,*

j LIP BALM
RIG.-MINT
ONANOE-CNENNY

LOTION
I

PAIN RELIEF
- OINTMENT
1.25 oz.
ORIGINAL-SNEASELESS-OEL ..

DEPEND ON SAY-RITE PHARMACY

orci

FIRST IN QUALITY — FIRST IN PRICE

ci
SHOP SAY-RITE TODAY FOR YOUR
HALLOWEEN TREATS.
WE CARRY A URGE SELECTION OF TOP
BRAND CANDIES AND COOKIES IN BAGS,
BOXES, AND INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED.

vides the entry to dummy
clubs and 12 tricks.
In all. declarer takes four
trumps, a spade and a spade
ruff, two diamonds and four
clubs. After that, he can
afford to waste some time
trying to instruct his opponents.

1.•••••4

ci
—7
BRACH'

311W*
,

umEN,Slev-vu
aidollat CeuocceoleT

ci

NT HUG CENCERSf

ci

- ant wyth C-Ofil
South holds

IN HOME
PREGNANCY
TEST

BEN GAY

and Special Education at
Murray State, presided over
the conference which had as
its theme."The International
Year of the Child:"
Carlin is president of the
Kentucky ACEI Cbuncil and
adviser to the Murray State
branch.

WELCOME

78.

WiT
ai

KICKS

cAtig.&kot
4wompie
eRboi •

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

FOB UPSET STOMACN
4 oz. IRMO

VAPOR
COUGN DROPS
'O's
REG -MIRY

SINEX

2* OFF
LABEL

99c 99c

VICTORS

After winning dummy's
heart ace, declarer should
lead a low club and duck it
completely. This sacrifices
a trick when clubs are 3-3.
but it ensures the slam when
clubs are 4-2(most likely).
West wins the club and
leads another trump to
declarers jack. Now it's
time for the spade ace and a
spade ruff and a lead to
declarer's diamond ace
Trumps are drawn, the club
ace is unblocked and
dummy's diamond king pro-

120Z.

NEBULAR, NAND TO HOLD,
OR HARD TO MOLD UNSCENTED

IRA G. CORN. JR

"I have never found, in a
long experience of politics.
that criticism is ever inhibited by ignorance." -- Harold McMillan.

MOUTHWASH

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

COUGH DROPS
3-PAK
NEL-CNENNT-LEMON

THE ACES®

SCOPE

20 OFF
UBEL

VICKS

IA451.1Photo by Barry Johnson)

VO

SHAMPOO

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

Six Represent MSU
At ACEI Conference
Held In Louisville

ALBERTO

incredible
14-hour
hold

10-24-B

7
V A 53
•K 10 4 3
•KQJ4 2
North

1+

South
2•

2

•

ANSWER: Four diamonds
Set the trump suit and force
to game Slam moves depend
upon wbat opener might bid
--Send bridge questions to The ACP%,
P ) Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
— with T.elra4tel1elf tiiriiiki411111•Mpe
tor reply

Explorer. Ferdinand
Magellan began his voyage
around the globe in 1519.

1

9-9
1-11 Sunday

Sol Air Center

1.•

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU 10-28-79

J4

Sports
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Murray-Eastern Clash Will Be 'Just Another Game'
Colonels' Richard Sees
Murray As 1 Of 11 Tests

Racers' Lanpher Surprised i
At His, Not Team,Success
By,TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Eater

Saturday won't be any ordinary
football afternoon in Murray. It also
won't be an ordinary homecoming
football afternoon. It won't even be
an ordinary homecoming football
afternoon against Eastern Kentucky.
With the television cameras rolling, a crowd expected near 19,000
roaring and the lead in the Ohio
Valley Conference standings hanging in the balance, excitement will
near a peak. At least to most.
"I probably shouldn't say this. But
this is just another game to me. I
know it's going to be televised. And I
know it's against Eastern Kentucky.
But the game after this one won't be
ally less important."
One might expect that statement
to come from a subdued coach. Or
from a traveling salesman. Or from,
well, just about anyone except a
player who will be in the starting
lineup when kickoff time arrives.
Rick Lanpher will be a starter
Saturday. And those are his
statements. "Maybe it's because
I'm from New York, and people up
there just don't get too excited about
much of anything,even if it is local,"
sqys.
But Murray's coaches won't get
excited just because Lanpher
He's been doing quite well with his
approach to the game, thank you,
like an eight-tackle, 10-assist performance against Indiana Central last
week that raised the Racers' record
to 6-1-1 and his totals to 36 tackles
and 30 assists, third best in the OVC.
Lanpher, a 6-3, 210-pound
sophomore defensive tackle, wasn't

deluged with scholarship offers after
graduation from Rochester, N.Y.'s
Cardinal Mooney High School. He
wasn't even sure he wanted to play
football.
"I had no idea WHAT I wanted to
do," he says. So he attended a trade
school that offered no athletic programs to think out his future. After a
year,he knew.
"I missed the game,and I knew I
wanted back in." Murray was the
first college campus he visited, and
he knew it was the right place for
him for both scholarly and athletic
reasons.
"I'm in college first to get an
education and secondly to play football," he says. "But there's no
reason why I can't do both and enjoy
it." So far, he's -done well in the
classroom, compiling a grade-point
average near 3.0 (a B average). But
his success on the field is relatively
new.
Last season, Lanpher trailed three
seniors on the Racer depth chart last
season, and "I knew my role," he
says. "I was a backup, and I accepted it." A painful leg injury forced him out of action for much of the
year, so he entered last spring's
drills far from being listed as a starter.
But he was ready. "His improvement and desire to play was tremendous," says defensive tackle coach
Bill Baldridge. "He showed us in the
spring that he wasn't going to let
anything stop him."
And a summer spent moving furniture didn't hinder Lanpher's
strength increase, either. "For the
first time, I felt like I was ready to
start and be consistent at my posiSee LANPHER,page 12-A

By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Joe Richard is a senior, and during his previous years at Eastern
Kentucky, the Colonels have met
Murray State in a football game
three times. But Richard hasn't
been much of a part of them.
He missed a game due to a knee injury his fregunan year — the Murray game — and played little against
the Racers his sophomore season.
And last season, his stints against
Murray were his first playing time
since a 20-day period to allow a knee
injury to recover. He was hampered
in that one,too.

Rick Lanpher (81)sees Saturday's contest against Eastern Kentucky as a big one, but says
"the game after this one won't be any less important."

So you'll have to excuse Richard,
Eastern Kentucky's starting
noseguard, if he is short of information about the Racers. "I probably
know as little about Murray as any
team in the conference," he said by
phone yesterday. "Not that I don't
respect them. I just haven't played
much against them."
Saturday, if Richard turns in the
kind of game he did last weekend,
quite a few people will remember
the 5-11, 219-pounder. Against
Western Kentucky, Richard recorded anamazing 16 solo tackles as the
Colonels polished off one of their biggest rivals for the Ohio Valley Conference title with an 8-6 victory.
That triumph, coupled with
several of the Division I-AA top
teams losing, vaulted Eastern to the
top of the poll - that's numero uno.
No.1. And should the Colonels defeat
the Racers, ranked No. 8, in the
regionally-televised,3:07 p.m. game
at Roy Stewart Stadium,their quest
for the OVC title and an attempt to,

JOE
RICHARD

•••••••

not planning to
lose Saturday

retain their No. 1 ranking will both
be solidified.
But Richard, who shared OVC
defensive player of the week for his
efforts against the Hilltoppers, sees
Saturday's meeting with Murray as
simply one of this season's 11 tests.
"We've played a tough schedule,
and we've come through with some
big Wins (including victories over
Kent State and Dayton)," says
Richard. "And this weekend will
just be another big game. We can't
get TOO excited about it."
But Richard's coach, Roy Kidd,
hopes his team won't be too down
after its big win over Western. "In
the past, we've usually haven't
played well following the Western
game,"Kidd says.
Richard, though, says last week's
game is the farthest from he and his
teammates minds. "We won Saturday and celebrated Saturday. night.
But Sunday, we were already thinking about Murray, not Western,"
Richardsaid.
Richard was nearly 30 pounds
lighter than his present playing

•

See RICHARD,page I2-A

'Short, Fat Kids' Have Made Temple.A Big Winner
By HERSCHEI.NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Quick, who's the coach at
,Temple University?
No, it's not Harry Litwack,
although he was the basketball coach there for 21 years,
winning 373 games, and it's •
• not
Cody, -his
Josh
predecessor, who won 122
games in 10 seasons.
You might be halfway right

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania university since 1965.
has a widely diversified
student body of some 33,000.
The university is the largest
employer in the North
Philadelphia area, with some
9,500 persons employed at the
main campus and the Health
Sciences Center.
But, says 'Hardin, "There
are people in Philadelphia
who don't even know we're in
Temple University was Philadelphia."
If they don't, they're
founded in 1884 as a nonsectarian institution designed learning.
Temple has posted seven
to serve able and deserving
students of limited means. winning seasons under
More than 90 years later, Hardin, who has become the
Temple,-which has been a school's winningest football

if you said Don Casey, but he's
the current basketball coach.
We're talking about the
football coach.
You mean Temple has a
football team? Isn't Temple a
basketball school?
Yes, and a good one, but it's
a pretty good football school,
too. *The legendary Pop
Warner coached there from
1933-38 and Ray Morrison,

famed as the architect of.
Southern Methodist's-aerial
circus of the '20s and '30s,
coached there from 194048.
The current coach, in his
10th season, is Wayne Hardin,
the same Wayne Hardin who
led Navy to a 38-22-2 record
from 1959-64 and coached the
1960 and 1963 Heisman Trophy
winners, Joe Bellino and
Roger Staubach.

Shavers Career Isn't
In Danger, Says Trainer
By the Associated Press
CANTON, Ohio — Frank
Luca, manager-trainer of
heavyweight boxer Earnie
Shavers, says an eye injury
suffered on Sept. 28 during his
loss to World Boxing Council
Champion Larry Holmes has
not placed his career in
jeopardy. .
Luca, a resident of Canton,
was concerned because
Published reports suggesting
that Shavers' career might be
over because of a torn retina.
"Earnie is just fine," 1.uca
said Tuesday. "It's a very
minof situation. Earnie got
thumbed in the Third round of
the Holmes fight, and from
that round on he lvas having
trouble with double vision. So
he had eye surgery.
"He had a pinhead tear of
the retina. But the operation
was a total success and Earnie
Vie- gym
Will be- back.
sparring in six weeks. In fact,
I'd love to get a fight with Big
John Tate for the World
Boxing Association title),"
faCia-difed7

The boxer's stay in
Baltimore's Johns Hopkins
Hospital after his 11th round "
technical knockout loss to
Holmes drew a lot of
speculation because Shavers
refused to accept telephone
calls and nurses on his floor
denied he was at the hospital.
Iii addition, Shavers was
treated at Johns Hopkins by
noted eye surgeon Dr. Ronald
Michels.
"Anytime you have an eye
in
Earnie's
situation
profession, it is very important that everything is
perfect," I.uca said. "You
don't want to take any chances
of getting out of the hospital
.toosoon.-ThaVs.why he stayed-o,
for seven days. I think he is on
his way back home (to
Warren,Ohio) now.
"They say 75 or 80 percent of
football players have the same
type of these little tears. But
. because.Earnie_isa _boxer and
because he is the human being
that he is, I told him, 'You
deserve the best. We're going
down there to get the best eye
surgeon in the world for you.'" --

"Our players are great kids.
They work their butts off.
They weren't highly recruited,
they're not guys everybody
wanted, so they've got
something to prove."

When it comes to picking
bowl teams, it's not only
whether you win or lose but
where you play the game, not
necessarily how. -

Rose Sees Some Good Years Left,
Desioite Being Long On The Tooth

THE MURRAY-CALLOWAY
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
businesses,

Extends thanks to the
organizations and individuals who supported our recent fund drive. The contributions have enabled us to maintain a
service program including
•Voter Education
•Voter Registration Assistance
•TVA Study
..Local Government Study
_ We appreciate your confidence in our
programs, and solicit your continued supPort.
753-7744

• So does Hardin. He has this
coach ever with a 63-32-3
mark, including 6-1 this year, wild dream of Temple going to
the only setback a 10-9 loss to the Sugtt Bowl and he
reminds one and all that the
12th-ranked Pitt.
We get kidded about our Owls played in the first Sugar
short, fat kids," Hardin says. Bowl game, losing 20-14 to
"They may be 6-2 and 270 Tulane on Jan. 1,1935.
pounds but we don't check'em
"Aww," Hardin says,
in the 40. They may not be too
fast over 40 yards, but from "that's 10 years away, if it's
here to there they're not too that. Let's be realistic...we're
bad, and that's all we ask of still Temple."
'ern.

Illorroy-Collowerf
of
Loom Women Veen

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
-Baseball is a kid's game.
I'm an adult playing a kid's
game. I adfnit it. It's like
having a license to steal."
Pete Rose is a baseball
anachronism — a Ty Cobb in
tight-fitting double knits, a
$3.2-million commodity with a
corner lot psychology, an
anachronism whose affluence
has not dulled his enthusiasm
for the sport.
Who is this stubby little guy
is
who
methodically
destroying Ty Cobb's proudest
records, who isthreateniag
become the greatest hitter of
all time, whose fighting grit
has enthralled a nation?
Biblically speaking, by his
words ygshaII know hinr
"Money doesn't determine
how well I play. I've got to
give it 101 per cent every time
I go out on the field, whether I
make $12,000, as I did at
Cincinnati in 1965 when I got
209 hits, or whether I make
$800,000 or $900,000 as this
year when I got 208. I never
see my checks, anyhow."
(They all go to agent-attorney
Reuven Katz).
At 5-1T, po pounds, Rose
can't be considered, a model
athletic specimen, at 38 he is
getting long on the tooth as
ball players go.- Critics say be
can't run or throw. t.
"I know how to run. I know
how to throw.But nobody says
I can't hit. I always could hit.
As for my age, I've seen sorrie

guys over the hill at 28 and
others good at 40 like the Cy
Young winner last year
(Gaylord Perry). Look at me.
I've got strong arms and
strong legs. They're my
assets. They say the legs are
the first to go. 1 ought to have
three or four years left."
Did Rose think the firing of
Philtres manager Danny
Ozark was justified?
"When I put on my uniform,
it doesn't say 'Sparky
Anderson,' Dave Bristol' or
'Danny Ozark' -acrow the
chest. It says 'Phillieen don't
play for .the manager: 1-play•
for a team, the city and the

fans. • But the one thing I
to
going
regretted
Philadelphia was that I had to
be a part of Danny getting
liked. It wasn't Danny's fault.
Every man on the team was
responsible. I was responsible."
Rose, who erased another of
Cobb's records by getting 200
hits in his 10th season and who
was on base more than 300
times counting 96 walks,
showed his true character
when he was presented the
Aqua Velva Cup for compiling
the year's longest hitting
streak —21games.The award
carried a cash prize of $23,000

-$1,000 for each game.
"I gave that away weeks
ago," Rose said; "I gave it to
the coaches, the trainers and
clubhouse crew. Just as I gave
away nine Jeeps to guys in
Cincinnati when I left there.
Those guys don't get paid
much, but they are always
helping out — pitching belting
practice, getting things you
need.
"I not only care for the
stars, I also care for the little
people."
Rose paused and, proving
he's human,added:
"Besides, it's a tax
writeoff."

For example, Florida State
is one of the few remaining
unbeaten-untied - teams but
don't hold your breath waiting
for the Seminoles to be invited
to the Orange Bowl, even if
they go 11-0.
The Orange Bowl, like any
other bowl, wants teams
whose followers will arrive
well before the game - say a
week or so-and spend lots of
money. The Orange Bowl
people are afraid the Florida
State supporters will drive
down from Tallahassee on
genie day and leave shortly
after the final gun.
If the Orange Bowl frowns
on Florida State, how do you
think the Sugar Bowl feels
about the possibility of having
thrice-beaten Georgia as the
host team instead of No.1ranked Alabama?
It could happen. Indeed, it
will happen if Georgia wins its
remaining Southeastern
Conference games against
Kentucky, Florida and
Auburn, even if the Bulldogs
lose nonconference games to

Virginia and Georgia Tech
and wind up with a 6-5 record.
If Georgia and Alabama
finish with 6-0 SEC logs,
Georgia goes to New Orleans
because Bama went last year. ,
"I voted for the current
rule," says Tennessee Coach
Johnny Majors. "I won't
second-guess myself, but I
think it will come up again at,
the next conference meeting."

Notre Dame Coach Dan
Devine is no Kpute Rockrie
when it comes to inspirational,' ,
firebreathing pep talks. But he
recalls his days at Missouri.
when he wanted to fire his .
team up for Nebraska.
He played a record of the
Nebraska fight song over and
over, intending to bring things
to a head by smashing it on the
locker room floor.
Devine forgot one little
thing. Plastic is a 'prime
ingredient in phonograph
records and when he hurled it
to the floor...it bounced. •

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
KING Or VALUES
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

Winners
Lloyd, Austin Take Tennis Victories
breezed to a 6-1, 6-1 victory
over Tanya Harford, and
Virginia Wade drubbed
Renate Tomanova 6-3,6-1.
Also, Rosie Casals edged
Barbara Potter 6-7, 7-6, 6-3;
Laura Dupont beat Jeanne
DuVall 6-0, 6-1; Regina
Marsikova defeated Mime
In other matches, Virginia Jausovec , 2-6, 6-1, 6-3, and
Ruzici came from behind to Wendy White upended Greer
defeat Kathy Horvath 2-6; 6-0, Stevens64,2-5.
Vermaak
..
Yvonne
6-2;
defeated Sue Barker 6-0,5-7,6- •VIENNA, Austria — Gene
2; Bettyann Stuart beat Mayer defeated Sweden's
Manse Kruger 6-3, &12; Birger Andersson 6-4, 6-3 and
beat
Evonne Goolagong Cawley Wojtek Fibak of Poland

By the Associated Press
OLDSMAR, Fla. — Chris
Evert Lloyd defeated Peanut
I,ouie 6-1,6-2 and Tracy Austin
downed Anne Hobbs of Great
Britain 6-0, 6-4 in, the first
round of a $100,000 women's
tennis trounament.

Bruce Manson 6-0, 6-7, 6-2 in a
$100,000 Grand Prix tournament.
In other matches, sixthseeded Eliot Teltscher downed
Trey Waltke 64,6-0; seventh
Mayer
Sandy
seeded
defaulted; Kevin Curren of
South Africa defeated Jiri
Hrebet of Czechoslovakia 6-1,
7-6; Karl Meiler of West
Germany dumped Tom
(;u1liison -1-6, 7-5:6-3; Mark
Cox of Britain beat Eric
Fromm 6-4,6-1,and Vince Van
Patten defeated Alvaro Fillol
of Chb 6-4,6-2.

1

1978 Oldsmobile Regency
Four door, silver,silver vinyl roof, blue interior,
loaded,extra nice, approximately 22,000 miles.

Price...Unbelievable!!!

I

omwurr
I .iopars

GM
6010AL MMUS NUM DIV7130110

f•

1
Keep That Great GM Feeling 111
::
•:
With Genuine GM Ports

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

641 South' a
1.1_ maw Anir_

mow

iii,i. 710.5,3-2_71..„617
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Mackovic, Wake Forest No Longer Drawing Laughs
By DICK BRINSTER
Associated Press Writer
RAI.E1(;H, N.C. -- John
Mackovic is a man living his
9WIl
III possible dream
at
Wake Forest University.
His name suddenly is
becoming known to those
utside the Atlantic Coast
Conference and his talcits as
a football coach are for the
first time peing widely
aknowledged by the media
%Whin the league.

He is a man, unafraid of
controversy, %trho said things
about his team that initially
drev laughs in press boxes
from College Park. Md., to
Atlanta.
The best was a remark that
translated into the Demon
Deacons, being a potential
bowl team. Now Mackovic
could get the last snicker.
His team has been called
meatballs, ragamuffins...you

name it. Mackovic didn't mind
when they laughed at him but
he took offense at that he felt
were disparaging remarks
that reflected on the character
of football pla)ers who'd done
every thing he'd asked of
them.
"Well, it just wasn't right,"
he said Tuesday in a telephone
interview. -I'm proud of vur
euys. They made it work."
Led by quarterback Jay

Venuto and noseguard Jame
x,s,,ciated Press poll.
important things to think
Parker, the Deacons havi
Such an accomplishment about."
•
established a 6-1 record anti
,ist put the former Deacon
Foremost among them is
stittee the lead 8J4the ACC. -. quarterback near- the lop of
-Saturday's meeting with 13th-- list when the people who ranked Auburn. The Deacons,
sit down to pick the coach. as usual, will be the underdog,
The fact that the Deacons
he year.
are 6-1 is not only a tribute tu
although the point spreads are
Certainly, that would be a shrinking.
their dedication, but an endorsement of the quality ot ,at honor, and anybody
In four of Wake Forest's
Mackovic and his staff. The
uld be less than candid if first seven games the ophave taken the same player
said they wouldn't position was favored. The
who knew 1-10 as a way of lift
• l•rish
'that
kind
of oddsmakers never bought all
and in two seasons lifted then. • „, ognition," said Mackovic. those Mackovician theories on
into 18th position in the latest
mit right now I've got more business administration

helping the coaches and the
art of believing aiding the
players.
•
7-You-needed-a cnicniatee-te
figure the odds when the
Deacons went down to
Georgia and beat the
Bulldogs, who at that point
were ranked 12th. Later they
went to Chapel Hill and beat
Dick Crum's 15th-ranked
North Carolina Tar Heels.
So, one would figure the
Deacons had disposed of the

heavies and could skip down
the yellow brick road to
something resembling a 9-2
-finisit- Forget
-• - •
Three of the final four opponents — Auburn, Clemson
and South Carolina — all stand
5-1. The Deacons must play
Clenison and South Carolina
on the road.
-"I guess we'll have to earn
everything we get," • said
Mackovic.

Lanpher Not Surprised
At Murray State Success
Continued from page 11-A
tion," he says. So for someone
with such realistic goals, he
admits to being surprised a bit
surprised at his overwhelming
success.
"For myself, I can't say I
expected to have the tackle
totals and be in on so many big

plays," Lanpher say. "But
I'm not surprised that the
defense as a whole is this
good. We have the personnel."
The question this Saturday
will be whether the Racers
have the personnel to stop
Eastern, the nation's topranked Divisin I-AA team that
owns the OVC's second-best

offense (351 yards a game)
and third-best defense (285
yards).
"We'll just have to keep doing the things on defense that
have worked so far, stopping
the rush and forcing the
pass," says Lanpher.
"Whether it's Eastern or
another team, we know we
have to play well to win."

Richard Forsees Murray
Game As 1 Of 11 Tests
Continued from page 11-A
weight when he graduated
from Lexington's Bryan Station High School and began to
ponder his future. Along with
scholarship offers from
Eastern and Wesiem, among
others, he was contacted by
Kentucky and Colorado State.
"I was afraid I wasn't big
enough to play at the larger
schools:: said Richard. "And
I'd always thought of myself
as going to Eastern anyway."
He saw a good deal of action

•

his first two years, but last
season was easily his best. He
led Eastern in 61 tackles and
31 assists and was chosen
first-team all-conference as.
the Colonels recorded an 8-2
record. But thanks to a lastsecond field goal by a Western'
.
kicker that beat Eastern, the
Colonels finished second in the
league.
"We were good, very good
last season," Richard says.
-Western just played well
when they had to." Last
weeks' game with Hilltoppers

appeared to have the same
script. Western's field goal
kicker had two tries to erase
his team's 8-6 deficit, but he
missed the first, the second
was blocked and the Colonels
liad leaped past one of *their
biggest conference hurdles.
"It never entered my mind
that we would lose to Western,
just like it never enters my
mind that we will lose to Murray," Richard says. "Of
course we COULD, but we're
sure not planning on it."

Murray State Homecoming
Golf Tournament Draws 92
As of late today, 92 golfers
have made reservations to
participate in the annual
Murray State University
Homecoming golf tournament, to be played Friday
at the Murray Country Club.
This year's tournament, a
four-member-team scramble
affair, will begin at 9:30 a.m.
with groups teeing off every 10
minutes until 2:30 p.m. The
entry fee' is $10 with all
proceeds going to the Murray
State golf team's travel and
tournament participation
fund.
This is the second year that
the Murray Country Club
directors have voted to waive
the collection of any green
fees from tournament participants, asking that these
receipts be considered as the
club's contribution to . the
team's fund. • No privately-owned golf
carts, however, will be permitted on the course, Cart
reservations, at $7.00 for 18
holes, may be made with the
club pro, Jimmy Sullivan, by
calling 753-9430.
In a scramble tournament,
each member of the foursome
hits each shot. The best shot is
then selected and ail players
take their next shot from that
position, repeating the process
throughout the 18 holes of
play.

1
2

There will be three divisions
in this year's tournament —
the Racer Division, the Blue
and Gold Division and the
Lady Racers Division.
Making up the Racer
Division will be groups made
up of five players, including a
member of the Murray State
golf team. The Blue and Gold
Division will be made up of
foursomes made up at the
players' discretion, while the
Lady Racers Division will be
made up of four-member

teams of ladies.
Awards will be given in all
divisions as well as in the
traditional putting contest, a
closest-to-the-pin contest on

The Lineup
The iineup:
9:30 a.m. — Red Medcalf, Buck
Hurley, Herb Hurley, John.Lovett and a
Racer player.
9:40 — Carol Hibbard. thus Orr,
Jerlene Sullivan,Betty Jo Purdorn.
9:50 — Danny Roberts, Clyde Roberts,
a twosome to be announced.
• 10— E.W. Dennison, Jack Wolfe, Corky Taylor,Bob Burton.
10:10 — -Dean Ross, Richard Poe,
Keith Inman,Randy Hahn.
10:20 — Jack Benton, Chester Wildey,
Keith Hayes,Roy Itain.
10:30 — Jun Pickens, John Gingles,
Arthur Byrn,Pat Lamb.
10:40
Don Bailey, Walter Jones,
• Tom Bloom,George Gallagher.
10:50 — John Walker and others to be
announced.
- 11 — Dick Tucker, Bill Hold, Buddy
Parker,Tony Fioravanti.
11:10 — Chip Hoback, Bill Hoback,
•
Randy Orr,Brad P'Poole.
11:20 — open.
11:30 — Larry Robinson, Dick
Frainey,Steve Cutthoff, Tony Gholson.
11:40 — Jerry caldweg, Charles
Caldwell,Paul Jerry Let,Jimmy Lamb,

a Racer player.
11:50 — open.
Noon — Vicki Nance, Carolyn
. Caldwell,Carita Lamb,Wanda Brown.
12:10 — George Briacoe, Dave
Franklin.twosome to be announced.
12:20 — Venda Sexton, Virginia
Everette,Evelyn Jones,Betty Lowry.
12:30 — Red Howe, Jr., David Buckingham,Dow Ryan,Mike Holton.
12:40
Jim Davis, James Harken,
Joe Brown,Dr.S.M. Matariumo.
12:50 — Jim White, Truman Whitfield.
Mickey Boggess, Mike Morgan.
1 — Hal Kemp, Tom Villaflor, David
.Walker,Purdom Lovett
1:10 — Tony Wilson, Dale Chadwick,
Bob McGaughey,Roger Haney.
1:20 — Al Jones, Jimmy Boone,
Thelma Eckert:It,a Racerplayer.
1:30 — Steve Hamrick, Rick Hatfield,
a twosome to be announced.
1:40 — open.
1:50 — open.
2 — Tommy Hamlin, David Moses,
Don Johnson.Greg Story.
2:10 — open.
1:111 Rutiell Parkafoursome.
2:30 — open.

By the Associated Press
NAGOYA, Japan — The
International Olympic
C'llinaittee's executive board
was expected to consider the
troublesome problem of
participation by mainland
china and Taiwan in the 1980
Olympics at its special
meeting today. ,
-On Tuesday, the 10C heard
a proposal- by -Henry -.Hsu,
Taiwan's IOC representative,
that all nations carry their
Olympic flags rather than
national flags at the Games'
opening ceremonies.
No decision was made on the
proposal, which would require
altering Rule 64 of the

Olympic charter. Rule 64
stipulates that each team
must carry its national flag in
the opening parade. That rule
was referred to the IOC's
judicial commission for study,.
The IOC has asked Taiwan
to use a special Olympic flag
at opening ceremonies. The
Chinese Olympic Committee
iii Peking, which recently was
recognized by the IOC, insists
that Taiwan not be allowed to
carry the Republic of China
flag, nor be allowed to compete in the Olympics
representing China.
"How can the IOC tell us to
change our flag when the rules
say clearly we must carry our
national flag?" Hsu asked.
"The people from Peking have
no right to demand that. The
flag we use is our business.
"Perha'ps' the IOC might
charige the rules so that every
.cctinueting,..teem, in the
Olympic Games would carry
its own Olympic _flag_ rather
than the flag of its country.
That would be acceptable. But
it is completely unfair to ask
just one country to do it.,

teammates will lie emotionally down from their victory over Western
Kentucky last week.

Celtics Fall Despite Cowens, Bird Efforts

Kings Are Blazers' 7th Victim
By ALEX SACHARE
tories have come at, the
.
AP Sports Writer
Portland Memorial Coliseum,
Cotton Fitzsimmons doesn't where the Blazers have played
play any vacations in Por- before 105 consecutive sellouts
tland, Ore. In fact, he'd just as of 12,666.
soon not Make any business . In other NBA games, the
trips to the,Rose City, either.
Milwaukee Bucks beat the
Phoenix Suns 114-108, the San
Antonio Spurs stopped the
NBA ROUNDUP
Boston Celtics 129-120, the San
Diego Clippers defeated the
Denver Nuggets 132-127, the
-It's damn tough to win Los Angeles Lakers downed
here. I'm getting tired of it," the Utah Jazz 102-87, the
said Fitzsimmons, coach of Chicago Bulls edged the New
the Kansas City Kings. Noti .,,l_ersey Nets 108-103, the New
even a trio of three-point goals York Knicks trounced the.
by Kansas City's Otis Bird- Indiana Pacers 136-112 and the
song in the final 90 seconds Atlanta Hawks beat the
could keep the Kings from Cleveland Cavaliers 121-111.
dropping a 90-88 decision to
the Pertland Trail Blazers
Clippers 132, Nuggets 127 —
Tuesday night.
Lloyd Free scored II of his 32
points in the first quarter as
The Blazers are now 7-0, the San Diego exploded for 40
best start in their 10 seasons in points and went on to a hand
the National. Basketball the winless Nuggets their
Association. Five of, the vic- sixth stright loss. David

IOC Considers Problem
of China, Taiwan In 1980

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.
we

one of the par-3 holes, a prize
for the graduate who travels
the greatest distance to
participate and an attendance
prize.

Eastern Kentucky noseguard Joe Richard (61) doesn't think he and his

Thompson had 36 points for
the losers.
San Diego again played
without center Bill Walton,
who was scheduled to have his
ailing left foot examined today
in Los Angeles. The injury has
kept him out of all of San
Diego's seven games.

surge, Gervin getting eight
points and Kenon seven in that
spurt.
Dave Cowens had 32 points
and Larry Bird 22 for the
Celtics.

Bulls 108, Nets 103 — Rookie
Burks Ill, Silas 108 —
David ireenwood sank three
free throws in the final 36 Milwaukee raised its record to
Lakers 102, Jazz 87 — Los seconds to help the Bulls beat 6-1, best in the Midwest
Angeles clinched its victory the, Nets. Greenwood, a first- Division, by handing the Suns
with a 14-5 burst to start the round draft choice from their fourth straight loss:
final period, .opening up a UCLA, scored a pro-high 20 Marques Johnson led the way
commanding 86-70 lead: points.
with 32 points and Brian
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and
Winters hit a clutch jumper in
Michael Cooper .led the
the final ininute- to put the
Lakers' balanced attack with
Knicks 136, Pacers 112 — game away..
17 points apiece.
The Knicks, using an
%Jams' Ra•kethall 4..014111.1111
aggressive, pressing defense,
At 4 (dime,
Spurs 129, Celtics 120 — broke the game open with a 3114. The A••nelated Peen
George Gerviii and Larry 10 spurt in the first half and
Ea•tern I °Wert-ere
AUsoUe
Kenon scored 28 points apiece were never in trouble. Toby
1VI
Pet. GB
and led a fourth-quarter surge Knight- led the way with 34 Philadelphia
5
0
i 000 —
4
2
667
that carried San Antonio past points, 22 of them in the first Roston
New York
4
3
571
2
Boston. The score was tied half, while Alex English Washington
2
3
400
3
100-100 before the Spurs broke scored a careerhigh 37 points New Jersey
i
4
NO
4
Central DiviSisa
the game open with a 26-10 for Indiana.
San Antonio
3
2

Price, Smith Comment On Oiler, Islander Tie

NHL ROUNDUP
Smith, the Islanders' goalie
in the 3-3 tie, was quick
to
comment on the same
thought.
"We were very lucky to get
one point tonight," said the
nine-year veteran. "It was
definitely out experience that
,
got us that point. Their team is
'
YerY spirited and
-enthusiastic,
Nimilar to our team of a few
rn other
y"rsago.
"
r National Hockey
League action Tuesday night;
Montreal defeated Atlanta
5-3,
Los Angeles got by Colorado
7-

4 and Boston and St. Louis
skated to a 5-5 tie.
If Price and Smith are able
to scout teams as well as they
play hockey, the Oilers are in
for some rosy years in the
future.
Four years ago the Islanders were enjoying their
second winning season in their
existence. Since then they
have become one of the top
teams in the league. In each of
the last three seasons they
have surpassed the 40-victory
mark and last year finished
the regular season with the
best record in the league.
Tuesday night, however, it
was the Islanders who had to
work hard for the goal that
tied the score with just 1:17
remaining in the game. Billy
Harris scored on a rebound off
a Bryan Trbttier ghat with
Edmonton's Mark Messier in
the penalty box.
It was the third time the
Islanders had come back from'
a one-goal deficit.
,The tie was the fourth of the
year for the Oilers and the six
points they have amassed so
far this season puts them in a

four-way tie for the Smythe
DiVison lead. The six points
are also one more than the
Islanders have been able to
earn so far.
Edmonton Coach Glen
Saather might not be looking
for 40 victories or even the
division title right now, but he
is looking forward to his first
year in the NHL
"We have a lot of youth and
enthusiasm, and this is 'going
to help us out throughout this
season," said Sather. "We
have to stay healthy in order
to be a contender."
Canadiens 5, Flames 3 „6-Steve Shutt scored twice as
the Canadiens jumped out to a
5-1 lead over the Flames. Guy
Lafleur gave Montreal the
lead for good in the first period
with his sixth goal in the last
four games. He has also
registered four assists in that
time.
Bruins 5, Blues 5 — Wayne
Babych had the first threegoal performance of his young
but productive career as the
Blues came,back from a four-
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3
4
429
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2
3
400
Twerday'r Gamer
New York 131, Indiana 112
Atlanta 121:Cleveland ill
San Antonio 129, Boston 120
Chicago 101, New Jersey 103
Milwaukee 114: Phoenix AI
San Diego 132. Denver 177
Portland 90, Kansas City 88
los Angeles 102. Utah 87
Wedieerday'r Games
Cleveland at Atlanta
Indiana at Philadelphia
Washington at Detroit

Detroit
AUanta
'Indiana
Houston
Cleveland

A Sense Of Deja Vu
By the Associated Press
Pat Price of the Edmonton
Oilers and Billy Smith of the
New York Islanders both
experienced a sense of dem vu
as they played Tuesday night.
Price, an expansion draft
choice of the Oilers off the
Islanders' roster, called his
present team a "carbon copy
of the Islanders Tout years
ago. There's a lot of no names
who work their tails off."

Hawks 121, Cavs
- The
Hawks outscored the Cavs 34in the second period to take
command. John Drew poured
in 27 points to top Atlanta
while Mike Mitchell had 35 for
"Cleveland.

goal deficit.
The Bruins had jumped to a
4-1 lead on two goals each by
Jean Batelle and Bobby Schmautz.
Kings 7, Rockies 4— Marcel
Dionne, tied for the league's
scoring lead entering the
game, finished it with sole
possession of the spot as he
scored four goals in the Kings'
rout.
In the young season, Dionne
now has 18 points in just seven
games. His linemate Charlie
Simmer, whom he was tied
with,contributed two assists.

Boston at Houston
Portland at Denver
Phoenix at Golden State
Kansas City at Seattle
Thursday's Games
Chicago at Utah
Milwaukee at San Diego
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Jogging Week Is Declared

LEAD Theme Used

' FRANKFORT - Gov.
Julian Carroll has declares)
the week of Oct. 21-27 Jogging
Week in Kentucky.
In -picklaiiiatiorr,--earrottsaid the week will serve to
promote physical fitness
through the popular activity.
He noted that an estimated 12
percent
of
Kentucky's
population jogs.

Using the theme of L E A Li,
The district governor who
Dr. C. C. Lowry, District Lions has 21 years perfect atGovernor of 43-K,spoke at the tendance with his own club at
-.Liesday...exeniat_cueeting...4.Murray_ aiaa _introduced
the Murray Lions Club held at Codie Caldwell. In his district
Colonial
House there are 217 clubs with 7,500
the
members.
Smorgasbord.
Dr. Lowry said these letters
G. T. Lilly, president,
represent the goals of Lionism presided,
and introduced
as leadership, extension, three new
members--Dr.
activities, and development. William I Bill) Hart,
Lawrence
He announced that a new (Larry)
Hanchek, and Shashi
Lions Club at Sedalia will be K. Tandon, M. D.
chartered on Nov. 3 at the
Lilly said the annual Lions
Sedalia High School and urged
members and guests to attend Club Radio Auction will be
with the cost being $11 a held on the nights of Nov. 13.
14,and 15,from 6:30 toll p.m.
couple for the dinner.

to earn
" said

According to Humzey
Yessin, executive director of

the ('overnor's Council onThe governor's council is
ltysical _Fitness, the week is attaghed._La...the..Department
sponsored by the National for Human Resources.
-Jogging Association, with the
As part of the observation.
cooperation of the American Stan Cottrell, a Munfordsille
Lung
Association,
the native, will attempt a 150-mile
President's Council on "ultra-marathon" from
Physical Fitness and Sports, Franklin (Simpson County) to
Louisville. Cottrell, who holds
a number of running records,
will begin the run Monday,
Oct. 22. He plans to run along
US 31W for the length of the
marathon.
-The run will help publicize
programs of the Kentucky
Lung Association, Cottrell's
Sponsor in the event.

Coming To
Big K
ES The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.
Prices Good Til
Sat. Oct. 27
RUCKS

CHAMP
SANDWICH

$11,!„„
CRICKET

LIGHTER

171

59

Reg. 99'

Ii - The
Cavs 34kcl to take
iv poured
Atlanta
lad 35 for

HEINZ

DESSERTS

49c

108 record to
Midwest
the Suns
;ht loss:
I the way
d Brian
umper in
put the
pelattse

PEPSI &
DIET PEPSI

ITHIP

Pet. GB
i 000 —
ih
8437
2
57-,
3
400
4
200
600
500
429
429
400
286

i
i
i
2

857
MX
429
i67
000

2
3
4,1
5I-s

i000
867
500
429
429
400

16 Oz. Returnable

9

and the National Recreation
and Parks Association.
.

Plus Deposit

2kt
1
3,
4
4
4

MURRAY HIGH COURT — Julie Billington, left, and Queen Carroll Edwards are pictured during the Murray Nigh School homecoming ceremonies last Friday night. Kathy
Outland, the other member of the homecoming court is not pictured. Billington was
escorted by George Bell while Kevin Wright escorted Edwards. Other football players
shown are Bradley Wells(40)and Ion Wissman (75).

Jana Jones To Appear In Play

GREENSBORO, N.C. Jana Lynn Jones of Murray
will appear in the upcoming
production of the witty and
sensitive classic by Anton
Chekhov, "Uncle Vanya," to
be presented by the Theatre of
the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro
beginning Oct. 25.
The daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Donald E. Jones of 1608
Keenland Drive, Murray,
Miss Jones is a graduate
student in drama at UNC-G.
She will play the role of
Yelena in the production of
"Uncle Vanya."
At UNC-G she has performed in the productions of
-Equus" and-"Fantasticks,"
as well as having a major role
in "One Flew Over The
Cuckoo's Nest" w,hile atMurray . State
tending
University.
She also toured throughout
--North-- -Carolina while performing with the Theatre for
Young People (TYP). She
appeared in such productions
as "The Toby Show" and
"Alice Through the Looking
Glass."
The UNC-G mainstage play
will open on Oct. 25 with an
8:15 p.m. performance in
Taylor Building Theatre on
campus. The show will be
presented on Oct. 26 and 27
and from Nov. 1-3, also at 8:15
p.m. There will be a 2:15 p.m.
matinee on Sunday, Nov. 4.
The play will be directed by
former New York actor and
UNC-G drama graduate
student Charles Baird, a
candidate for the master of
fine arts degree. Baird also
appeared in last spring's
production of Harold Pinter's
"The Homecoming."

e•

eigPW

•

Govvenience STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. Til 11 P.M.
• OPEN 365 Dan
Corner of •
Glendale & Whitnell
(Behind Big John's)

The National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet Friday, Oct. 26, at
11:30 a.m. for a luncheon
meeting at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Max B. Hurt will be the
speaker, and Mrs. Neil Brown
will present special music.
Officers for the coming year
will be installed.
Robert Douglas, president,
uges all members and spouses
•to
attend and extends a special
invitation to all retired federal
employees who are not
members.

GILLETTE

FILM PROCESSING
SPECIAL
u1.1.47.14'4

BODY ON TAP

2O

CRICKET
DISPOSABLE LIGHTER

BRING IN A ROLL-OF +10 +26 OR 13S COICIP-PRITTTRAT
FOR DEVELOPING Et 2WiN PRINTS AT SEGLE, S EvERYDAY
PRICES AND RECEIVE FREE WITH YOUR PROCESSED ORDER
A ROLL OF 20 EXPOSURE COLOR PRINT ‘ILNI
LM.

WOIN1 "TWIN MINTS" PLUS A FREE ROLL OR

APACK

COUPON

*61

ORAL-B
TOOTHBRUSH

A

READ',

4113110

HI-DRI

SIZES 40 OR SO

LEADERS IN ORAL HYGIENE

THE NATURAL
CHRISTMAS
DISPOSABLE DOUCHE LAY AWAY NOW FOR
MINUTE HOLIDAY RUSHI
•P,

„oz

1.54

84

REGULAR MT HERB OR VINEGAR Er WATER
TWIN PACK

II

NORMAL, DRY OR OILY

60 75 OR 100 WATT

MASSENGILL
*
vrAta
DISPOSABLE DOUCHE

NEW FRESHNESS

111.

G. E. SOFT WHITE
LIGHT BULBS

la

it,
I:.

THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR DEvELOPING ORDER
LIMIT ONE FREE ROU. OF FILM WITH EACH PROCESSING ORDER :.
9
COUPON GOOD THRu NM; 5 '9,
NOME WIEBATINTI1117.

411/109

33

i
:.

BATHROOM TISSUE
4 PACK

DON'T GET CAUGHT IN THE LAST
LAY AWAY YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS NOW.
WE CARRY A LARGP SELECTION OF GIFT IDEAS INCLUDING

TO JSE

_

BEER ENRICHED
SHAMPOO

MIMIell••WOO

I
T
e)
I:;11

net SeINI 51
WATCHES
SMALL APPLIANCES
RADIOS
TOYS
GAMES

40,1•Iti

437

CLOCKS
COSMETICS

_ —
LIMIT 2

WE ALSO STOCK CHRISTMAS TREES, DECORATIONS
AND MUCH MUCH MORE

TWIN PACK

EXTRA STRENGTH

ARTHRITIS
PAIN
4,12k
Pain
Formulaw FORMULA

"
DEXATRIM Istast illea=
2526
Arthritis
APPETITE
CONTROL
CAPSULES

=.:.

2.

40 TABLETS

ANTACID LIQUID
OR

ANTACID/A NTIGAS
LIQUID SIMEWTHItICI4ONE
LOW SODIUM
12 01

18 Oz

1.54 84t
ALADDIN

24 TABLETS
16 CAPSULES

79 49
te1110
VALU PLUS

PRESTONE II

SPRAY

_....„e wiNTER,summER
hash.
ii
REX

OrT',

WINDOW
DE-ICER

PROTECTION

REMOVES FROST
ICE AND SNOW

I GAL

DURAFLAME

SWELL

BUBBLE
GUM

HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES,

90 PIECES

FIREPLACE LOGS

25e
BAG OF 65 HARVEST TREATS 79'

.3.66 oz 99'

11033

NORELCO
DOUBLE BED

ELECTRIC
BLANKET

HAMBURGER
COOKER

•

1.58

4
•

I
SALE ENDS OCTOBER 29th
PLASTICWARE SPECIAL

STORM
WINDOW
KITS

CHOOSE FROM
• 12 OT .0ISH PAN

• SUPER COLANDER

• 11 OT WASTE SASKET

•5 OT MIXING /BOWL

• 1 BUSHEL
LAUNDRY BASKET
• 11 OT ALL4URPOM
PAR.

• S COMPARTMENT
DRAWER DNIDE R
• HANDLED SW/R1.
MIXING BOWL

OAc

7.44

14

f

AsSORTLD

BRACH'S

BURNS UP TO 3 HOURS

as•IN

BATTERIES
SIZE "C" OR SIZE "D
TWO PACK

1.97
76t

CANDY FILLED
GHOST, WITCH OR SKULL

3.97
▪

1.87

I•

OIN

•

9

150 WASH CLOTHS

4 A6

HOLDS ONE QUART

ANTI-FREEZE

60Z.

PUMPKIN

HALLOWEEN
FLASHLIGHT

9

PRE MOISTENED
POP-UP TOWELETTES
WITH LANOLIN

'XS"!'••

COMM*

Ple•Ne read £10110. label d•OcIrd••

SAFETY

THERMOS
BOTTLE

COMTRE X-1
- tab

INIE
HE/OUP IHREhr

EVEREADY

T r"-•••4

—

MEDICATED [-La:AIRE X
SKIN CREAM

711111111.1S

BABY
WASH
CLOTHS

Relieves Most Major
Cold Symptoms!

BEGLEY'S

00 TABLETS

DIAPARENE

Multi-Symptom Cold Reliever

flefteSI
FOICAII
SKIN

RIOPAN PLUS

.‘1.
•

ELIMINATES EXCESS WATER

COMTREX®

RIOPAN

WITH HANDLE

* WATER PILLS

1.14 1.99

DOUBLE BUFFERED

20 TIME CAPSULES
CLINICALLY PROVEN

AQUA-BAN
REDUCES TEMPORARY WEIGHT GAIN

TABLETS

soca

1360

LOSE WEIGHT

SINGLE CONTROL

Tatreataainsectbite,apply
ammonia diluted with equal
parts of water, or a solution of
baking soda and water tti
neutralize the acid causing the
pain:

STORES

DRUG

NARFE Group Will .
Meet Here Friday

3

lovely Yelena.,„But as the men
and women begin to alter their
one
with
relationships
another, Chekhov creates
moments of brilliant comedy
amid the sad realization of
their frustrated dreams.

BEGLEY'

Chemistry Teachers
To Present Papers
At Region Meeting
Two members of the
Department of Chemistry at
Murray State University will
present' papers at the
Southeastern
Regional
Meeting of the American
Chemical Society in Roanoke,
Va., Oct. 24-26.
On Wednesday, Oct. 24,
David Teitloff, a graduate
student, will present a paper
entitled
"Transition-Metal
Carbonyl Derivatives
Incorporiking Phosphorus
Sequisulfuide Isomers as
Ligand."
Teitloff's paper is the result
of research conducted along
with Dr. David Owen, an
assistant professor in the
chemistry
and geology
department at the university.
The second paper, entitled
."Calculus - for
Error
in
Evaluation
General
Chemistry Laboratory," will
be presented Thursday, Oct.
25, by Dr. Harry L. Conley, a
professor of chemistry.

Tht.- pi
action is set on an
estate in 19th century Russia
%+here Uncle Vanya and his
niece. Sonya, work to support
her
father,
Professor
Serehryakov
and
the
professor's new wife, the

By showing all of the sides
to life," Baird said," 'Uncle
Vanya' ranges from tragedy
and deep suffering to farce,
showing the human being at
his most ridiculous and
laughable moments."

KING or

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
VALUES
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

PER CASE

WORTHALL

WORTHALL

VAPORIZER

HEATING PAD

ASSORTED

""K•

•
41:
aro

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
32 ASSORTED CARDS

trw(41110!,

9.95

;;;-••
_1,2 GAL ... CAPACITY

5.99

AU. ONE SIZE
PUT THE NEAT ON
MuSCALAR ACHES Et PAINS

INCLUDES ENVELOPES

5.77 1.63

OUMTITY RIGHTS 44444 VED
.r.

PA
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ADVERTISED Ivan

ER

•

Foot of these advertised items is required lobe reoi' 2.-Lloble Tor soie
in each Kroger syfie except as specifically rsoted 1 •• h.': If we do run
umporoble
out of on advertised item we will offer you your ct
: Icheck which
tem when available reflecting the some sayings
1.ertised price
••,lient,rie roc t'o pur hose the advertised item ot • •
within:11.)..day

a
11

- EVERYDAY IN EVERYVVAY...
Pr.iesettectIveOtt 23
•,ght',served C
Ner Cc

• .•

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Holly Farms

Quarter-Sliced

\•(:.

PORK
LOIN

WHOLE Ne:rrin'
FRYERS

128
lb.

lb.

Meet Tender

\

.▪.
.
NEB
TURKEY MEAT LOAF =
- SAUSAGE & BISCUITS = =
=
... .... F1111111111111111111e5.1. 51111111111111111N12511111,
1
441

BOSTON ROLL

A (42411A

c

FLAT BRISKETS

Boneless
lb

rams°

ib

wlwampaip

tvp:A
w
WISHBO

4.,

Basted

Shank-Portion

CUAED
STEAK

NE
TURKEYS

FULLY=COOKED

HAM

10 to 14 lbs. average

Boneless,
lb.

49
2

lb.

WATER
ADDED

lb

FRESH ROM 515 SAG Of IMPOITED

TINDER SIFF

Catfish Steak

FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

$ 1 39

Owens Sausage

Le

OARS PAUL 514 01 FISH 1111115 04
STICKS CHI 10 02 BUTTERED

Kabobs or Fish Fillets

DELICIOUS

Short Ribs

39

LB $

COUNTRY STYLE POSE

tACHS 1
PIG

SUNDAY HOUSE
I TO '0 LIS AVG $

Smoked Turkeys

Li

49

1 39
I

Beef Steak

FRESH
CATFISH
$199

1115$ GROUND

Meatloaf Mix
BEEF

lb

HYDIATED SOYA PIEOTEIN MIX

Indian River

RONIfiNiON
TANGERINES

D ANJOU, SEOUL, OR

GREEN BARTLM
PEARS
Le

69c

-------------- NIL
,
1, Lam
>, SAVE •'U.S.
Ur ,r,
——
. .,4- ;. RED
= POTATOES
—
—
emi

me
1=1

CUTTER COUPON
No.i All-Purpose

9
C

lb. bog

., •h,h,scoupoP L.m.,on,
E ',pees Oct 30th

Rilimp
....",11119
p!Iic--o-s-i --c-filtiur
- - -: - Large, Mild

-

—
YELLOW
—
—
—
ONIONS
— 3

st..

I
MI
IM
MI
=II

OM
'WM

69

wtth thus COup011 Ltrnit (rNe

IllINM

III
ano

I
n.
MP
OM
•••••

LARGE
STALE(

LB

'111W CROP"

EMPEROR
RED GRAPES

IS

59c
27c
6

BUTTERCUP HUBIARDAUTTERNUT 01

ACORN
SQUASH

LS

SERVES .1 4
ONLY

„...
$349

4=1
en
MO
MO
GM
OM
MD
MD
GM

inlie

Plumrose Ham
110 S
Wafer Meats

1 01
PIG
307
PIG

FRESH FROZEN

Dressed Smelt

1 111
PIG

Non Aerosol

Washington State Extra Fancy
led sr Geld _

DELICIOUS
APPLES

EXCLUDING

11011

$163/

"'"
•••

see

RUMP

4 oz 88C
bottle

net

final
net

---------------------

p

BARBECUE ITEMS

final

with coupon below

USTEltiNg
-

79

ONLY

FINAL NET
HAIR SPRAY

31 or
bottle

For Fresher Breath

,--4,7-1...--.X)fdiriiitioiiiiiiIII1:
11076;eiri
.rirfiting

el

.
LISTERINE .
E—
DRISTAN =
—
...
E MOUTHWASH — CAPSULES E
$1 09 E
63 = —
—.
—
..
ewer'

...

Jumbo Bologna
French Bread
111511 DAILY
Glazed Donuts
PIIIFECT FOR PARTIES.
Halloween Cupcakes
SUPERIOR PARTIES
French Onion Dip
IN STOM BAKED

Gelatin Parfait
Nut Delight

SUPER DESSERT PISTACHIO

SAVE
30'

LB

LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH

•TrottmE

HOMESTYLE
PLATE
Linda.

CHICKEN

/VN

PASCAL
CELERY

c4;2*-11

No/ Carry",

lIGIIT, SWEET TREAT ORANGI

Expires Oct 30th
Cia
,

759-4641
'rsr
4
FRIEDCr,
ren

(ALIFOINIA JUMBO

1.K

• Va
t

'vegii00
.
011

ulillSivrefIN""G"i0 $188 SWEET
POTATOES
POTATOES

5

)19
,
4%,* •
*". 411,••,%.

99c

U S NO I LOUISIANA

IM
4o
IM

•

Fleetly Poi Loki,,

1

Fryer Backs
(00110(IAN

U
$129
25'
994
554
994

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

4
114

l
f?

for

IS

HOLLY FARMS

For Fresher Breath

GRAPEFRUIT

3

Spare Ribs

$259

IPO'47

N1-os' WHITE or PINK

`27

lb

,

ro er

r

1 99

.89

Kroger's Pro

os
'VA

lb

•

IS

MEATY PORK

CATFISH
FILLETS

PERCH
FILLETS

5129

Pork Steak

Fresh
Ocean Fresh

Pond Raised

51 19

IS

FAMILY PAK

•Felostels
ems peellosl ••tie .‘• •• eteelod eyeholes's
•Orstesel dente, Is 11.•9•• from ••Noolle I. Cos, hipbones
•Asyysholo I•b•11•4 ',twos •Oo••• dpesd
•ssw•d
feoskeiss
•'
•
•'

FltESH GROUND CHOPPED

"

4106 lbs overage

ar
A.Iffyit

1
1V‘
,

4k.
gir

ROAST
168

f

BAKING
HENS

US.Gov t Graded Choice Beef/

'lb

tf•
A'
COS A

Fresh Frozen

WHOLE \
BONELESS
HAMS

39
lb
C
M07
00WINGS
it 49'

lb

•

Glendale Old Fashioned

TURKEY
PORK
ROAST \DRUMSTICKS/

11
`CaItost cum* coupoN31111
011:cosT cume courop4111.
E WORTH 20' OFF El = WORTH 60'OFF =

4
1. 44t U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef

\

CUSTOM SLICED KAHN S

In Store Baked

.
t

PUMPKIN
PIES

32 oz
btl

$348

OM
I=

$1

MP
MO

•

't

UUhUIIuUSIIIIIIUIIP

DOZEN

7v:
bill:inn coupon

1 Mt? MP bottle
E ;Ives Ott 30th

79'
794
is $149
$199

PUMPKIN FACE

$449

$ 99

foRMUth"
4

LB

8" Round Single Layer

.CAKE

7 ROUND
IA(N

3.0.
be*

44
r

each

MAKE THE'(ROGER
DUI Fa,wtt,, , diR

ILO ,M,11,1•011

•/1.1

* HALLOWEEN *

COOKIE HEADQUARTERS

COUGHSI"

•
•-ase

ers.

NW

51
4M 111111111r0
1
46
11.
4
1.
14.

each

le

Liver Cheese
LB
I
HIGHEST QUALITY
$349
Premium Hard Salami is

Halloween Cake

•

For Clearer Breathing •

DRISTAN
CAPSULES
$109
24-ct.
bottk
with coupon above

,
-
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AEI

2 Liter No-Return Bottle

PEPSI
COKE

Plain or Self-Rising

---4.

Kroger lowfat Chocolate,
Buttermilk, or 2°

J

FRESH
MILK

FLOUR

,het
Of. r:Nritri

a

11111111111111111111111111M11111111

MARTHA WHITE

ett4

39c

LIMIT ONE

coupon and 510.00 purchase in addition to the cost of coupon merchanult exLluding item.
ted by low Sub lect to applicable taxes Limit one coupon Good Oct 73rd thlr 01 t 3'3th

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

0 •

or

(1,004
34114:
0

half gallon
carton

99
0.0

KROGER SPECIAL FORMULA LIGHT OR

DARK
BREAD

QUARTERS
2
16.01

BLUE BONNET
MARGARINE

$1
09

COUNTRY OVEN

RHO'S
PIZZA

I LB
PKG

COST CUTTS, COUPON
12.01.
PIG.

SWISS MISS
PUDDING

F9
$

2
11PIGS
01

ilIfwtt/

4

WORT

3
801
PIGS.

PIES

4 1 4 -01
PIG

• Stroft!

, Aj. '
4 64

-

89c

Country-Style Bread
VILLAGE BAKERY

White Bread

2
2

PRGS

DAIRY DEPARTMENT
$

2
2
2
2

Egg Buns
KROGER

Brown 'n'Serve Rolls
KROGER PLAIN 01 SESAME

Krusty Rolls
NEW ORLEANS CELLO FRENCH OR

Multigrain Bread

Refrigerated Cookies
SLICED 011 CHUNK KROGER MILD

2001
LOAVES
I CT
PKGS

$ 1 09

88'

11.07
PIGS
17 07
PIGS

Longhorn Cheddar Cheese

$119

$1

00

$

•
Ate-/•
41tit

Mild Hoop Cheese
MINUTE MAID

64 02

Orange Juice

JUG

9

DELUXE MACARONI a CHEESE 14 01
PIIG

VAN CAMP'S BEANIE WEENIE OR
1 OZ
CAN

Chili Weenee
FON SP AGIIMI

32 02
JAR

7'2

02
TUB

2-LB
PIG

KROGER

5215
$1 39

Frozen Taters

2/-02.
. PKG.

Whipped Topping

1 -LB
PIG

907
BOWL

Fried Chicken

$239

6007.
PIG

WAS
ASSORTED FLAVORS

is OZ
CAN
3202:
BEL

NOW

WAS

61'

59'

5 1 87

$1 77

NOW

$199

TOTAL COLOR

Ajax Detergent

49 OZ. S1
BOX

71

VLASIC

Kosher Spears

24 OZ.
1AR

'1 15

24 02.
114

'1 15

NOW IMPERIAL
49 Margarine

si
$1"

DIXIE 3.02 BATHROOM

Refill Cups

1 LI
PIG
200-CT.

FIG.

WAS

NOW

85'

79'
$1 59

1 69

WAS

KRAFT

WITH COCOA BUTTER

02.
PKG.

16

Diet Parkay

TONE
SOAP

BORDEN'S

Lite-Line Cheese

1

02
1PRG

GREEN GIANT FROZEN

Niblets Corn

1-3 02.
PKG.

71'
sl 69

75'

Sunflower Oil

$1 17

KROGER
THIN

65c
963

Puritan Oil

WAS

NOW

89'
55'

85'
51'
77'
$105

KRAFT

DOVE
LIQUID

95c

22-0/
8T1.

5275

1101
Grape Jelly
JAR
WHOLE PEELED
Tomatoes'
Hunt's
-'a.
NUNT'S

Tomato Juice

/6 OZ.
CAN

79'

TREISWIET

Orange Juice
MDR PASO

Taco Dinner
ruanYan

Dial Soap

46-07.

BOTTLE

101
/
24Z.
PSG

7 Or
BAR

$1 09

'1 29
69'

3207
Bit

5 1 87

63'

Cocoa Mix

$/67 $159
69' 59'

GALA

Family Napkins

110 CT
PIG

ASSORTED VARIETIES

07
CAN

3/s1

ASSORTED FRAGRANCES

Ainvick Stickups

7 CT
PIG

KROGER SPAGNMI

$2
"
$177

98`
S 1 43

Sauce

32 oz. Ow

I LEACH

, 9c
.
64015
•/011.61/

4/ 1
93'
915

PILLSOURY

Buttermilk Biscuits'COL 4 89'

CLLIQUID
(\,1) OROX

$1119

1601
CAN

Joan of Arc Beans

65' 59c

ALL VEGETABLE

3-MINUTE

DISHWASHING

07
BTL

NOW

NESTLE'S QUICK

SUNLITE

16 02
PIG,

60 OZ
4
39
PEG$

VLAS1C

Polish Spears

SUNS Will
S1 19
f

FROZEN
FRI
CHICKEN
BANQUET

You'll find the cost cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store Plus, each week you II find cost cotter weekly ad specials for extra savings on •
grocery items dairy frozen foods. health nnd beauty olds, meats and produce

95' 89
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S 1 53 $149
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99' FLASHBAR
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59'
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2-LB.
. PIG
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'
6111 E E
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Provolone Cheese

Sunflower Oil
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$

KROGER
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TL
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20 OZ
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KROGER FROZEN
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RTE.
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16 TO 70-07
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ROME & FAMILY
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16-0Z.
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FINAL
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Treasure Oats

eA
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FABRIC SOFTENER

Prune Juice

SX-70
FILM

FROZEN FOODS
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KROGER
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KROGER

Ragu Sauce

Polaroid

KROGER
BISCUITS

i COBBLERS

lint one bottle Exp,res Oct 10t,

single-film
package

KROGER COUNTRY STYLE 13 01 ROLLS 01 20 07

Kraft Dinner
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BAKERY FOODS

Pancake Syrup
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N
$1 39•

•
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?9"
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$

Assorted Varieties
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N
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* ...
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NORTHERN
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1 29
1 29

894C
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CINNAMON
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4.

ASSORTED STYLES

5/$1

Was Now
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COUNTRY CLUB

Glazed Donuts
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59c
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ICE CREAM
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Pizza

$ 1 19
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9
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-
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Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Annie Cody Is
Dead At Age Of 80

Water Plant Operator Expense
One Reason For Proposition

Services Are Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Garner •

dards,-and in return-4er- ap----One of the primary reasons if' the refetenduin
Hazel residents are being passed on Nov. 8, the city will proving the new district,
Funeral services for Mrs.
residents will receive new and
asked to approve the proposed be in some trouble."
Numon I Estelle Dick Garner
South 641 Water District
If a community does not larger water pipes within the
of 513 Broad Street, Murray,
during the November election meet EPA standards and is community and improved
are being held today at 1 p.m.
is the difficulty and expense of making no effort to meet the sewer facilities.
at the chapel of the Max
"With the installation of new
hiring a certified water plant requirements, the EPA can
Churchill Funeral Home with
operator.
fine the city $10,000 for each water lines, the project will
the Rev. Calvin Wilkins of"Small communities which day it remains out of com- provide 30 additional fire
ficiating. Bobbie Burkeen and
hydrants and will offer better
cannot find or afford their own pliance.
Juanita Lee are in charge of
protection."
fire
its
certified water department
not
raised
has
"Hazel
the music.
"By hooking up to the
employees are going to have water rates over the years,"
Pallbearers are Otho Clark.
to hciok up to water supplies Thompson Said, "so the Murray water supply," said
Darrell Clark, Robert Glenn
coming from larger com- system is in no shape to meet Thompson, "we will benefit,
Clark, Ansel Griffin, Carmon
munities."
the additional expenses we at less local cost, from the
Outland, and Larry McClain.
greater resources of the
Hazel Mayor Joe Thompson now face without the grant."
Burial will follow in the South
and Calloway County JudgeJ. R. Taylor, chairman of larger community, which
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Executive Robert 0. Miller the Hazel water district include several certified
Mrs. Garner, 79, died
agree, and together with committee, said, "Some water plant operators."
Monday at 9:10 p.m. at the
Miller said, "We see no
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley people think that we can solve
Murray-Calloway County
•
to see that Hazel our problems by digging a new other way to overcome the
working
are
the birthday congratulations
Hospital. She was a member
community's problems than to
residents approve the changes well and buying a new pump.
MARKING 100 YEARS - Mrs. Lena lurches Key holds
Baptist
Spring
Fridav. All five of Mrs. Key's
Sinking
the
of
birthday
her
100th
"That won't bring us into urge approval of this federally
to be requested in the Hazel
The funeral for William E.
she received from President Carter on
with a party in the long-term care unit of
wateedistrict.
compliance' with EPA stan- funded project."
Dyer will be held Thursday at Church.
children were present to help her celebrate
her
include
Survivors
Miller said, "Hazel is not
County Hospital:They are, left to right Mrs. T. L. Barnes, Tampa,
10 a.m. at the chapel of the
-Calloway
Murray
the
husband. Numon,to whom she
A. Robinson, Dyer, Ind.; lames
unique. Almost all comLinn Funeral Home, Benton,
Fla.; Mrs. Galen Gough, Colorado Springs, Cob.; Mrs.0.
1920;
20,
Oct.
on
married
was
munities that size that have
Murray.
Wilson,
with the Rev. C. C. Brasher
B.
W.
Mrs.
and
Murray;
W.Key,
nephews. Hafton Garner.
-been-or-will be faced with this
officiating:- Burial- will follow two
Murray Route 3, and Gerald
kind of problem.
in the Provine Cemetery.
Wheeler, Michigan;
Bryan
'The Environmental
Friends may call at the
one niece, Bronzie Dell
Protection Agency has certain
funeral home.
Royal Oak,Mich.
standards for public water
Mr. Dyer, 77, Benton Route Wilson,
Western
systems, which inrlude daily
the
at
7, died Tuesday
strengthened," Ford said in
By JEFFREY MILLS
tests taken by certified per- 4t
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Writer
Press
his letter to Pertschuk.
Associated
sonnel.'
He is survived by two
provide
The
must
AP)
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"We
WASHINGT
Dyer,
of
)
Robinson
Bella
agree
Miller and Henley
daughters, Mrs. Laverne Sins
County
Callowa)
a
that
Key,
ensure
to
,
Commission
safeguards
Trade
1979,
Federal
19,
Oct.
On Friday,
The funeral for Mrs. Mary
. a homemaker; Mrs. W. that figures show the Hazel
and Mrs. Vicki Ralph; two
farmer, in 1898, and they lived
something is
criticized in
whenever
widely
already
Key
Furches
-Lena
held
be
will
Mrs.
Lamb
Gibbs
Anna
of
Wilson
Corrine)
would
rates
•
Elbert
district's
water
sons. Bufford and
alleged handed over in confidence to
for
that few on a farm southwest of• moT•eay,
retired have to be much higher if the Congress
a
Dyer; three 'sisters, Mrs. today at 3:30 p.m. at the marked a milestone
tobacco
farmed
Key
Murray.
overregulation of business, is the FTC, the confidence is
She
hired,.
achieve.
ever
of
people
Church
Poplar
other
and
Seventh
W.
Key
...,lteacher;
James
were
Mrs.
needed
personnel
and
Josephine Shroat
over neither violated nor abused,"
birthday. and corn and had livestock.
• •f urray, a retired farmer; and if all the other planned in new controversy
Maude Sykes of Murray and Christ with John Dale of- celebrated her 100th
Mrs. Key was interested in
premature release of a he said.
in the
patient
Bolls
a
Key,
Jerry
and
Mrs.
ficiating
at
•I
Mrs.
five
made
Galen
were
'Martha)
ts
Russell;
improvemen
Verble
Mrs.
music
Responding to a reporter's
tobacco industry study.
long-term care unit of the cooking and taught
,, Igh of Colorado Springs, city expense.
brothers. Wilbur and Hillman leading the song service.
years.
of
number
D-Ky.,
a
for
Ford,
lessons
FTC spokesman Ira
Wendell
questions.
Sen.
County
Serving as pallbearers will Murray-Calloway
: • . a teacher.
Thompson said, "The Farm
Dyer, Murray; and Lloyd,
Tuesday for Furman said the study was
FTC
She played the piano at the
the
blasted
.
with
a
feted
was
'Charles
Hospital,
Gene
be
•
McDougal,
•
d
14
is
lowing her husband's Home Administration
Gray, and Brown Dyer:
Wall Street Journal done for the Tobacco Institute,
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
:all in 1938, Mrs. Key moved making $660,000 available to giving the
grandchildren; 10 great Olree, John Steele, Joe party in the unit's recreation
School
Sunday
taught
also
of what he said was a not for any one cigarette
copy
a
and
children
her
of
Smith,
All•five
Richard
roont.
Thornton,
.
is
which
family
and
his
ith her son
us for the project,
grandchildren.
- confidential study on cigarette company. He said the study of
Tommy and -many of her eight gran- there.
Ward,
Jack
:1 his farm which adjoined three-quarters of the funding..
children
five
had
Keys
The
smoking attitudes.
attitudes about smoking is
great11 •
Carraway, and,Gene Jones. dchildren.
this
longexpect
the
lived
in
has
couldn't
,•7- She
"Haze/
my ire planned to be released ofraised
have
;You
Burial will follow in the'grandchildren and two great- - Mrs. T. I.. IHortenseb ::
•
care-unit foi- the past six opportunity again, and I hope
with • what appears to_ be a 'ficially as an appendix to the
Murray City:Cemetery with g rea t-g ra ride-hi-Wen -were Barnes -of Tampa, Fla., a
residents here realize ttiat-the
0.
Mrs.
r;
reckless disregard for the FTC's annual report to
retired schoolteache
the arrangements by the Max
present
Final rites for Mrs. Mola Churchill Funeral Home.
rights of the confidentiality of Congress about smoking.
The centurion, one of seven
Harmon, widow of George T.
Furman said it was not a
industry in dealing with the
Mrs. Lamb, 82, widow of children, was born Oct.• 19,
to
letter
Harmon, are being held today Rob Lamb, died Sunday at 7
a
in
said
document in that
Ford
FTC,"
competitive
Calloway
1879, in western
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the J. p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
FTC Chairman Michael copies had been circulated
County to Bud and Elsie
H. Churchill Funeral Home County Hospital.
.• • ,od spirits, saying he was
ficials to visit the Cambodian Pertschuk.
throughout the tobacco inHensley Furches.. Mrs. Key,
National
agency
with John Dale officiating.
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The
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the
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United
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who was the second oldest of
AP,
NEW YORK
later,
release
The funeral was listed as ' daughters, Mrs. Lula , Dell
to
William Kloepfer, senior
2
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44
victory
ago.
ofyears
had
reports
said
Armao
only
the
now
is
her siblings,
Guarded by his private
in some vice president of the Tobacco
put
being on Tuesday in yester- Roberts and Mrs. Lacy Carr,
mistakenly
was
A
the
for
been
had
spokesman
the
condition
shah's
one living.
security force and a veil of
day's issue.
senators said they were boxes in the FTC public Institute, joined in criticism of
and one son, Charles Lamb,
She married James Oscar secrecy, Shah Mohammad exaggerated.
- Hugh Cooper, Thomas all of Murray; twosisters,five
"excited about the prospect of document room, a FTC the premature release. He
l
Internationa
Reza Pahlavi, ousted ruler of
Nesbitt, Clifford White, grandchildren, and nine great
going to Phnom Penh" but had spokesman explained. _ The said it "raises serious
(AP)
M
JERUSALE
and
tests
-.more
faced
Iran,
Edward Curd,Sandy Harmon, grandchildren.
no- assurance Cambodian boxes are used to turn over questions about rights of
Menachem
Minister
time
possibly surgery today at New
and James Lee Harmon are
privacy and inhibition of our
officials
would meet with agency documents to law
In
York Hospital-amid reports he Begin won his first test the'
practice before the freedom to petition 'the
that
serving as pallbearers. Burial
firms
•
them.
Israeli
the
Of
session
winter
has been treated for cancer
will be in the Murray City
FTC as well as some news government."
Parliament as predicted,
for years.
Washington
• The Wall Street Journal said
Cemetery.
organizations.
nofive
of
parcel
a
defeating
A spokesman, Robert
WASHINGTON (AP) - • "If this is the way you the. report told of rapidly inMrs. Harmon, 91, died
Gail Russell, daughter of Armao, described the shah as confidence motions by a 12Congressmen say gasoline operate, it seems to me that creasing fear by nonsmokers
Monday at the MurrayMr. and Mrs. W. P. Russell,
vote margin.
in
-Calloway County Hospital.
1112 Elm Street, Murray, was
The 120-seat Knesset, rationing could be needed at whenever a business is being about inhaling tobacco
the
by
for
study
FTC
The
the
an
by
Energy
years.
but
recent
any
time
She is survived by one
investigated
A gospel singing featuring admitted to the practice of law
Israel's Parliament, voted 59daughter, Mrs. Hilda Gray The Kingsmen from Alabama in Kentucky on Oct. 3, 1979,
47 Tuesday to reject the op- Department analyst says it any reason, it might as well Roper Organization said the
Harmon Adams and her and The Unity Girls will be after passing the Kentucky
position Labor Party motions could take a couple of years to open up all its file drawers to change represents "the most
whip a workable plan into each and every competitor," dangerous development to the
husband, Hollis Adams, 1501 held Saturday, Oct. 27, at 7 Bar Examination.
charging Begin's government
visibility of the tobacco inshape.
Ford told Pertschuk.
ceremony
Dudley, Murray; one brother, p.m. at the Unity Cumberland
-in
swearing
The
with blundering in its handling
Energy Department analyst
Ford's consumer sub- dustry that has yet occurred,"
Aubrey Bogard; three nieces, Presbyterian Church, located was held in Frankfort before
of the economy and its policies
Andy Fang says such planning commitee is now considering the Journal said.
Peggy Nicely, Ruth Carlton, six miles east of Hardin on Kentucky Supreme Court
toward Jewish settlements in
for
takes time. He adds the recommendations
andPatty Carter.
Highway 80.
Justice Palmore presiding.
Elder Merle K. Ricks, the occupied West Bank.
congressional
The public is invited to
After graduating from the missionary for the Church of
The Knesset Voted only department could not prepare changing the
attend, a church spokesman University of Kentucky Law Jesus Christ of latter-Day once, on all five motions as a a plan until Congress outlined authorization of the FTC. This
comes after an exhaustive
its requirements.
said.
School in May, Ms. Russell Saints
I Mormon, has package.
House passage Tuesday got series of hearings at which
Regular services will be was employed by the recently joined Elder Michael
critics of the
held Sunday with Sunday Administrative Office of the
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) the measure off Capitol Hill, .numerous
testifed.
process
agency
lengthy
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so
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. Mrs. Annie Cody of Route 2,
Puryear. Tenn.,died Saturday
at the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She was
80 years of age and the widow'
of Charlie Cody.
Born June 12, 1899, in
Tennessee, she is survived by
a stepdaughter, Mrs. Ruby
White, Murray, and a number
of nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Williams and Rawls
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
with the Rev. Sam Joiner
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Union Grove Cemetery.

Services Thursday
For William Dyer

1

Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Lamb

Sen. Ford Criticizes
FTC For Premature
Release Of Tobacco Stud

Mrs; Lena Furches Key Marks
100th Birthday On Friday

Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Harmon

The News In Brief

Gospel Singing
To Be Held At Unity
Presbyterian Church

Gail Russell Passes
Bar Exam; Admitted
To Practice In State

Merle K. Ricks
Joins Wicklund As
Mormon Missionary

Segregated Inmates
At Penitentiary Say
They Are Hungry

Edgar Brown Dies
At Hospital With
Funeral Thursday

1

Stock Market

Wranglers Riding
Club To Meet Oct. 25

Secretaries
'Association To Meet
Friday At Club House

Livestock Market

Fire Destroys
Trailer At Shady Oaks

Drywall Workers At
Bowling Green
Hospital Resume Work

Hog Market

*CORRECTION*

•

Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.

The Family
Shoe Store
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SENIOR CITIZENS
1 Q%

DISCOUNT EACH TUESDAY

We at Jim Adams MA appreciate all business and continually strive to keep
prices as low as possible to all, but have been especially mindful of the
problems of the Senior Citizens. Most are on a fixed income, much of which
is based on a time when wages were much lower.
To celebrate our 16th. birthday we are giving a present to

udy

October 24, 1979

Senior Citizens.

Beginning next Tuesday, October 30, 1979 and continuing at least to the end of
the year, we will give a 10% discount each Tuesday to Senior Citizens.
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Betweenothe hours of 9 AM and 7 PM each Tuesday will be Senior Citizen's Day.
We wilDirefund in cash 10% of each Senior Citizen's (65 or more years of age)
purchase.
We will have smaller packages in meat and produce plus regular and family pack,
all for your convenience. We also have a good selection of diet foods, individual
serving size cans and will do our best to further stock any other items you need.
As you know we operate on large volume with low profits.
will work out, but we are willing to giVe it a try.

We don't know how this

Come by and register to receive your discount card. You must have our card to
participate. You can register at the time of your purchase if you wish.
(Tennessee stores only - we will also honor the new Tennessee Senior Cards as
soon as they are out.)
Below you will find another letter explaining ways you can help make it work
and we think together come up with many useful and helpful services that can
be performed on Senior Citizens Day.
)Sincerely,
/1
Jim Adams
ANOTHER VERY UNUSUAL OFFER TO SENIOR CITIZENS
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We are going to make an offer that is very unusual in this day and time, but
we still believe if we all help each other we can all come out better.
Here is our offer.
Many of you are active and healthly and have some spare time. If you would
volunteer your services for a couple of hours or so each Tuesday to help other
Senior Citizens, we will help you make it a day all will enjoy and profit from.
If things work out we will try and continue the Senior Citizens discount day
past the end of the year.
Here's what we need volunteers for:
#1. Help carry out groceries.
#2. Pay to Senior Citizens the 10% from their bill.
#3. Help with coupon exchange and hand out recipes and shopping tips.
#4. Help those who may need it with their shopping.
#5. Keep fresh coffee and hot chocolate made and cookies out.
#6. To coordinate all volunteers - who will cover what times.
As time goes on there will be other things, as we with your imput and help, add
other things and other services. We want to help you make this not only a day
to save money, but a day of cooperation and pleasure for all.
Once per month we hope to offer blood pressure checks and other things.
You will be seeing and hearing more on this, but if you want to get involved come
by any Jim Adams store and leave your name, what you would like to help with, and
the hours you would want to help on Tuesdays.
Sincerely,

Jim Adams
.di
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NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
612 Fri„ 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

al!

CRISCO

R.C.

triSCO
1

SHORTENING t.-viviot4
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
DAIRY I TOBACCO

3 LB. CAN

IGA CRUSHED

•

.• PA

onoittA4

COLAS
59c
JOYDETERGEN
T
3/1

8 PK. 16 OZ.

C
HOH
RMIELHL
OTI OR MILD

150Z.

PINEAPPLE
KRAFT 71/4 OZ.
MACARONI & CHEESE

15 OZ.

59c

220Z.79c

,inammiummommmommunik

COTTONELLE'

16THANN!

AY

KODIAK ISLAND PINK

TISSUE

30 10 LB. BAG OF SUGAR
50 10 LB. RED POTATOES
50 DOZ. URGE EGGS
505 LB. OF ORANGES
2 COOKWARE SETS

4 ROLL

79

Cottofteli

IGA RIPPLE

REGISTER

POTATO

min 4

$1 49

MAXWELL HOUSE

ELD
UE.- SOUTHSIDE
NORTHSIDE

COFFEE
$289
LI.

iminimmow,vie

TOTINO ALL FLAVORS
PIZZA
EVERFRESH GLAZED

12 OZ.

140Z.

s2NUTS

111111*

99c
89c

CLOROX

KEEBLER OR NABISCO
LB.

CRACKERS
SUNFLOWER
MEAL PLAIN OR SELF RISING

518.

59c
79c

IGA ROUND TOP 200Z
1 GAL.

IGA BARTLETT
ill PEAR HALVES
JIF CREAMY OR CRUNCHY

I

SILVER DOLLARS
NTRY HAMS
CHEF P1ERE PECAN PIE

'111.1011111111111.11M

1.0

BLEACH

A GRACE CREAM

ND WIN

DRA
THURS.,FRI.,SAT
THURS.,FRI.,SAT.,

CHIPS

SALMON
150Z.

PEANUT BUTTER
POPS RITE YELLOW OR WHITE

160Z.

-

L POPCORN

59c

18 OZ.$11

MAD1S GRAS
140 CT. 59C

NAPKINS
PARKAY QUARTERED

1

1 LB.

MARGARINE
KRAFT UNSWEETENED GRAPEFRUIT

49c

2 LB.
JUICE

64 OZ.$1 29

int

KRAFT

IGA

ORANGE JUICE
BANQUET BUFFET SALISBURY

BISCUITS.

AP •

STEAK
BANQUET

PIE SHELLS

640Z.

$1 59 BANQUET
3201.

I

POT PIES

/Inc BANQUET BUFFET SLICED
40 TURKEY & GRAVY

8 OZ.

$129

4/$1

3201.$1 59

•
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SOUTHSIDE
flLA
7-10
Mon.-Sat..
10-8 Sunday

We Reserve The Right To irmit auantities

U.S. CHOICE

09

CHUCK

ROAST

LARGE

EGGS

DOZ.

." 4"111101111111111111111111111111111104•

:AWL

WLLkEt

BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST

LB $1 79
SMOKEY HOLLOW

ARM CUT SHOULDER

ROAST

HAM
$1 69 .

Ls. $1 39

OLD FASHIONED

HOOP CHEESE

FULLY COOKED
BONELESS
5-7 LB. AVG.

REELFOOT'S

WHOLE NOG
•
•
•
•

PORK LINKS

•
•
•
•

pkt $
1 39
•
•
•

12 OZ. PKG.

SLICED SLAB

BACON1,..

BOLOGNA
BEEF BOLOGNA
SALAMI
CHOPPED HAM

LB

t

NOT MUCH MEAT BEEF SOUP

BONES

LB.

BEST OF THE

FRYER

(2 BREAST HALVES,2 DRUMS,2 THIGHS)

LB.

SHOULDER CUT SWISS

4

69c
88c

IGA GRADE A WITH POP UP TIMER
HEN

BEEFY
JUMBO
FRANKS

LB.

S129
"

PORK LOIN
REELFOOTS 10 LB. PAIL

$569

CHITTERLING
9 SWIFTS 12 OZ. SIZZLEAN

BEEF PATTIES

RED
POTATOES.

LB$189 APPLES

COUNTRY HAMS
LIBBY'S BOXED

79c

.... 20 LB. BAG $1

FANCY YELLOW DELICIOUS

CLIFTY FARMS HALF OR WHOLE

211.1013

BACON

9"

PKG.

PIM

BEEF LIVER
SLICED
LI

111.1.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
SLICED IN CHOPS HALF A

29

LUN
CII
IIE
ATS
12 OZ.Pit

STEAK

10- 14 LB. AVG.

IF1

IIISSIIX

JUICY
JUMBO
FRANKS
129

TURKEYS

VARIETIES

.... 3 LB. BAG

FRESH GREEN

ONIONS

LB.

39

79c
f7c

REELFOOT'S 12 OZ.PKG.

ERS

*WIEN

•••

*RE DR RED

GRAPEFRUIT..

3/89c
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Competition In Selecting
Fellowship Nominees
Currently Underway
The MSU campus competition for the selection of
nominees for
Danforth
Graduate Fellowships to be
awarded in April, 1980, is now
underway, according to the
local campus representative,
Dr. Terry Foreman,chairman
of the Department of
Philosophy and Religious
..Studies. This year's class of
:Danforth Fellows will be the
last selected, he said.
The fellowships are open to
all qualified persons who have
serious interest in careers of
teaching in colleges and
universities, and who Rlan to
study, in a graduate school in
the U.S., for a Ph.D. or
comparable degree, in any
field of study common to the
undergraduate liberal arts
curriculum. According to
Foundation
,Danforth
president, Gene L. Schwilck,
some 1000 Graduate Fellows
have benefited from the
Foundation's largesse since
the program's inception in
1951.
This . year, the program's
last, Some 55-60 fellowships
will be awarded to college
seniors who are nominated by
Baccalaureate
Liaison
Officers, Schwilck said.
Applicants for these awards
must be college seniors and
may not have begun graduate
level programs of study.
According to Foreman,
complete information
regarding further selection
eligibility
criteria
and
qualifications have been
provided all department
chairpersons and college
deans in fields in which
Danforth Fellowships have
been awarded.
The foundation is currently
making a special effort to
bring qualified persons from
racial and ethnic minorities
into the profession of teaching.
Approximately 25 percent of
the awards pre expected to go
Blacks, Mexican-Americans,
native Americans and Puerto
Ricans.
The Danforth Graduate
Fellowship is a one-year
award but is normally
renewable until completion of
.the advanced degree or for a
maximum of four years of
graduate study. Fellowship
stipends are based on in-

dividual need, but they will not
exceed $2,500 for single
fellows, and for married
fellows with no children.
Fellows who are married, or
are •'head of household," with
one child, can receive up to
$3,500. There are dependency
allowances for additional
children. The fellowship also
covers tuition and fees up to
$4,000 annually.
News that the Graduate
Fellowship Program will be
terminated in 1986 was issued
just last month. This year's
class of 1980 and other Fellows
in study will have support
from the Foundation to
complete their terms. But,
noted Foreman, this means
that current seniors will not
have the opportunity to reapply for a Fellowship once
they have undertaken doctoral
opportunity
an
study,
available this year for the last
time;
"The cancellation of the
program is unfortunate,"
commented Foreman. -The
Danforth Foundation has done
a good job in the past of
providing financial security
during graduate education for
two, generations of leaders in
higher education. The decision
to Close out the program is
apparently due to the dwindling of the Foundation's
resources. It is my understanding that tax laws
private
unfavorable
to
foundations sucb as the
Danforth may be in part
responsible," he added.
Dr. Foreman requested that
interested students who have
determined their eligibility for
Danforth
Graduate
a
Fellowship contact him in
Faculty Hall, 7A-6 1762-24061,
or Mrs. Shirley Washer 7622405, mornings) as soon as
possible, but not later than
November 2, in order to enter
the campus competition for
nomination.
The Gulf Stream is a vast
river in the sea, about 50 miles
wide and 1,500 feet deep. It
flows at the rate of about 50
miles daily and carries 2,000
times as much water as the
Mississippi. It is so named
because it is fed partly by
water from the Gulf of
Mexico.

Office Has Certified Inspector
RANKFORT — After a
.... L.-year search, the state
artment
of
Trans..riation's rail division has a
4'.1.11fied, certified rail in,i•ector. Bill Waddell, a
• ,truction engineer from
department's northern
i.c.!tacky district office, has
:.eco certified by the Federal
Administration I FM).
i
ti[ring 36-year-old Waddell,
,lthern Kentucky native,
. es the first step of a
'Awing problem which has
the Transportation
years.
;,.irtment for
i•ording to James Runke,
,11V ision director, the state
- teen hard pressed to find
,
.„: ...lifted inspector.

railro

[bent in December 1978. The
federal division is also involved in the
highway graderrossing safety
Waddell added that he program, a cooperative effort
foresees about 90 percent of between the rail division and
the safety team's workload as the highway bureau to
falling into the compliance establish safety measures at
area. "The whole point of the rail crossings as they are
program is to reduce ac- being constructed or repaired.
Another phase of the rail
cidents, to prevent them from
division is the implementation
happening,"
he
said.
"Preventative maintenance of the state rail plan, a
program under which the
will be a big part of our job."
state may provide assistance
The rail safety program is to rail lines threatened by
only one of the areas on which abandonment. Twelve
the rail division has con- projects are being considered
centrated since its establish- in the update rail plan.

Waddell will .exempt, from
Lions as well as regulations."

condu them
"We will concentrate our
efforts on investigation of
accidents to determine the
cause." Waddell said. "Our
other' priorities include investigating complaints sudi
as those by local governments
about potentially unsafe
tracks, compliance or making
sure that the tracks meet
federal and state regulations,
and petitions initiated by the
railroads who want to be

rhe department has been
,:mr.; since 1975," Runke
but because Kentucky's
service salaries were
..i.r than what was paid by
or states, by private inand by the federal
JOHN MADDOX BELOTE sou of Mr. and Mrs. Jack M.
government, we lost the
Belote, Oxford Drive, Murray, is now a research associate in
pie who did pass the
the Department of Biology at the University of California at
!ci,:ra I certifying exam."
San Diego in La Jolla, Calif. A graduate of Murray High
ear, following a rash
School, Belote graduated Magna Cum Laude from Murray
• icrailments throughout-the
State University. He received his Ph.D from the University
to
the
department
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, in the Genetics Curriculum
,•L‘ kl funding to create the
under the direction of Dr. John C. Lucchesi. He has had ar•Itvision. One area within
ticles published in professional magazines including
)ew division was rail
'Genetics 2 and Chromosoma 1. Belote married the former
••• Salaries were raised to
Elizabeth Hughes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
petitive level, and the
Hughes of LivonLi, Mich., in April 1978, and they are now
• -:,fety program got off the
residing in La Jolla, Calif.
. •1
Tiling
to
Runke,
It will serve as
isor of the rail safety
-Tani. We will hire two
FRA certified track
wctors within the next six
and two equipment
,iors during this fiscal
FRANKFORT - With the condition, might suffer lifehe said.
influenza season approaching, threatening complications
'A
th this increase of staff,
the Department for Human from •'flu." For healthy
• [ ucky joins 10 other states
Resources is sending vaccine persons, flu is a relatively
to local health departments mild disease. But for persons A fully certified rail safety
with chronic diseases which ,•••,)ection teams. Until now,
for vaccination- of high-risk
state has had to depend
lower resistance to infection,
persons.
.•-,y on two federal influ can be dangerous. HerHealth - departments now nandez noted. Persons over 65 -:---tors to cover the state's
have about 31.000 doses on years old aLso are considered
,00 miles of track.
hand, and an additional 24,000 to beat risk, he
Waddell is no newcomer to
added.
doses will be distributed by
safety problems. Before
This year's vaccine offers •
the end of October. said Dr. protection against
irun k4 the state Department
the three
Carlos Hernandez of the influenza,strains that national
Transportation in 1977, he
department's Bureau for influenza experts
expect will ,-dent six years as a track
Health Services.
be prevalent this winter, ...iintenance inspector and
The U.S. Public Health Hernandez said. Depending on .ird master with the PennServices has granted the state the patient's vaccination
'Narita and Penn Central
$134,750 for the purchase of
history and age, either one or
vaccine
and
for
ad- two doses are necessar.
ministration costs, Hernandez according to Hernandez
said.
Hernandez noted that la,!
The vaccine will be year's flu incidence ri No •
available to persons who, tucky was light compared to
because of age or physcial previous years.

Give
to the needy.
You.
No matter how self sufficient some of us seem, there are
times when we feel totally incapable of facing certain
situations alone. We become the needy. We need the help of
power beyond ourselves.
At the Christian ChurolliDisciples of Christ) we try to help
each other through these' difficult times. This is what a
church family is all about.
We don't all interpret Christian teachings in the same way,
but the basis of the faith is there to guide us when we need
support.
Pioneers in this country felt a need for a simple faith with a
minimum of rules to help them face the hard frontier life. We
support their simplicity of faith and individuality of thought.
It is from these people that ow church evolved.
If you want a place to express your faith or to seek the support of others, try us. Who knows? We may need your help
sometime. We hope you'll be there to give it.

State Health Department
Distributing Vaccine To
Guard Against Influenza

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

C111110111AS
INSPIRATIONS
1^r We Are Showing Our Appreciation To Our
Customers With These Money Saving
Specials From 5 P.M. To 9 P.M. Thursday, October 25th.
IGA

GREAT GIFT IDEAS FOR THAT SOMEONE SPECIAL
KiNDNEW DEWXE
3-WAY HAIRSETTER

Crazy 1ill 99
Curl
Crazy Curl heats fast and lets you style your hair
in just minutes.

Presto's Hot Dogger
$997
Cooks one, to six hot •
dogs in lust 60
seconds Heat resist
ant baserliubrnerses
IQ( easy clean-up

Mod
140T-D1

•

ICE
MILK

_ EsTriTell

Tin

The 3 in 1 Hairsetter thet gives•deep conditioning m.st
set. wow mist set, or long-lasting regular set
• Includes 20 exclusive K.nclness• rollers 10 help
tangling
• Built-in storage compartment for cord and clips
• Convenient on off switch and reads I.9r"
Inc ludet 6 62 bCittte • of-Custom Cane toneorion,

Limit!

1/2 GAL.

PUREX

MR.O9FFEE®
America's largest
selling coffeernaker.

or-7"alosvir
a
-

1.

-,rt,"ocl•

$2397

Limit2 42a

CB800
0
,
0,•

0 1011,
1f,
rng V1,,,p/IfAVO
(k./011 Of 00 .
aulCvnal.cally IVo contropli to
1110..10 brand tuvface

LAYAWAY NOW!
ROSE'S OFFERS CONVENIENT
LAYAWAY TERMS! WE'LL NOUI TILL
CNRISTMAS!

Automatic coffee maker. "Coffee
saver" features provides brewing perfection as well as economy.

CROSE:

79c

SUGAR
ExTRA FINE
GRANULATED *

•

5 LB.
* Og
...0
4
1A
*

99c

NIT WY II.-

PURE

NW COFFEE

,01,1•genS
,Ca."

IGA

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

Limit 3
Packages

GROUND
BEEF
$1 19

Li.

IC COLAS
2 LITER

SPECIAL GOOD DUN AT NORTNSIDE AND SOUTNSIDE
WE APPRECIATE TM MINUS
WE RESERVE TNE NWT TO LIMIT PDANTITIES

59c

0
Limit 1
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Much History Recorded In State Highway Markers
FRANKFORT — Some of
Kentucky's most colorful
history is recorded on highway markers that are
prepared by the Kentucky
Historical Society. The
historical markers program,
first included in the society's
budget in 1964, now consists of
more than 1,350 markers.
Of this total 271 are related
to the Civil War, according to
Lhatine Wells, chairmarof the
markers program. Thirty-five
markers concern Daniel
Boone, and a large number
identify Indian raids and
inWar
Revolutionary
-formation. Markers also
,identify early forts, stations
and settlements, iron furnaces, salt works, tanneries
..and Kentucky Derby winning
'horses and jockeys.
markers honor
Many
Kentuckians who have made
varied contributions to
• history, such as "Aunt Julia"
Marcum, She was the only
woman, as a fighter, to
. receive a U.S. pension by a
special act of Congress in 1884.
Her home in Tennessee served
as a depot for Southerners
going ;Korth to the Union
Army. While defending her
Jionie against maruaders,
Marcum lost an eye and was
badly wounded.
She later moved to Whitley
County, Ky. A military funeral
was held there when she died
M 1935 at the age of 91. The
marker is located on - US 25W
'in the Williamsburg courtyard.
. The burial site'of Princess
-Cornblossom is identified by
Marker No. 1075 near Stearns
on US 27 in McCreary County.
• According to legend, the
• daughter of Chief Doublehead
accompanied her father-at the
signing of the Treaty of
Sycamore Shoals in 1775. The
the
transferred
treaty
Cherokee land between the
Ohio and Cumberland rivers
to the Transylvania Company:
Princess 'Cornblossom, who
killed a renegade while trying

Irishmen To
Particpate In
MSU Debate
WASHINGTON, D.C.
William Work, Executive
Secretary of the Speech
Communication Association
.4SCA ), has announced that
two young Irishmen will
arrive in Murray on Nov. 9 as
part of an international debate
tour.
Conor really of University
.College, Dublin, and Ni6holas
Russell of the University of
Durham and Oxford, are
presently touring the United
States. They will debate' at
over 50 colleges and universities during their stay.
Gearty, with his colleague
Donal O'Donnell, won the
"Observer Mace" competition
-and the -Irish Times" corn.petition in 1978 and 1979. He
:and O'Donnell were undefeated as a team.
Russell, a 197w graduate of
Oxford, holds degrees in
Psychology and Education. A
frequent competitor in debate,
he is the former President of
the Durham Union Society and
was a member of the Oxford
Vnion Society.
- The' team's -tour is spanisored by the SCA Committee
on International Discussion
and Etebate. Murray State
ATniversity'S Ferensic Union
will sponsor a debate on the
MSU campus. The time and
place of the debate will be
announced soon, according to
Dennis Webb,Chairman of the
Forensic Union's Committee
on Public Debate.
SSI

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger $ Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 7531916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
mployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m.'weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
• The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Saturdays

to protect her tribe's secret Paducah (McCracken
mine, was married to Big County).
Jake,a white trader.
- Historical markers also
10
ALso recorded 8itk thole identify significant buildings
"capsules of history" are the and site, such as the Scott
origins of county and city County Courthouse. It was
names, such as Paducah, the chosen by Judge J.E. Cantrill
only major Kentucky city with for trials of the 20 persons
an Indian name. It was named accused of being involved with
in honor of the legendary Chief the assassination of Gov.
Paduke by General William William Goebel in 1900.
Clark when he platted the Although the murder occurred
town in 1827. The marker is in Frankfort, the hearings
located at 415 Broadway in
were held in Georgetown to

ensure fair trials for those
indicted. This marker is
located in the Georgetown
courthtuse yard. Fifteen of the 17 covered
bridges in the state have
historical markers. Two
privately owned bridges do
not.
The society is funded to
erect 35 new markers each
year and provide maintenance
on those already standing.
Individuals and organizations

•und markers. The Armco
• Tation, a steel company
,\Jiland, has funded 26
:irkers in Boyd, Carter and
up counties. Because of
...ite donatiqns, McCracken
iiiore markers than any
, tnt,r• county, 71. Fayette
has 63 markers.
L.ggestions for markers are
.:!t•fullyT researched and
-..briiitted to county marker
hairrnen.
They
make
r.t,I . orriniendations and send

the ideas to the society. Wells
and her assistants research
and forward the applications
to a -12-member • editing
committee selected
by
General William Buster,
director of the Kentucky
Historical Society.
The markers are cast in
aluminum and sent to the
proper county where state
Transportation Department
personnel erect the markers
at the approved site.

In 1969 the society published
"Guide to Kentucky Histoncal
Highway Markers" which is
available to society members
for $1.50 and to non-members
for $2. In 1973 a supplement to
the original guide was
published, and it is available
to members for $2 and to nonmembers for $2.25. These
publications contain the exact
location of and wording on all
the markers in the state.
You can help preserve

Kentucky's heritage by
reporting any damage or
needed repairs to markers.
Reports should be made by
contacting Dianne Wells,
Kentucky Historical Society.
Box H, Frankfort, Ky. 40602.
or by calling i 5021564-3016.
The Sargasso Sea is about
two-thirds the size of the
contiguous United States and
completely surrounds Bermuda, the only land it touches,
says National Geographic.
VIIMEM1114"

Discount Stores
Downy
Fabric Softener

Spic & Span
• The big job
cleaner
• For floors
walls • bathtubs
• 54 oz.

• Freshens and
softens clothes .
Beduces.static
- - cling
• 64 oz.

8:30-6:00
Mon.-Thurs.I Sat.
8:30-8:00 Friday
516 Main
And Throughout
The South

Protein 21
Shampoo

2"

• Normal/dry/oily
• 7 oz.

9

fJt

Triple Lanolin
Lotion

DI.GEr
LIQUID
4.

4 oz
• APO SOPS
*A..

• 100 tablets
• Liquid 12 oz.

TABLETS

, •. .

Triple Lanolin
Cocoa Butter

Anti-Gas
Antacid

129

(
s•S S .1/1.1•
.
S.'

• 4 oz

118

S.

Feen-A-Mint
Laxative

NEW
Toni.

Lghtwaves

• Simply
will not
overcurl
• \Nal
shaping
rods

Di-Gel Tablets
or
Di-Gel Liquid

• Gentle,
predictable
• Chewing gum
• 40's

249
397
Correctol
Laxative
• For dependable,
more natural
relief
• 30's

23

Duration'
decongestant NASAL SPRAY
ligt LOW

133

Duration
Nasal Spray
• Decongestant,
nasal spray
• Up to 12
hour relief
•
oz

Coast
Bath Size
Soap
Refreshingio
deodorant
soap

Comet
Liquid
• Disinfectant
cleanser
• Cleans, bleaches
• 21 oz.

83
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Basic Skills
Of Learning

,d4 0 MORE FOOD FOR LESS

Conference
To Be Held
FRANKFORT - A conference concerning basic
skills in learning Oct. 26-27 at
the Galt House in Louisville
will focus on parent participation and the importance
of
home
and
school
cooperation in the learning
process.
The conference offers
parents one of their first opportunities to participate in
such a meeting. School administrators and teachers will
also attend the programs.
-Enhancing Parent-School
Communications in the Basic
Skills" is sponsored by the
Right to Read prdgram of the
Kentucky Department of
Education and by the
University of Louisville.
The conference will feature
reports on five national
programs during its Friday
session.
The Saturday session includes 29 interest sessions on
topics scuh as the role of the
home in teaching basic skills,
parent as teachers and the
enhancement of parent-school
communications.
Kentucky Congressman
Carl Perkins will deliver the
keynote address.
Conference registration is $4
before Oct. 20, and E5 after
that date. For additional information contact Debra
'Johnson, KDE Reading
Consultant, 18th Floor, Capital
Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Ky.
40601.
or
Dr. %Bernie
Strenecky,
Learning
Improvement
Center,
Oppenheimer Hall, University
of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
40208.
•

RE RESERVE Tin MOST TO LIMIT

ete44.4,
.

COCA
COLA
16 Oz. 8 Pk.

TRIBUTE TO BACH
PITTSBURGH, Pa.
The Joy of Bach," an international salute to the influence of Johann Sebastian
Bach on the serious and
popular music of two centuries, is scheduled to be
telecast as. a Christmas
holiday special on the Public
Broadcasting Service network
Dec. 23.
Through an underwriting
Hoc-7..0B Inc. of
Minneapolis,
WQEDPittsburgh is presenting the
hour-long program that traces
Bach's_ career and the continuing appreciation his
musical genius enjoys today.

1.

Save 31 x
41

t 4\-Nqk catim

go

•

Gold Medal twit% coupon)

i;.1

Pure Cane (vAlls coupon)

All PURPOSE

'FLOUR

SIBS

Ples Deposit Rest Carton

•

SIB Bag

c4.69'

S Lb Bag

S.20' New

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE

Saw 35'. Ss* MK11..."I
;
lalaiElnKie
150z Gas cat
CHIU
Gold Mode( ael/S14P110

AF

91/021113P°11-1

0% 39$

!,..„ • Port Cana

FLOUR
LB Bag 79
'

LB Bag 89
'
,•• •opl.c•b.• '0
p•..•
,
v •• SIG ,10v41.0,

.••••

Big John 2%

San IS Bomar Fruits Ter* thitirso a Dowislie,
410, Beef Slav Sslioloars
BUFFET SUPPERS
2La
1169
Irmo 20'. Kroft
ORANGE JUICE
Overt Jodi 69'
Save 9'. Tooke Mink Greats
CHUNK HAM
6'. os Cs.99'

8 1 GI IJIOIHINI'S

MILK
/12

son I,

Atookliml

Si,. 17 s 11444,

Save 14 Perms Cat Nod

SALTINES

Fompleae59c

NOODLES & SAUCE

J* 8 1 IGI J110 HINI'S .1a

Save 33 % Koehler

Sees 1 asivuo 1104e Staff a
is 02 pb4 $109
OREO COOKIES

gel.

Tele, Oe

MEOW MIX
um. 33'. &sem Olszea
DONUT
.Oro Ws Pewee
FRENCH FRIES
xs
PIZZAS
Sem 22 11401 sok114 teepee
WHEATIES

1 LB Box

Peds

16 Ot Cam 39'

APPLESAUCE
Sm. 22' 16,41, Pork
WAFFLE SYRUP

BP* ill' 3449

C&W3u..w1sd

Zeilre

S60. 1.1.4. $139

salve aadlers

EMI

"tifrOft

P'keveiv+rv

Save 27%

EGOS

WESSON
OIL

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

-Save 24 % Bush s Bet,

/

Great Northern, Plato
Blackeye Peas Or

15 Oz

4 $100

Save 23 % Rosuale Corn
Peas or Whole
PEELED

OLEO
11.13 Carton

240z. Bottle

TOMATOES

16 Oz 3For
for •
-1".• .gy 1/4

Save 14
Soft & Pretty

4 Roll Poe

Save 28%
Quaker Regular Or

79t
4`41k

le

DELI

Ar
raTI
MM
I I BAKE" Imagsl
umsarm
81§
Bakery Tree.: Are

117-1101IN IS DELI HAS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR A TASTY SNACK, A QUIC
K LUNCH, OR AN
INSTANT PARTY!! WE CATER
TO PARTIES!

John's Melees

Great For Trick Or Treater.!

BAKED FRESH

DONUT HOLES 12rie49

DAILY

Having A Halloween Part?

Free 12 Oz Foontain Sala seil1 Porches, Of

DECORATED
CUP CAKES 2.39s

Social For The Holiday!

HALLOWEEN
CAKE Each $199
Ks
Don't Forget To

Something New! Someihinq 1;41

HONEY
BRAN BREAD

HOT DOGS Lc 71te
Fres

4!

79'

Loaf
Listen For The Birthday Club
Winner111111111111111=1.1
Day On WSJP!
IMO

•

iok
APSOfild Ravort
320,
,•• •PP,,,•404 ,
• ••0 P'''•
l• al IliG10.4OIS .o•e

4-11
1'
99

oft* ,
..9
Owls

LB 9
1
/4

lag John's
$188
Ph

CHICKEN SALAD

Ls $219

Fres Soda With
LB

$378

HOT POP CORN

Rig

39'

11--b
142110
1/C04,

HAMBURGER
HELPER I

$100

650r boo oak( • •

•Gc
0•• .•

CHICKEN
DINNER COMBO
mei Bell Virginia
BOILED HAM

Big Jolina

POTATO SALAD

1203 Fountain WI With 3 Nei

eigassjaiLaThe

loen., ......p,..
per l•re.,
, •I BIG JOHNS ,O'o
PO IP

Gold Lighf\

BATH
TISSUE

CHILI HOT

SALTINES
Els 9.59

Firm

ValiZP

69'

44r .r41144

BEANS

35 %

tressor

Save 14

Dozen

•

Save

Lbv

Grade A Medium

SUGAR

ea.
411.

•is.

IVORY SOAP

89

Saes 13 % iossaais
,. TOMATO SAUCE a col coo 19'
Save I!'. Hoot
MANWICH is

Subcommittee Votes
To Prefile Motion
Membership Bill

FRANKFORT
— Title
Subcommittee on Banking
Thursday voted to prefile a
bill that would change the
membership of the Kentucky
Housing Corp. and would
reduce its board from 14 to
nine members.
KHC was formed to use taxexempt bond proceeds to
provide safe and sanitary
residential housing for persons of lower income.
According to a report by the
subcommittee, the Single
Family Program of KHC is
primarily geared toward
persons of moderate income."
The document recommended
the state General Assembly
- refuse to increase the bonding
capacity of KHC until it
establishes that bond proceeds
be used to help •lower-income
Kentuckians.
The bill prefiled today would
--require only to public members on the board, the
Secretary of Finance and the
Commissioner
of
the
Department of Buildings,
Housing and Construction.
iturrently
the finance
secretary, Department for
Local Government commissioner, revenue commissioner, attorney general,
secretary of the Development
Cabinet and the commerce
commissioner are on the
board.)
One person nominated by
the
Kentucky
Bankers
Association,
a
person
nominated by the state
Savings and Loan League, a
person nominated IV the
Borne Builders Association of
Kentucky, and
persons
representing eastern,
western, urban and rural
sections of Kentucky would be
appointed by the governor to
Make up the rest of the board.
The bill also would require
at least one of the persons
appointed to the board by the
governor to be a "member of
the minority race, which shall
be defined for the purposes of
the act as Negro."

GROCERY SAVINGS FOR YOU

Z

elf 0.1

/lefty 2
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I
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.'et7
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BitIGI
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414,0 I Almon Wn 04

OPEN
7A.M.TO

MONEY AT BIG JOHN'S

FREE CASH
CASH
POT
a* fiLl }ohm

11 Pit
7 DAYS
,A WEEK!

FRESH MEATS

I, tow

Caf I Pdatiktd'

This WWI

2400

This Ad Good Oct 24 Thro Oct 30

•

•

•

lAg Moo K. Cia.SaassooM

Cowry Fresh Ec••••py Pak

89'

PORK SAUSAGE
Swell Size Ivdo
LI

SPARERIBS
Fish linorty Portz

LB

NECK BONES

Ka/try Fresh Ee••••,,y Fib

1119

Morrel Assorted

39'

Menlo,
2 lit B••

Fmk C•If Cur

08119

'229
1204 89'
1B 59

FRESH OYSTERS

120z

to 0, Jar

*welt

WIENERS
2•. %cosmos,

SMOKED HOCKS

Kvatei Fresh

Pak

Ls 99'
mu

Kentri Fmk test.4.. Thigh, Lags Brost,

is TT

BEST Of FRYER
Kulr1 FrnhCdUp

LB

49'
41'

LB

$179

COUNTRY STYLE FRYERS is

99

USDA. Infidel

WHOLE FRYERS
Coster Cul
nut 1691

e S
tu
!
•AU
i•itrilS
TH•iiN

PORK CUTLETS

BURGERS
Lb. 79'

BONES

Lb.

39'

Lb.

59'

FROZEN 5 LB. OR
MORE
KO. MEAT

FROZEN 5 LB. OR MORE
ECONOMY MEAT

FRYER THIGHS
Lb. 79'

PORK WIER
Lb. 29

FRESHPRODUCE
chlgan Josighoo,
Jumbo California Juicy Valencia

ORANGES

Rich in

Vitamin C (Save 30ci

5

Apple Ridge . No Preservatives Added

APPLE CIDER

(Save 40c)

U S No 1 North Carolina

Happy Apple

U.S. No. 1 Mkhilso Medium

99c

49
Gal $2
Los. $1 00

YAMS
CANDY APPLES

for

4

Tray

(S3
vc
a0
e) 4
(Save
32''Pk

99c

Orchard Fresh U.S. No. 1 Red Delicious or Jonathon
LB.
(Bushel 6.99)
APPLES

!139

10 Bag $1 89
5 LB, Bag 99c

Fresh Crisp

CARROTS

Savo 30'

YELLOW
ONIONS
SLR.

Bse
7
9

Tropicana Pure

ORANGE JUICE

(Save 200 1 2

Gal $1 49

SIN

We have a fine selection of

40s

pumpkins, Indian corn, and gourds.
LS.44.0.11.1*

BIG JOHN HEALTH It
BEAUTY AIDS

TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF ANY OR ALL OF THESE

FREE APPLIANCES!
NMI

1. The Coro
Popper

4. The Opener
Sharpener

2. life Fro,

S. The Drink

1 1he Berger
Molar
4,7

Neer
6. The Hot Deg
Malta

That's right.A tree appliance
of your choke every time you
collect $300 worth ofour
special register tapes.
easier. vonveniencone,themiss'
'tm be
lc1 NIcouldn
char
II
amounts
tir onsetryn
akt, .,Ab
bcratail, famous Robinson
want...
2. Every time you shop here. save
%lour special cash register tapes
In this envelope. VW'.1uUr

Savo 30 % '3" sizo Arthritis Strength

BUFFERIN
100 Count

$199
is

LOTION

IOOz

DRY IDEA

2'i Oz$199

sin save 23s CHIN% Soper Spead $ 99
lash I

Ate 0/141

RAZOR

ctert

'2" Size Save 28s Clairol Conditioning

p114‘oo H _ti
*ha
tati'
r4:
tapes for th:i
3 1141;17:1r7
selected.
4 Pick upa ne• eno.ryniur
next. REF: APPI,I \'.1*;•

$129

'2" Size Save 24 s

1?Itv PIA

BALSAM
SHAMPOO

piggybacking one bill onto another
during the last 10 days of tffe
House session.
Chairman
Subcommittee
Bill Weinberg (D-Hindman)
presented a plan that wotd51
require four members of the
House, including one member
of the minority party, to be
elected to the six-member
Committee on Committees to
help "move individual
legislators into the main, hat is going on in
.w
h eamof
stream
ttouse,

The subcotionittee also
recoomiended sending a
requested Litt' report's findings and recommendation:s
concerning the adequacy of
inf4o•iiiation on, and centralized executive branch
control over, - state revenue
bonds and legislative control
of bonded indebtedness to the
and
Reyi.ew
Program
igations Committee.
The Program Review and
Investigations Committee, in
its tk.t. 11 meeting,decided to
make a complete review of
inbonded
Kentucky's
debtedness.
•

'2" Sin Save 29% Jorgons

Pick up your special
Tope-Sa%
envelope
today!

--Fhe
A NKFORT
Subcommittee on Legislative
Effectiveness and Duties of
to r WedntoGoverno
uteniant
the Lieutena
ie
refer
nesday motioned
issues to the full committee for consideration. This
was the final interim meeting
for the committee.
Although the subcommittee
did not fully endorse the issues
to be presented to the Interim
Joint Committee on State
Government, members said
the issues deserve wider
discussion by the full committee.
The seven issues, which
would affect the in-session
procedures of the House of
Representatives, would
require:
—The chairman of a House
committee to post a bill upon
written request by any'
seven
within
member
legislative days.
—The House Speaker and
the floor leader to be
restricted from serving on any
standing committee.
—Suspension of rules in the
House only by roll call and
also _ require an absolute
majority except in daily
formalities, such as the introduction of guests.
—A House bill to be posted
within 20 days of the end of a
session to help prevent lastminute "logjams."
committee
— House
members to vote to choose
their own chairman.
—No bill be recommitted to
a committee unless clearly
"germane" to ,that cornrosbcaotnicoenrns.of
p'
ittee
m—

Rep. Dwight Wells (DRichmond) said increasing
the number of members on the
only
would
committee
"burden" the flow of
legislation. No action was
taken on the proposal.
The subcommittee also
heard a recommendation
from the state auditor's office
to change the state's accounting methods to generally
—accepted accounting principles. Bruce Gaskin said the.
-change in procedure would
take "two or three" years but
would be "highly desirable."
Gaskin said under generally
accepted accounting principles expenditures would be
recognized when a dept is
incurred. He said Kentucky's
accounting
Oasis
cash
methods do not immediately
show the Current debt on the
agency level.
Weinberg said he would
have the staff send a letter to
the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee to
examine the method by which
the Department of Finance
could comply with gener'ally
accepted acri wilting principles.

MIX

FRYER PAKTS
Lb. 49'

APPLES

139

FROZEN PORK
ECONOMY MEAT
SAUSAGE 5 LB or MOR

FROZEN MIXED
5 Lb. or More

Ws Rod, or Golden Moine

LB

FROZEN (5 LB. OR
MORE) ECONOMY MEAT
PORK NECK

Frozen 5 lb. or More
Economy Meat Beef

U.S. Fogey

1C0011114

CHICKEN DRUMSTICKS

LUNCH
MEATS

I 0279
'

PORK SAUSAGE

is 79'

CHICKEN THIGHS

WI *ow 114., Dock*. 04

HAM SALAD

is$1109

CHICKEN BREAST

Seven Issues
Referred To
Committee .

-

160z

$149

The report suggests the 1978
annual "Financial Report" on
bonded indebtedness and the
records of the Department of
Firialce regarding revenue
bonds may be incomplete. The
report says a proposal for the
creation "of an office for
Debt
and
Investment
Management, is now betas:*
the Interim Joint,Committee
and
ApprOpriattOBS
on
be
would
office
The
.
Revenue
respqnsibleJ2Lyie development of a long-term debt plan
and the evaluation of revenue
protections for proposed
revenue bond issues, BCcording to the report.
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2. Notice
1. Legal Notice
As L.'
•
October 23
It's A
979 I Charles Marty Duncan
wiIi not be responsible tor any
Fact
debts other than that of my
.)wri
Free Gift

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

Wrapping

2-.110tiCe
Get younger parties' Every Fri•
day night at the Main Street
Connection Disco Fulton Ken:ucky s newest entertainment
center Beautiful sound and
iight show 730 til 12 00 4721292

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'
Free Store 759-4600

:OWNiiiiiiI lllllllllllllll 11111111linalli

Now is the time to get
your special gift of
love...A portrait.

What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main, 1531290
iiiiiiiinn=
n iiiii iiiiiiii
Lountry Way Cate open b am
til 8 pm Country ham for
Dreaktast Try our Kentucky
Lake Fiddler every day $2 50

NOTICE!
Folks, Buy Your
Stereo's from someone
who will service them.
AFTER THE SALE.
Shop and Compare.

WORLD OF
SOUND

:Jam

Mr. Ed Thomason
wishes to thank all his
customers from his
sanitation service. He
will open his new
business, B&T Body
Shopon Hwy. 280 (Pottertown Road) and invites all his customers
to call him at 436-2658for service.

Formerly TV Service (hr
222 Sc. 17th
is the reef

BOB'S DRIVE-IN
810 Chestnut Street
753 7914

Excellent Food
Reasonable Prices.

at

Thom iiiiiiiintionimmitioiiiiiIrma

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Profound
5 Harbor
9,8111 and -

5 Primp
6 Digraph
7 Male sheep
8 English

12 Seaweed
13 Hind part

9 Kind of cloth

Answer to Tuesdal. s Puzzle
I V A- L111
L- 0_ P.E D

streetcar '

14 Ancient
15 Glum
17 College deg

18- Stalemate

TAGS

10 Mixture
11 German river
16 Cubic meters
20 Greek letter
22 Hypothetical

19 Walk 21 Engine
force
23 Hand out
23 PertOrTS
24 Key
27 Suffice
28 Willow
25 Yes Sp
29 Irritate
26 Bitter vetch
31 Seine
30 Sharper
34 Spanish art, 32 Direction
tie
33 Golf mounds
35 Soak
36 Cover
37 Dry as wine 38 Mouths of
39 Diphthong
volcanoes
41 Become
40 Stitch
42 Seed
more dire
44 Wipe out
43 Spider s trap
46 Conjunction
48 Flags
1
2 3 4
50 Reveals
53 Vegetable
Mil
54 Spy gp

55 Babylonian
deity
57 Lard
61 Employ
62 Aleutian
island
64 Hindu

peasant
55 Number
66 Meadows
67 Bristle
DOWN
1 Obstruct
2 The self

To P
V 6

S P A

TAEL
SlAIEA
.N
I. I E SPANT

AE S
L AM E NT SIMI SERE
PAR
11111EL
I N E
EAST
DERIDE
STORES
S
45 Article
47 Scale note.
49 Wine drink
50 Boxing
match
51 The caama

52 Signet
Mil

3

Oil

II

Mill
"

1111111111 hi• W11 '8Ell

I# NEI
1611111111161'
lifilfilliMMINE1161
37
ham
'
38
35 •36
"Mil 6=111 6=MM
50 51 Mil52 ii.111111•1111
OMNI
MINI 55 56 id..616161

3 Lug
4 Succeed •

id... a•m
JRU
6
M
MI

liall.

Lam

Listed here is a ready
referenc• that will quickly
locate th•
you
h•lp
classification you ar• looking for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notic•
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wonted
9 Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
I I. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sole or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
2/. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Soles
28. Mob, Horne Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business R•ntal
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35 Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or leas•
37. Livestock -Supplies
38. Pets•Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
10. Produce
11. Public Sale
42. Horne Loans
43. Real Estate
41. Lots For Sal*
45. Forms For Sale
46. Homes For Sctler
17. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services
19. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
51. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads.
classified displays and
regular display: must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before publicaExcluding
tion.
classified ads for Monday. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
To have an ad
cancelled
before
publication you will
need to contact us by 8
a.m. that morning in
order for it not to appear in that day's edition.

56 Consumed
58 Affirmative
vote
59 Drunkard
60 Greek letter
63 Tantalum
symbol

PEANUTS
WOMEN 540ULDN'T BE
THE ONL4 ONES TO CRY

16. Home Furnishinis

2. Notice

2. Notice

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office. 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
advertising department,
retail advertising department and circulation
department.
At times other than those
listed above the office is
closed for .tegular business
even though newsroom and
production employees may
be on duty.
We request that
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are:.
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
753-1916
Classified Ads
753-1917
Circulation
753-1919
Display Ads
753-1916
Accounting
753-1918
News &Sports
The Murray
Ledger & Times
Hebrews 11.11..b • For if we sin
afte, that we have
recelyec ''re kn.)wledge
t'lt
fruth there remaineth no more
Sabbath
nis
worsnio
Saturdays 5
pm til 6 pm Bible study 6 tI
7 an:: 7 tII evenings Study
onone anytime Free Store tir
"-donations ap
, - e• having need
"ymation
or.Free
iiiiiiii llllllllllllimam
BIBLE CALL
"What About The Thief
on the Cross?" 7594444. Children's Story z
759-4445.
unwuna!

-Urd of Than-U1.
To all of you who were so considerate and thoughtful during
the brief Illness and sudden
death of my wife Adele
Johnson I shall ever be
grateful To Bro Joel SMith
and Bro Henry Hargis for your
consoling messages to the
singers for your messages in
song to Blalock-Coleman for
your kind and thoughtful service and to all who sent food
flowers and messages and for
your prayers. I extend my
thanks May God bless all of
you
C Ray Johnson

FIRST 'Ol1 HAVE TO
HAVE 5OMETHIN6 HAPPEN

MEN SHOULD REALIZE
THAT ITS ALL RIGHT FOR
THEM TO CRY TOO...
,tC•

NANCY

I'M A \--\
IM
SUMMER
A
WINTER
GuNK
I NI
GUY,
SPRING
GuY
•
+•••••

wHAT
SEASON DO
YOu LIKE
BEST?

OH,

SLUGGO

,
,
(

BEETLE BAILEY
LEAVING
TO PLAY GOLF

(IGt-1)

I THOUGHT
04E ENJOYED
.PLAYING
GOLF

MAYBE
SOMETHiri65
BOTHERING
HIM

READY,
DEAR?

'LOUIE
HERB
---2.-.(CANTS ME TC GO T0
A 513h3 RAR1-Ne
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Found Fiberglass
River area 753-8e -

IstiLiOd

,cner
Found Doberma
r'aris
black found on A
Call
highway. statelin435-4241
Lost! Female BcY - .'PY 5
months old. Brow A' ,ng tan
ng a
collar, might be
chain. Lost arou' • .'n and
tt- 1995
Payne. If found c
or 753-4563. Rew • • • S.V

36 inch Enterprize electric
range like new, gold $200
Call Gary 753-3614
17. Vacuum

Addressers wante:
ly! Work at h •
pertence neces. •
pay, Write Amer
8350 Park Lane
Dallas. TX 75231
rr ed
t
Dependable
cleanup man Cal , 8780 or
753-6827

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

outhorized parts
sales and service call 19011
602-7619 Located at 102
W
Washington Sr
Court
Square, Pans. in

PIN. 751 Mt

24. Miscellaneous.

Fall bulbs including Tulips Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna.
Hyacinth, Daffodils, Crocust ,can talk to Canada and Mexico_
Iris, etc Perennial including New $150. now $75 492Creeping Phlox Crown Vetch 8834
and others All at bargain Wanted Responsible person to
prices African Violets, $1 59 take up payment on 19 color
All other houseplants on sale t warranted Also a used 25"
10-30 per cent off The Potting color t v Claytons-1 & B Music
Shed, Highway 641 South open_ til 6_ pm_753 7575
between Puryear and Paris
27.-Mobile Home Sales
Pro Sharp chain saw 1974 Challenger 12xbU
sharpener Sharpens your chain bedroom all electric air condilike a pro $1199 Wallin Hard- tioner. $5000 Call 436-2524
ware. Paris
or 436-2524 or 436-5496
Skil saws All with 744' cutting For sale-2-bedroom. 1 1-2 bath
blade. model 553. $29 99, 12x55 mobile home, Furnishmodel 574 1.34 99 model ed Possibly left on the acre of
559 $59 99 Wallin Hardware land rent free $5000. Phone
Paris
/53-7882 or 1-458-8350 after
pm
5
on
cent
per
90
to
up
Save
ladies, mens and childrens 1972 12x60 Two bedroom with
fashions New and like new We central air, gas heat anchored.
sell for you and to you Only furnished with good house fur,
fine quality and current styles future, washer and dryer Will
accepted The Answer 1407 sell unfurnished or partially
Main Si Benton. KY Open 6 Call 76/-4023 after 4 30 pm
days 10 015 pm
Will negotiate leaving town

19. Farm Equipment
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Make Money By Saving!

• II

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display adsas long
as they meet the following requirements:

Hardware

Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

P;If

FurniAir
lgs

436-2257. Serious calls only.
,

Matching ,
.1 ch and chair
• $15.
Nice clean i,Aiher beds for
sale Call 49;, 37 after 6 Pm•
Stainless -,ter-i si nks, double
compartmen' 4 hole sell rim$39 99, and
mini S2rJ
$4999 ,'„ .,n Hardware,
Paris
THE RESTMY TAKING OVER
THE COUNTRY,. WIL
BE .ILIST AS EASY,
PRINCE A6ORDA

KIRBY
NACIDIPM
CLEANERS

28

24. Miscellaneous

All fuel chimneys, triple wall
pipe 6-x30- $18 99. 8x30Allis Chambers tractor model $29 99 Installation kit 6,
AC, $500 Call 753-2757
$2199. 8- $41 99 Wallin
12 Ft trailer. utility. has steel Hardware Paris
sides oval axles Call 753- Aluminum extension ladders
1 14 $2888. 16' $31 88, 20'
8500
IH 715 combine 4-38 corn $45 99. 28'. $70 99 Wallin
header, plus bean platform In Hardware Paris
Homeworkers ea 553 Per
excellent condition 901 247 Bath tubs. 5_ ft steel white.
hundred securif
$64 99 Colors $69 99 Wallin
Reply 5123
enevelopes. Free c •
Paris
--t485ZN 300 Massey Ferguson combine Hardware.
Titan
Box
Shower doors and tub 1971. 12 x 65 Three bedroom
with
and
corn
bean
headers
Schaumberg. IL6_
Chain saw chains three-eighths enclosures Thronton Tile ana
Call
Nice
6
after
pm
4921'2 bath partially furnished
getMINNENS Numbinch pitch for the following bar Marble. 612 S 9th
8190
Nice and clean Call 436-2446
ting better
',' • .em
sizes 16
$10 25 20recorder.
tape
cassette
Sears
with
New
combine
Holland
975
trainees Sales • . ' Part
- Nob. Womaents
28.
$11 99. 24- $1499 Wallin
Box 4 row corn and bean headers. Hardware
$15. 753-2833
time Send resum,•
Paris
double wide mobile
bedroom
3
,
.
42001. 21 ft Amco hydraulrc fold Oise.
993. Paducah
55 galton drums -tor sate home extra nice carpet and
inch
.14
saw
.
chain
Craftsman
MF
ft
disc
14
Call
901-782opportunity
Equal
Thornton Tile and Marble 612 drapes
built-ins range
bar. good condition $50 7533442
9th
S
Needed lady to s.,, *,ri sick
dishwasher and
refrigerator
2833
lady. full time c :a- 153- Tractor batteries 6 or 12 volt
for garbage disposal References
rick
a
Wood
$20
sale
for
3EH or 30H- 2 year guarantee For sale Quality seconds hickory and oak Delivered in and security deposit 4361551 or 753-9104
choice $49 99 Exchange fiberglass at discount prices for Murray area Call 489-2436
your
2149
for
cerier
Need motor route
greenhouses, mobile home skirHardware Paris
Wallin
Murray
the Paducah Si,
12x60 trailer for rent See
ting garages, carports, utility
443- Wheelbarrows. $19 99: $29 99. buildings Prices for 10 cents 25. Business Services
area If intereste:
Brandon Dill at Dills Trailer
1771
ask tor
$39 99 559 99 Wallin Hard- sq ft and up Desks. chairs.
MICHELIN MICHELIN
Court
ware Paris
department
safes and file cabinets Ross
Small easy to heat-2 bedroom
Sons Salvage Mdse Inc Martrailer apartment Water trash
enance 22 Musical
Part time work
TIRE
CARROLL
tin TN 38237 Phone 901-587- , 0
pickup furnisited No children
ut of.
and cleaning,' Si
SERVICE
For sale 2 turn tables for com2420. Open Mon-Fri 7.30 to
ntment
or pets $100 per month 753town Call .for
ponent system one BSR and '500 Sat 7 30 to 3 00
Your Car And
8081 bed
753-3802 after 6 : - ask for one Realistic Call
759-4011_
Light Truck
ler-private
;OOMII-t-raiDonna
Two
Tire Dealer
New .shipment of pianos and For sale aluminum storm winlot, Washer and dryer. water
$356 weekly guara-rPed work organs Buy now and save' dows Call 753-5266
0
5 furnished Call 753-0725
1105 Pogue
0
2 hours daily at hc-- Write for Claytons. J & B Music. 753753-1489
coating 5 5
root
home
Mobile
Three bedroom trailer for rent
0 Box
free brochure; D L
7575
gallon pail. $26 99 Wallin
Call 753-0139 anytime or 759K Greensboro, KY 42'43
Paris
Hardware.
Spinet piano used. like new
MICHELIN MICHELIN
for Louise
1864 ti,
9. Situation Want
Used console and grand pianos Over 800 rolls of wallpaper in
~.Jite Call Practice pianos and organs stock at Sherwin Williams.
will babysit
TOWN COUNTRY YAMAHA 474-2325
Lonardo Piano Co . across from Southside Shopping Center.
------LIST OF
diaMan would like 1.:1 :aretake a the Post Office in Paris. TN
One third karat. 6 prong.
house or farm, ilea! Murray Standard size guitar with amp mond solitaire valued at $500.
CHRISTMAS SERVICES
Call 753-4027
Amp has 3 lacks and tremble will sell for $350 Call 7534921) Layaway Program for motorcycles and ac3923 ask for Mary or
Will do sewing. a kinds of $50 753-2833
8495 after 530 pm
cessories.
clothes plain and 'ancy Call
2)Gift Certificates.
For Sale
759-4011
3) Master-Charge and Visa accepted.
Firewood for sale $20 a rick
Stereo Console
Will do babysitting r my home
$25 delivered Call Jon 436venient Shopping Hours,9 a.m. til 6 p.m.
thru
C.on
4)on
759-1664
AM/FM with 8 track
Mon.
Sat.
2625
$300.00
Auto Mini Cycle line for ages 3 to 14
Complete
I
5
Will do batysitt ng in my home.
delivered
Firewood. $25 rick,
Call 753-6531 ask for
Call 436-2 q6
753-8078
Locust fence posts. 7 ft $2 9
Sarah
ft $2 50 489-2327
1T.Tistructions
Medical •aboratory technician
class starts December 10.
1979 Enrollment limited Apply now Call 615i 526-3660 or
write CJmtet.and School of
Medical Tecr,nology. 321 N
1. How can you make money?
Washing'2n Cookeville, TN
3851
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
gathering
IFFor Sale or Trade
you save money?
cay
How
2.
New red Ya;estic. tree stanANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ding fireplace `All 753-3704
ad department of the Ledger S, Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
1-4.AVantTO
you have gathered together.
Wanted
ouy standing
3. How good a business person are.you?
timber__
on,':es paid. 489advertising on the
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business
fourth'
yds, classified
day
Every
Oct.
of
month
Classified Pages of the Ledger & limes during the
used maternity
your ad every fourth
of
cost
entire
the
save
you
that
means
This
size.
of
regardless
FREE
run
will
ad
clothes size :0 and 12 437regular
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a
W41a5f15t
will
you
October
for
scheduled
already
is
advertising
your
and
section
customer of the classified
- Articles
13.
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
Baby 'ems bed and mattress,
4. What are the details of this sale?
swing rra':i walker Also full
Ans. The sale IS open to everyone:
size ma•tress and box springs.
753-6227 affi-:, 430 pm
Craig FM 8-track under-dash
tape oiayer Sc::, Pioneer coar
sas.sest35of.
awxeliegnc ac'ridarrI'r,h$5p0re
GE portati e iassette tape
P,a mpar 27 inch
player $7
e w so:celd Gr., , bicycle, like
o10
loci, set udsm1,- Ikebrpouwmpn
hair
00
piece never worn. $10, over
100 D.er,p, ,f girls name
brand clt-J•h:ni, -,ize 1.0-13 Call
753-3903 tfrto.een 8 am and 8
a
onsiyle
For
-.1,1110-11ersell Csalico/a5t3s:
clothes and('
2609 after 5 ;;
Lack sets p bed brass or antiq',
nob saelltiso
as ,sa,
g;y ino 9k9vi

For Salirts'''
Antiqued portible bar.
.call
stfooLtslong
•*; 6
,400
theks
wbathx
with

5r Y
REALM OF ME 41,
MetoirAIN PAMICE5.,
WHOSE 411N05 ANC"
HEARTS ARE FIRMLY
IN THE 15!!_t CENTURY,

Cleaners

1 For foctory

6. Help Wanted

16:Home

MANTON

a Exterminating

1.1)It SALE
refrigerator,
White
runs good v25.00- Call
753-9924 after 3:30 P•in•

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

tit

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on4Vour business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper-The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-191710 place your ad.

0.46
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
28. Mob,Homelents
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49. Used Cars.

34.Houses For Rent - 43.Real Estate

Two bedroom all electric
mobile home $150 per month
$15 security deposit Call 753
4808
Trailer tor rent one block from
campus Call 153-5140

Three bedroom house near
Kentucky lake. Completely furnished washer and dryer included Deposit required. Call
after 5 pm. 753-8964.
Three bedroom, 142 bath, cen29. Heatingaolii4 tral heat, air, one car garage.
stove, dishwasher, refrigerator
Electric heaters 4000-matt 4
furnished On shady lot in
Wallin
Hard
99
stack. $35
Lynnwood Estates $300 per
ware Paris
month. Call Shirley at 153Wood heater, automatic. 1222 or 753-3043
deluxe cabinet, brick lined,
cast iron grates and doors, 24" 36. For Rent Or Lease
fire box $199 99 Two speed
automatic blower. $49 99
Mini
Wallin Hardware, Paris

•
I.. -Boyd- Majors 14
Real Estate
- 105 N. 12th
Wooded Acres
Neat 2 bedroom frame
home, situated on V::
acres, (mostly
wooded), only 3 miles
from city off 94 E
spacious living room,
eat-in kitchen has new
cabinets elec. heat,
large back porch, outside storage building.
Modestly priced at
$27,500.

1976 Gram- fnx, black on
black, loaded with every luxury.
Power windows. AM-tape.
cruise, climate control air. and
CB Excellent condition Phone
753-7853.
1975 Grand. Prix, excellent
condition, all extras, must sell.
Take over payments. 753-9906
1978 Monte Carlo Landau.
power steering and brakes. air,
AM-FM, CB radio, low mileage
excellent condition, one owner
642-5027 mornings.

51. Camas
18'.4t 197-7 Nomad camper.
sleeps 6, fully self-contained
Call 753-4808
Overhead camper for long
wheel base truck, in good condition. $600. Call 492-8515

52. Boats and Motors
For sale- 26 ft. Chris-Craft
cruiser good condition. Paris
Landing Manna. $3500. (901)
784-6490.

53.4ervices Offered
All types home remodeling and
maintenance. References
work. Free
Guarenteed
estimates. Call 753-8948.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1362-4895.
Backhoe work; septic tanks,
footings, and gravel hauled.
492-8258.
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient service. Custom Carpet Care. 4892774.

51Services Offered

51 Services Offered

all kinds Also
Licinsed Electrician and gas in- Saw sharpening,
1200 Main
stallation, heating installation electrical repair
weekdays.
after
230
Street
and repairs Call 753-7203
anytime Saturday and Sunday
Mobile Home anchors Wet basement' We make wet
Aluminum and fiberglass basements dry work completeunderpinning, white. beige ly guarenteed Call or write
and brown Roofs sealed Also Morgan Construction Co
patio awnings, open or screen- Route 2 Box 409A, Paducah
ed in, with or without windows KY 42001. or call day or night.
Also carports. single and dou- 1-442-7026
ble sizes lack Glover, /53Will do hauling of any kind, city
1873 after 6 pm
or county Call 492-8704
driveway white rock
Built up roofing- Will haul
Ag lime, also have any type
and
Commercial, in- of brown or white Pea gravel.
dustrial, and Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
residential, with or 753-4545
25 years in roofing Will haul driveway gravel, dirt
industry. Spec's sand Also do backhoe and
and loader Work Phone 753-4545
written
or 753-6763.

1979 MAZDA RE-1 Silver with black inspeed, .4
Warehouse
"You'll have to agree, by using men's names terior, 5
30-.1111FneisTeiital
7,000
stereo.
AM/FM
Storage Space
the weather service has come up with somec
afCall
Sharp.
Office space for rent, excellent
miles.
For Rent
nifty hurricanes."
with frontage
location
ter 6 p.m. 753-1613.
estimates made
753-4758
ull
downtown Main Street Call
56. Free Column
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
759-1429.
at no extra cost.
1973 Monte Carlo. Call 753Reduced Reduced
Free, gray female kitten, 7
Call Roof Con- weeks
31 Want To Rent
37. Livestock-Supplies Three bedroom, 1½
This makes house seise"' For 8361.
old. house broken 753structors & Con-. 1994, evenings "
the active family who wants a 1976- Malibu Classic, 41,800
Purdom & Thurman
Would like to rent 3 or 4 Registered American saddle
bath home, located on
sultants, Inc. Free! Small brown and black
bedroom home in Murray bred colt, 6 months. racking,
Insurance & Real Estate really functional home, here's miles, excellent condition.
5 acres of level land
an opportunity...3 bedroom. 2 759-1894.
school district area $600 Call 153-0672 nights.
•
247-6248, mixed female dog Moved and
Sournstde Court Square
just 6 miles from
(502)
baths, fully equipped kit- 1976 Monte Carlo, 38,000
References 753-6642 or 901Murray, Kentucky
Murray on 641 N. CenKlapp forced to give up. Call 753Steve
Springing Holstein heifers. Call
chen...A good place to raise a miles. Call after 5 pm, 753247-3992.
tral elec. heat and air.
753-4451
502-694-3500 after 8 pm
Klapp 0714.
show you this
of
us
formerly
Let
family.
•
A real buy at reduced
9678.
32. Apts. For Rent
Milburn Ky
Oftoday...Call
1492.
home
One year old female, part BoxRoofing.
price of $56,900.
Canterbury home on large lot in fered by Century 21 Loretta 1969 VW Bug, excellent condier, 753-3994. evenings
Brand new duplex. has built-in 18 cows. Swiss, Holstein, and
ex'cellent condition. Jobs Realtors.
tion, excellent gas mileage.
dishwasher, garbage disposal. Jersey. 8 heifers. Call 885Call 753-8080
Economical central gas heat
Call 753-7259 or 753-2395
range and refrigerator furnish: 5850. Hopkinsville.
Spring House Cleaning
Sale
For
Chimneys and stoves cleaned.
Lots
44.
after 5 pm.
and central air. 3 bedrooms. 2
ed Deposit required AbsoluteCall Magic
winter.
for
ready
Be
pplies
lined
Pets-Su
Tree
38.
setting!!!
park-like
A
4
water.
city
carpets,
•
Special
baths, double garage,
Large wooded lots,
ly no pets Call 753-8500
1977 228 Camaro, white with Hat 759-4878.
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
AKC- registered Cocker Spaniel streets, quiet neighborhood drapes, built-in range, large miles East 94, restricted area. brown trim. tilt. AM-FM 8 track
free
cleaning,
Carpet
puppies. 7 weeks old. $15 and a rustic A-frame...All kitchen-family room combina- Oakwood subdivision. 753- tape. 435-4373.
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:
Apartment for each. Call 753-0662.
waiting for you...3 bedrooms tion. City school district. Home 5593.
estimates, satisfied references,
759-1176
privacy,
50. Used Trucks
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanrent. 2 or 3 girls or All breed groomings and boar- arranged for complete
has 8 closets. Make your aproom with pointment soon to see this one. Lots for sale, joining city limits, 1972 Chevy pickup, 58.000 ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
living
spacious
a couple. Semi- ding We also board cats AKC woodburning fireplace...double
paved streets, water, and
Louise Baker at Spann sewer. Call 753-4060.
milk! good truck. 1973 753-5827. •
furnished. Call Pug and AKC Mina Schnauzers" garage...2500 sq. ft. lust Call
753-7724.
Associates.
Realty
vidson Sprint, needs Carpet and vinyl installed. Work
Had
FREE
1
---.1111116.1.14.
for Sale
Homes
George Landolt at usually: available Phone Hid- reduced!!! .1_, Call 753-1:92
46.
work.
436-5549.
guarenteed. 7 years experience
den Valley Kennels. 435-4481 now Offered by Century 21
20 MILE
753-8175.
For sale by owner: 3 bedroom 1975 Chevrolet Custom 10 in this area. Call Bob Mills at
or 753-7756• Loretta lobs Realtors.
brick house, kitchen with lots pickup with utility bed, ex- 489-2480_
DELIVERY
Cab. 8 months old,
cuboards. range, cellent condition. Call 753of
For rent'3 room apartment AKC male
Concrete and block work. Block
excellent Close to everything .scrto.
statted,
training
ols
753-0984
refrigerator, and dishwasher. 7733 after 6 pm.
near
electric heal, furnished,
garages, basements, driveways,
Call
$100
potential,
fowl
water
good
terrrs
courts,
neighbors
outside
2
fence,
link
chain
town Call after 5 pm: Z53free
walks, patios, steps,
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, of753-9773
Thi 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
storage buildings. concrete 1979 Chevrolet 4 wheel drive
6045
estimates. 753-5476.
Call
miles.
12,000
with
cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
pickup
fices,
offers
the
a
of
spaciousness
shade.
of
lots
and
drive
weeks
6
pups,
Beagle - Bassett
Commercial
33. Rooms for Rent
753-9678.
pm,
removed
5
after
stumps
as
large
pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
den,
need
kitchen,
equipped
BUILD,
You
.
Do
$35.500. 753-5945.
old $50 Call 753-0672
Property
land cleared
or
well as a formal living room
yard
your
from
the best for less.
Buy
60.
a
Room for rent. $70 per month.
pickup.
Chevrolet
1973
5 bedroom. 2 bath brick home
Pincher puppies. 9 and dining area But that is not
4000 Square feet inC10010 ROM xii s P M Tit S4111 I P
utilities furnished 753-1812 or Doberman
of stumps? We can remove
good
power.
and
automatic
and
fireplace
room,
living
with
474-2325
Call
old
weeks
'
.
building
metal
sulated
the
below
24'
central
and
gas
to
all,
elecheat
up
stumps
759-4909
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
den, 30x50 concrete block condition, $1375. 1973 Ford
sawdust
acres located on
only
ltt
weeks
on
tric
for.
leaving
air
makes
6
economical
puppies.
ground,
Dachshund
no
bed,
wide
short
pickup.
body shop. Located on 3 acres.'
34. Houses For Rent old Call 474-2325
busy highway 4 miles
utilities. Don't forget the large
chips. Gall for free
Price reduced! Call 435-4382 rust, standard transmission. and
.trees that shade the patio, and
Steve Shaw 753Three bedroom brick house.
from Murray. Priced
estimate.
489-2595.
Call
$1095.
or 753-8213.
utility shed in rear. Appliances 43. Real Estate
efficient outside storage
below replacement
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
Three bedroom brick home 1974 Dodge 4 wheel drive, 360
building A fine family home
furnished 1624 Kirkwood
cost - .60's. Phone
your chain link fencing
with 11
2 bath. central heat and cubic inch motor. Call 492- For
/
$300. Call 753-8246.
Ainley Auction
Call Helen at Spann Realty
753Kopperud Realty,
contact Montgomery
needs,
8621.
utilities,
low
2
air, fireplaces,
Associates, 753-7724.
Realty Sales
1222 for full-time real
estimates. 753Unfurnished 2 - or 3 bedroom
Free
Ward.
(pi lUlll 411411I
on one acre of land east of 1974 Ford pickup. $1900. Call
estate service.
house, garage, fireplace, L2
1966.
Murray, $43,000. Call 436- 753-4094 after 4 pm.
block from Carter School $270
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Great location! 204 South 9th 2401.
per month Call 759-1020 after
1973 Ford F-100 Ranger Sears 753-2310 for free
St.
docto
Convenient
hospital,
.
6 pm
47. Motorcycles
pickup, V8, ac, ps. good condi- estimates for your needs.
tors, town, shopping, and churllllllll,...,..llllll.lllll11111111111111lllll 1111 lllllll 1 llllllllll 1111111111111 lllll11111 lllll1.,
adult owned, tion, make offer. 436-2146.
Kawasaki,
900
home alterations,
ches. Living room. kitchen, 2
BUILT FOR ENERGY SAVINGS
highway mileage only, roll bar, 1978 Ford truck, 33,000 miles, For your
and remodeling, also
bedrooms, and bath Roof is
VACANT LAND
repair.
full
and
rack,
luggage
bar,
sissy
753-5031.
$2900-.
commercial.
ASSUMABLE LOAN
one year old. Neat older home.
new homes and
You still have time to
wind jammer. 759-4936.
living space plus garage. 3 Bedroom, den, dining
ft.
1760
brick
Listed
at
Shroat$32.000.
air,
New
753-6123.
call
Grande,
Sierra
GMC
1976
put your foundation in
central
room, living room -2 full baths, built-in kitchen, large utility,
Call
III
500.
Kawaski
Mach
Real
iNaldrop
759Estate,
tuuy carpeted,
43,000
for your dream house
PS: pb, tilt wheel.
neat and air, with heat pump. Thermopane IFII10011111,
Guttering by Sears, Sears conand
Murray
between
way
4-1
121
Hwy.
354-8995.
707
paved drive - price $44,500.00.
miles. $2900. 759-1759.
on 15 acres listed near
tinous gutters installed. per
Mayfield in Calloway Co. Phone 489-2715.
Murray on Graham
1977 Suzuki RM-125, good 1976 Malibu Classic, 41,000 your specifications. Call Sears
Road or 27 acres on 94
condition, $400. Call 436-5377 miles, excellent condition. 753-2310 for free estimates.
East. Give us a call.
atter 6:30 pm
759-1894.
Herndon's portable welding
1976 Triumph 750, good con- 1972 Two-ton Chevrolet truck, service. Route 6. Box 154, Murdition, $900 437-4817 after 5 427 motor, 5-speed. 2-speed ray. Kentucky. 753-9507.
pm.
axle, good tires, air, brakes. Have your driveways white rockpower steering. 16 ft. grain ed before bad weather. Free
48. Auto. Services
Garrison,
bed. 23.000 lb. rear axle, 9000
Car batteries, 35 month lb front axle. new 22 ton dou- estimates. Clifford
753-5429 after 4 pm.
guarantee. 80 amp, $29.99, exWILSON
ble cylinder hoist. Call 753change. 60 month guarantee, 6626 or 753-5198.
INSURANCE
Insulation blown in by Sears,
MOVE IN FOR $3,500
REAL ESTATE
$39.99, exchange.
save on these high heating and
Quality plus in this fine home 95 amp.
and
Ford
trucks.
panel
753Two
Sears,
Hardware,
Call
Paris.
Wallin
& ASSUME LOAN
cooling bills.
753-3263 AWN
in Cantebury. 4 bedrooms, 2
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Dodge, good shape. Inquire at 2310. for free estimates.
1216 Si.
New-3 bedroom, 2 bath, great room, entrance hall, dining room, kit392N.
49.
baths,
living
room,
Used
family
Cars
room
SALE
RENT
AND
FOR
Main.
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES
chen, with built4n stove and dishwasher- finished double garage, therBoone Cleaners, 605
with fireplace, and seperate By owner: 1972 Olds 88 conLicensed electrician. Prompt, mopane windows,fully carpeted,central heat and air, with heat pump.
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Hwy. 121 - 'vs way between Murray and Mayfield in Calloway Co. Phone
Executive home. 5 bedrooms, 3 rec room. Marble baths. Lee vertible. 1978 Chevrolet 8 51. Campers
efficient service, reasonable
in.
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
baths, family room. Extras and Monicello carpets, natural passenger Van, air. power, Complete winterizing and rates. Call Ernest White, 753- 489-2715 - ready to move
tree Delivery on Prescriptions in City limits
galore in this energy saving wood paneling, central inter- 16.000 miles 753-6760 after 5 repau .on all brands. Winter 0605.
home. Beautiful wooded lot. com and vacuum systems, pm.
storage available. Hitches,
Heat pump, automatic roof smoke and fire detectors. Too
CARTER STUDIO
parts, and accessories. White's
fans, super insulation, energy many features to mention. 1952 Buick $675 firm. 1957 Camper Sales, Highway 94
WEDDINGS &
efficient water heater. Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate. Chevrolet. 2-door hardtop, Bel- East, Murray. KY. 753-0605.
or
motor
transmission.
no
Air,
fireplace with heat-a-lator, 759-1707.
PORTRAITS
Four FR 78x14 white wall steel belted radials at
For sale: 1973 Windsor travel
$600. 437-4817.
thermopane windows, metal
$400
Reduced
equipped.
Don't
steel
wall
Reduced!
miss
white
trailer. fully
753-8298
$411.50 plus FET. Four HR 78x14
clad thermo doors, beautiful
this excellent opportunity to be 1975 Bonneville, AM-FM tape, and take over note. Call 753belted radials at $49.50 plus FET. Eight CR 78x14
kitchen cabinets, electric
$1750.
tires.
753-4445.
good
the owner of a new 2 bedroom
4150 between 10 and 530. Need .yard raked? Leaves baggwhite wall steel belted radials at $37.50 plus FET.
garage door opener. ShroatFOR SALE
ed? Call 753-6932.
Waldrop Real Estate. 759- brick home located on large lot 1978 ,Camero. power and air, ask for Terry.
in the country for only red with black interior, -good
White Holiday Hillstone 2:130 sq. ft. living splice, large covered patio,
Used tires starting at $5.00.
1707.
repair
electrical
new.
like
or
camper
Popup
Plumbing
1978
3
carport
bedroom, dining room, den, living room. 2 Full baths, rec
$30.000. Fully carpeted, lots of gas mileage, $4750. Call 753room with fireplace, built-in kitchen with dishwasher, stove and
Great for deer hunters. Has ice on well pumps, water heaters, refrigerator
cabinets, double garage. Call 8200.
New carpet, paved
on
For
the
return
greatest
washer, dryer and TV tower
One
each.
$125
at
conditioners
air
Repossessed
2
box, gas stove and furnace. Call ranges. Also dishwashers in- 'outbuilding, possession with deed drive,
1149,000.00 Hwy 121 - way between
in
money.. Invest
real Spann Realty Associates, 753- 1977 Cutlass super clean,
repossessed 12 inch black and white t.v. for $50. One
474Murray and Mayfield in Calloway Co Phone 489-2715
week,
Burkeen,
during
4
James
after
stalled.
474-8866
estate...We have a business op- 7724.
loaded wp)b extras, 30,000 ac- anytithe on weekends.
repossessed 8-track tape player, $30. Christmas
2257.
portunity for you that will let
tual miles 7S3-133
albums 50t each.
you build up equity, receive ar:
•
1969 CameroiAlso a dual turn
income and provide a good tax
Call or come by
table. Call after 5 pm. 753's•
9'
shelter. Approximate monthly
4798.
income of $800. Call for more
information.. 753
753-1222
1973 Capri 2000 for sale. Ex1492.. Century 21 Loretta lotr
cellent condition mechanically,
753-6595
re Realtors.
54,000 miles. Call /53-9677.
$
Farm Land
111111.1.1PIA.
1970 Datsun Sport Roadster,
ool 0
We have just listed a good top, tonneau cover, a light
aste7i
izoolit
200 acre farm with ap- blue beauty classic convertible.
OZARK LOG HOMES,INC.
proximately 120 acres 436-2146.
tenclable. The farm 1962 Ford Fasrlane, small 6
The Log Home "PRICE" People Suggest:
T.L.C.
has two tobacco bases cylinder. 54 000 miles, 25
CLASSY & UNIQUE
Build your home and
and barn as well as a mpg, can prove low mileage.
is evident when you inspect
Care
Loving
Tender
6,000 bushel grain bin. Call after 5 prti 759-4116.
this 3 bedroom,2 bath home. The great location
This 3 bedroom,2 bath brick has what it takes for
, .Buy your log home package from the
Owner also has a
is ideal for your family in city school district.
those who enjoy entertaining friends and family.
For sale: 1965 Rambler Classic
nights there is a family
and
winter
35
home
mobile
long
Low utility bills are featured with central gas
those
For
log home "PRICE" people. Compare
V8, excellent condition. 753heat and R-19 insulation. Large eat-in kitchen
acres, 20 of which are 2911.
room with fireplace and separate living room.
a
nice
a
Add
w/bith.
bedroom
master
nice
our prices and "SAVE."
only
tendable, for
and family room opening onto patio make this
Extra
being
Owner
own.
50's.
302
Maverick,
1973
your
the
in
call
For
sale
priced
to
home you'll love
patio,2car garage and
$29,900. Call today on
and air, $1000 767transferred. Priced in the 50's.
both these farms. V8, power
2.Build your own, simple to construct
Phone Kopperud Real- 6356
OZARK Log Home and Save two ways.
ty 753-1222 your farm
1973 MG Midget, good condiEvenings Call:
1/
land headquarters in
tion, new tires new top. Call
BEAUTY AND QUALITY
('alloway County.
after 6 pm, every day except
Don Bailey 759-4577
Wednesday, 753-3984.
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Shirley Waferd 753-3043
"PRICE"
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Geri Andersen 753-7931
209 Wolgurt Street
753-6774
See our ChtplOy
Gallagher 753-8129
George
NEW
OFFICE HOURS:
Hwy 121 By-Post
Closed All Day Wed.
121 Bypass
753.1222
Koppervd
Bill
Or seed 53 00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 III 5:00
Murray
for our brochure of
Price of
News:
taw prtcecl Beouftful
PRICE SHAVE 75'
I HAIRCUT $1.25
Wed-Sat.
'log Homes
,..11.•10•1 & bows ends phoes• /51 len ft.* .11.!•
"
Kntiki
.161*

I

HOUSES FOR SALE

r

NOTICE

Woods Florist will be closed
temporarily due to fire. The office will be open to receive
payments on outstanding accounts.

WALLIS DRUG

SPECIAL TIRES

TWO NEW LISTINGS TWO GOOD BUYS

Goodyear

save two ways.

Say

711 Main
Murray, Ky.
753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)

it

E 10-/l THE MURRAY. Ks.. LEDGER & TIMES. Wednesday,October 24. 197v

Prices Good Thursday thru Sunday

Central Shopping Center
•

I
-

Shalimar',

Special
Purchase
of
Health & Beauty
Aids

9-9 Mon.-Sat.

HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES
Choose from Many of Your Favontes

*Gillette Shave Cream
*Baby Magic
•Selsun Blue
•Comptrex
*Ultra Max
*Tame Creme Rinse
.0111 MO. %eV,

1-6 Sunday

11111111111111111111ii
• SUPERMAN
• WONDER WOMAN
• BUCK RODGERS
• MICKEY MOUSE
• TINKERBELL
• MORK FROM ORK
• GODZILLA
• WERE WOLF
• VAMPIRE

Trial Size

97

2

EACH

selsun
be

Favontef i.Sttftles kids will lo!..
Series dtO!!.!es and comic bc. •
turheS of "'Litt P BriteF vino ,
‘. •

sma/I
•

Pro'

Three in One Costume
Set -includes mask,
costume, treat bag

Dr.
Engli •
haS ,• ;
Stuart
Pogue
Appo
Curds,
will w.
Keith
coilecti
registe
c011ecti
H•
has • •
Murra
,probab
years

B,
fer Halloweer
J
One Costumes for girls and boys

tt eta riII ,...tr <!-irne resistor
,

a

ST ,
tly -n
lam i
staff
Stat z

Many of your favortes Each set
includes mask costume and treat
bac:

••

'1!

No Raincheck

$157
EACH

No Rain Check

New Crop

Spanish
Peanuts
1242 Oz. Bag
Naturally
Delicious
Reg. 1.29

comes.
He
provid:
catalo
t
them:
them
scho •
make
collec.
compl
Bibb':
Dr. H
Illinois
Murra

.
99
Bag

DELICIOUS CANDIES
For Halloween
Trick or Treaters
Save 324 $
Reg. 1.99

tod
Act
Cla
Co
Cr•

67

De.
I)r
Ga
Ho
I II
Op
SP(

A BAG
Delicious bagged candies that kids love Choose snack i;rze Her
shey's chocolate bars, snack size Kit Kats snack size Hersheys
with Almonds, 20 count bag Roses Peanut Butter Cup. or fun size
bags of Milky Way, Snickers, 3 MusketePrs,M & M Plain or Peanut

g•
In

•

•- ,
,

CHARMIN
TISSUE

•

7;
PKG.

Chaim

61‘

4;222mi

▪

Tqa...

it s

Ref• Check

ci-cCOLATE CANDIES

P lEA.

Individually
1 _Wrapped Treats

Economy Size
Antacid
Non-Constipating
26 Fl. Oz.

-BAG

$188

-

01
:01•01//v1k21
••••• it
!UAW v. near%

Ratnblo Bubble Gum
Pal
Rubble Gum or Whoppers 109
pert's tria bag'
.

The More You Know About Us, The More You Can Save.,

m.

-4•Nicft

SECRET
SPRAY

Maalox

Ne
h

I

Peri
•

C

15v fnet ko I Soo et

Ant. ....v.0.04

1,1.d tanNia

Ma
that h
some
Doug
CORTI

I.knit 2
No R•4•Cher

NYQUIL
MEDICINE

41

He
Pe
Ins

57
EA.
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141. n.ist
..01.
4 err+,
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Limit 2
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